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ABSTRACT 
The work of Stern and lnverso suggests that there is an unmet 
visual need at juvenile resident facilities since Early and Periodic 
Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) procedures were not always 
sensitive enough to identify juveniles with vision problems that may 
ff 1 . 1,2 e ect earn1ng. It has been found throughout the literature that 
visual defects contribute to reading and learning difficulties. 3•4•5• 6•7 
Comprehensive vision programs should be implemented in juvenile facilities 
for this reason. This manual is a list of steps to enable the Optometrist 
to institute a vision program for local juvenile resident facilities, 
private schools, detention facilities and the like. The reader will 
find many helpful suggestions and an extensive, information filled 
appendix. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1967, Congress enacted the Early and Periodic Screening, 
Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT) program for children in families that 
qualify for medicaid. This program provides complete physical examinations 
and other screening procedures, including vision screenings, to all chil-
dren under the age of twenty-one. All treatment services found to be 
needed by~ child during the screening program are to be provided in 
order to insure the normal growth and development of these children. 
The importance of including an adequate vision screening program 
within the EPSDT program has been indicated by studies showing the incidence 
of vision problems in children. It has been found that approximately 25 
8 percent of all school age children have some type of eye problem. Medicaid 
studies have shown vision defects to be the second most prevalent health 
problem of children from low income famil ies. 9 Vision screening needs to 
especially be done on children from ages 5-19 when the majority of vision 
problems develop and when they will have the greatest effect on a child 1 s 
academic and social development. 
Estimates indicate that only 30 percent of the children eligible 
for screening under the EPSDT program have been reached. Of those that 
8 have been screened, 30 percent never receive the health care they need. 
In another study on a sample of 3,240 children who were screened and found 
to have problems, only 75 percent of the vision problems detected at the 
. . d 4 screen1ng rece1ve treatment. This shows that there is a large number 
of children who are not receiving adequate vision care. 
The EPSDT program has not worked to its fullest potential because 
of the generally poor implementation of the program. There has been a lack 
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of uniform training, screening and referral protocols and confusion by 
the states of exactly what vision care services are to be covered. 4 
What will be included in the screening program has been left entirely up to 
the state to decide. Even within a given state, the screening procedures 
l 
vary. In one study, it was estimated that 30 percent of all American 
children are being screened for vision problems and of those, the vast 
majority are screened only for distance visual acuity. 10 This also seems 
to apply to EPSDT programs. Stern and Inverse found, in a survey of those 
who give EPSDT screenings, that the distance visual acuity was the most 
commonly provided test followed by tests for ocular muscle balance, color 
. . l h l h . l . d b' l . ll vtston, ocu ar eat , near vtsua acutty an tnocu artty. 
It was determined in the Orinda vision study that the modified 
clinical technique (MCT) was the most effective way to screen for vision 
12 problems. It employs a few tests that cover a wide range of problems 
and has flexibility so that standards may be varied or tests changed to 
satisfy any set of local and professional demands. The MCT consists of 
the following: (1) visual acuity; (2) cover test; (3) retinoscopy; and 
(4) inspection for organic problems. 
Using the MCT, Stern and Inverse found that 26 percent of the 
children at a juvenile resident facility who had passed the EPSDT screening 
from one to six months earlier still had unmet visual needs. 1 These chil-
dren were given a full examination and their visual needs were fulfilled. 
This study underlines the fact that the incidence of visual problems and 
visual care provided to the children at juvenile resident facilities need 
to be re-evaluated nationwide. 
This manual is made up of a list of steps that will enable the 
interested Optometrist to properly evaluate or i~itiate visual programs in 
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local juvenile resident facilities. These steps could also be extrapolated 
to provide this much-needed vision care to private schools or detention 
facilities within your community. The reader will find an extensive 
appendix which includes many helpful suggestions throughout. 
CONTACTS 
rlan on a year for just the groundwork and set-up procedure of a 
vision care program in a juvenile resident facility. (A proposed time line 
appears in Appendix 2). There are initially two major areas that need to 
be researched by the ambitious O.D. who is interested in this type of commu-
nity service. These areas are: (1) contacting a resident facility and/or 
school with children to whom you propose delivering proper vision services; 
(2) contacting and approaching a funding organization with the idea that 
your program is worthwh i 1 e and worthy of its support. It is important to 
acknowledge that there are many contacts to be made and a definite 11heirarchy'' 
of command that exists throughout both the supporting organization and the 
resident facility itself. 
If you are unsure about the kinds and extent of juvenile resident 
programs that exist in your area, the Chamber of Commerce or your county's 
Department of Health and Human Services (Welfare Division) are always excel-
lent information sources. In Oregon, we are fortunate to have county service 
directories that are at the disposal of the public. Appendix 3 has repro-
ductions of representative pages of this directory. Try writing to the 
Department of Health and Human Resources and request a similar directory 
for your county. 
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If you know someone who works for or is affiliated with the 
Resident Facility you choose, he/she would be your best entry point into 
the system. Half of the battle is getting your foot in the door and this 
entry person serves as a personal reference, conveying your sincerity in 
providing vision care. If you don 1 t have a contact person in the facility, 
the principal would be the appropri~te one to speak with initially. The 
school principal may send you up the hierarchy to the Board of Education or 
on to the school nurse. Sometimes the school system is actually separate 
and you may need to investigate the housing 11arm11 of the hierarchy for 
approval as well. Don 1 t assume that the two units communicate with one 
another. A good deal of patience will be required throughout all of the 
authorizations and paperwork. 
Remember-- none of the people working in these facilities have 
any extra time. They may be supportive of your cause but understandably 
leary about taking on any extra work. Assure these individuals throughout 
that you plan to take on the majority of the work and that you only have 
the best interest of the children in mind. One way to do this would be to 
give a talk to the faci l ity 1 s teachers and staff before the screeningi itself 
takes place. 
It is also recommended that a presentation be given when 
approaching various organizations for funding. You will want to discuss 
the visual system, the association between vision dysfunctions and juvenile 
delinquency, and the benefits of an established vision care program for 
children in these facilities. A breakdown of the costs of the program 
should be presented, stressing why each part of the proposal is necessary. 
A sample of our proposal to the Corvallis Elks Club is included in Appendix 
4. In your presentation, be sure and include pertinent articles and differ-
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ent program options. At the end of the talk, entertain any questions 
peep 1 e may have. 
So~rce organizations such as the local Lions, Elks and Rotary 
Clubs would be the first people to approach for funding your vision pro-
gram. (Contact your local Chamber of Commerce for additional organization 
suggestions. Refer to Appendix 3). Just as with the resident facilities, 
it helps a great deal if you know someone who is a member of the organiza-
tion you are interested in getting support from. That person would . be able 
to direct you in any of the procedures you would need to follow as well as 
to serve as a personal reference, conveying your sincerity in helping these 
children to the group. 
Once funding has been established, progress or update letters 
will need to be sent to the funding organization. (Appendix 4). With this 
in mind, be sure to get the name and address of the individual that this 
information should be sent to once the funding is first approved. It could 
be embarrassing to ask for this information later. 
POSSIBLE WAYS TO SET UP A PROGRAM 
When developing the vision program that will be offered at the 
juvenile facility, there are three factors that must be considered: (1) the 
amount of funding that can be obtaine·d; (2) the space available at the fac-
ility; and (3) the rules of the facility. The amount of funding that is 
obtained will control how many children can be screened and the kind of 
follow-up treatment that can be provided. The space available and the rules 
at the facility will determine whether the screening, examinations and vision 
therapy can be done at a private office or will have to be done at the 
faci 1 i ty. 
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Complete examinations for all children would be the optimal 
situation, but since funding usually has a limJt, complete examinations 
could be targeted for those who had failed your schoolwide vision screening. 
Ideally, vision therapy would be provided as well as extras such as new 
frames or tinted lenses for those who do not like their present pair of 
glasses. Limited funding would necessitate only those children who were 
thought to have problems to be screened and for those who failed to be exam-
ined. 
In the 1983-84 Farm Home Screening it was found that selecting 
children based upon teacher's check 1 ists and observations resulted in the 
same number of referrals for complete exams as in previous years when all the 
children at the facili"ty were screened. This indicates that both time and 
money can be saved by involving the staff of a facility if they are acquainted 
with the signs and symptoms of visual problems. An example of a sign and 
symptom check 1 ist that can be used appears in Appendix 4. The teachers will 
also need to be educated in the basics of how the visual system works and 
why these listed signs indicate visual difficulties. This can be done at 
the initial presentation that is given to the staff and teachers of the 
resident faci 1 i ty. 
The screening, examination and vision therapy can be set up at 
the facility providing that there is enough room for the needed equipment. 
If there is insufficient room, the screening and examinations can be done at 
a private office. Usually, vision therapy requires only a small amount of 
space and would best be done at the facility. 
The rules of the facility may be such that there is not a choice 
as to where the children wil 1 be seen. Some facilities have very strict 
rules stating that the children cannot be taken off the premises. In this 
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case, the screening and examinations wil 1 have to be done as best as possible 
in the available space at the facility. 
It can be seen that development of the vision program depends on 
several factors. These factors will not deter from the program as long as 
they are kept in mind and flexibility is maintained. 
' 
VISION PROGRAM PRESENTATION TO 
TEACHERS, STAFF AND ADMINISTRATION 
The initial presentation of your vision program to the resident 
staff is very important. It is at this time that the staff becomes educated 
about the visual system, learns about you and your qualifications, and becomes 
familiar with what the program will entail at their facility. 
It is best to start off the presentation by giving the staff some 
information about your qualifications for carrying out this kind of project. 
Give them an idea of your educational background, including any residency 
programs that you may have been involved in. Any research work or projects 
you have done involving vision therapy and/or resident facilities should 
be presented at this time. 
Research should be cited that supports the idea that there is a 
larger percentage of children with visual problems in juvenile resident 
facilities, that visual problems can have an effect on learning, and what 
has been found with work at other juvenile resident facilities. Some of 
these articles could even be distributed to those attending the presentation. 
Any of the articles in Appendix 1 or cited in the Reference List can be 
used for this purpose. 
The faculty and staff at the resident facility needs to be made 
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aware of the fact that the previous EPSDT screening may not have been 
sensitive enough. It is mainly for this reason that you would like to 
provide a program of screening, examination and training children at their 
facility. 
The staff also needs to be made aware of the fact that h0\"1 
11 clearly11 a child sees is of concern, but there are additional things that 
need to be looked at as well. Make them aware of how accommodation and 
' 
convergence work and of how important these two abilities are in nearpoint 
activities such as school work. Explain how poor eye movements can reduce 
the ability to read and comprehend. Let them know that these can be very 
subtle problems to pick up, but that they can have a profound effect on a 
child 1 s ability to attend to his school work. The previous studies on 
visual problems and how they relate to learning, and those done on visual 
problems and juveni-le delinquents can again be mentioned. Supporting 
articles appear in Appendix l. 
Once it has been established why you want to institute a vision 
program, it is time to discuss what kind of program you intend to provide. 
If vision therapy is to be included in your program, it is important to 
educate the staff on what vision therapy is and why it is indicated for 
these children. As mentioned in the section on the possible ways to set up 
a program, you may ask the teachers to help narrow down the number of chil-
dren screened by using a signs and symptoms checklist. Each item on the 
check] ist (Appendix 5) needs to be covered in your presentation and 
explained in terms of its relation to a vision/learning difficulty. 
Explain that they will probably need to spend about a week initially just 
watching how each of the children does their work in relation to those 
signs indicated on the check list. 
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Once you have finished the presentation, ask if there are any 
questions. This is a good time for a 11visual 11 demonstration if time permits. 
You may want to demonstrate the concepts of focusing and pointing of the eyes. 
Such things as the Brock string, loose prisms and lens flippe rs can be 
used. A demonstration of stereoacuity may also be beneficial. It is impor-
tant that this demonstration be well thought out and presented when there 
is plenty of time or it will do more to hurt than to help. 
SCREENING 
The most difficult part of developing the vision program is going 
to be deciding which tests to use for the screening. The areas of vision 
that should be tested are visual acuity, refractive error, eye movements, 
binocularity, accommodative and convergence facility and eye health. 
Mo re areas can be tested if desired. There is a great deal of flexibility 
in how each of these areas are tested. An example of one screening form 
that was used for a facility in Oregon can be found in Appendix 6. This 
particular screening started out with a quick case history. It would be 
well to include in the case history a space for the patient•s comments 
relative to any visual difficulties that they feel they have. 
Visual acuities were taken both far and near. Refractive error 
was determined with lens bars and retinoscopy, eye movements were graded, 
the cover test, near point of convergence, keystone card skills and randot 
stereoacuity were used to test binocularity. Prism rocks and lens flips 
were used to evaluate convergence and accommodative facility and sustain-
ing abilities. Ocular health was evaluated with opthalmoscopy for external, 
internal and pupillary reactions. Additional testing may include color 
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vision, fixJtion disparity, Brock string, etc. 
The screening can be carried out in a multitude of ways, depend-
ing upon how many people are available to help. One person could be in 
charge of a given station. The child would then go from station to station. 
Another possibility would be to have each child go from station to station 
with the same examiner evaluating all the tests. Often the school nurse 
is very willing to participate and could take near and far acuities or case 
' history to help speed the screening process along. Plan on approximately 
ten minutes per child if you work with a one-person screening. The recep-
tionist at the facility could coordinate when each child should come through 
the screening to avoid a back-up. 
All children found with reduced acuity or a refractive error 
should receive a complete examination. The same holds for any tropia or 
ocular health problems found. A suggested criterion for failure appears 
in Appendix 7. If funding permits, those children who are unhappy with 
their present frame should be re-examined and have new glasses ordered. 
COMPLETE EXAMINATIONS AND DISPENSING 
Once . the screening process has been completed, it would be best 
to find out who has been providing the vision care to the facility in the 
past. This person may like to help. you with the 11higher•• examination level 
of the program and may possibly have some helpful insights and/or sugges-
tions. 
The examination process should be a thorough, individualized set 
of tests and emphasize the area(s) the patient failed in the screening 
process. It will be necessary to determine what accommodative/convergence 
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relationship exists and ultimately determine what caused the screening 
failure. IJ. ' Specialized tests such as 8 ~I near testing, could be included 
in the exam sequence to separate accommodation from convergence. Other 
''specialized11 tests would include fixation disparity, stereopsis and 
possibly a binocular balancing sequence, to name a few. 
Frame selection should follow the examination. One may find that 
it would be best to arrange a day or two to dispense the new glasses to the 
children at the facility, and explain their function, care and use. 
VISION THERAPY PROGRAM 
The results of the complete examinations will determine who is 
considered for the vision therapy program. There are, however, additional 
factors that will ultimately effect who . gets the therapy. These factors 
include how long the child has already been at the faci llty and how much 
longer he/she wi 11 1 ikely be there, the motivation of the child, the family 
background, and the career goals of the child. Each child considered for 
the therapy program should be interviewed to determine each of these factors . 
The children are then put into a hierarchy of who is most 1 ikely to benefit 
from the program. 
The manner in which the therapy program is set up will depend 
largely on the staff. Vision therapy could be done once a week during 
regular clas s time, with the child taken out of a different class each 
week. If possible, they may be able to come in after classes for visual 
training. The therapy sessions should run about an hour, with or without 
homework, depending on the situation. The child may be able to come in to 
do the homework after class, or perhaps check out equipment and activity 
instructions to be done at the residence. 
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The us c oF motivators Is very llllportant: with these child ren, 
but may be limited due to their controlled environment. It must also 
be kept in mind that what motivates the average visual training patient 
may not motivate these children. They tend to have different goals in 
1 ife. It has been found that working for 11 time'' to play video games was 
a good motivator at a resident facility in Oregon. Accumulating the time 
became a status symbol of sorts among the children. Some of these children 
have access to computers, which may be a good motivation device. Movies 
and outings for food may also work well, depending on the child's situation. 
Ask the staff and teachers what they feel would motivate the children. 
Remember to be creative within the rules of the faci 1 ity. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Maintaining good communication between the Optometrist, the fund-
ing organization and the juvenile resident facility is of primary importance 
throughout your visual program. Just a minor misunderstanding may jeopar-
dize your program for children in the following year. Remember to arrange 
the time and dates of the screening, examinations and vision therapy ses-
sions around what works best at the facility. If one child is continually 
missing his/her reading class for visual training and really needs extra 
help in reading, the teacher won't be very sympathetic to your cause if 
not pre-warned about the situation. 
Thank-you letters should be sent to each organization/fatility 
after every talk you give. Any letters you receive from the resident 
facility should be photocopied and sent on to the funding organization. 
Don't stop communication with your funding organization once they have 
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authorized your vision program. Update and thank-you letters should 
sti 11 be sent throughout the program so that they are aware of how their 
money is being spent. (Appendix 4). Any articles that appear in the local 
newspaper should be clipped out and sent along with your updates. 
The "bottom line" suggestion for a successful program year after 
year is to be creative, use good manners and common sense throughout. 
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I 
Evaluation of Vision Care in 
Juvenile Resident Facilities 
NORMAN S. STERN, 00, PhD AND MARLENE INVERSO, OD, MS 
Abstract 
The visual needs of 117 children from 
four resident facilities in Oregon were 
evo Juoted to determine if the present vi-
sual services provided were adequate. Th e 
children ranged in age fro m 11 through 
18 years. Forty-six children (39%) fa iled . 
an exten sive visual screening and re-
ceived G complete optometric examina-
tion at th e Pacific University College of 
Optometry, Forest Grove, Ore. Thirty-
one chi ldren (26%) required new specta-
cles. Th ese data su ggest that an unmet 
visual need existed in the children who 
were examined. 
The importance of good vision for school-
aged children has long been recognized, 
uut it has only been within the last de-
cade that visual defects have been found 
to be some of the contributing factors in 
reading disabilities among juvenile delin-
qucnts.1 What vision defects in particular 
make it difficult for chiltlren to succeed 
in school? Research on learning problems 
has shown thai the following visual fac-
tors corn;latn with reading difficultius z: 
(1) poor nearpoint visual acuity, (2) far-
sightedness (ca n see better far away than 
close up), (3) esophoria at nearpoint (a 
tendency to turn eyes imvard with near 
tasks), (4) poor eye muscle coordination 
and poor fusion (teamwork between the 
two eyes ), and (5) a diffe rence in refrac-
tive error betvveen the two eyes at near. If 
children do not succeed in school, be-
cause of vision or other problems, they 
often become "a behavior problem, drop-
ping out of school or [becom ing] tru ant, 
and begin the road to delinquency. The 
repeatedly found fact that most . delin-
quents have histories of truancy and 
school failure simply reinforces this con-
ception."1 · 
Adequate care, therefore, is important 
in the rehabilitation of juveniles with his-
tories of poor school adaptations. As a 
result, vision care is offered in Oregon's 
juvenile residential facilities to Medicaid-
eligible children under the state's medi-
cal assistance program, Title XIX.3 Mncli-
check, a part of Title XIX implemented 
by the Public Welfare Division of the 
State of Oregon, is a program guided by 
tho US 1Jopartnw11t uf llcalth, Jo;ducntion , 
This invostigntinn wu~ suppo rtod in part by grunt H 1:1 from tl11} llPO/\, Corvullis. Drn. 
l!iiiL'IIIPilft; MUttlhly 
Allgusl 1902 
und WnJraru [I li·:W) fur ourly und Jwriod-
ic screening, diagnosis; and treatment 
(I·:I'SIJ'I') of childn:i1 up lo tho nge of 21 
yc<Jrs in Mmlicaid-eligibl<! families.:1 The 
EPSDT guide of HEW discusses two meth-
ods of vision screening-the Snellen chart 
at 20ft and special instruments, eg, the 
Titrnus Vision Screener. If a child fails 
tho vision screening test, he is given a 
full visual examination. The HEW Guide 
to Adolescent Health Care specifies the 
following tests as necessary for a full di-
agnostic evaluation of vision: near and far 
visual acuity, lens tests for hyperopia, 
muscle balance tests, depth perception 
tests, and color discrimination tests. 4 
However, only children who fail tho 
EPSDT vision screening test are given the 
full vision evaluation and so the screen-
ing becomes the crucial part of the EPSDT 
vision program. Unfortunately, even 
though the screening is extremely impor-
tant, the, specific visual screening tech-
niques employed are left to the discretion 
of the scrcener. As a result, the distance 
"Snellen chart is the simplest and least 
expensive means for testing central dis-
tance visual acuity under standard condi-
tions,"4 it is the most commonlv used 
method to screen vision for the EljSDT. 
Spachel has criticized this use of the 
distance Snellen charts as a sole means of 
visually screening children, for the test 
identifies only 20 'Yo to 40% of tho chil-
dren who need vision care, and these 
children are mainly those who are near-
sighted . Nearsighted children do not have 
difficulty with near vision; therefore, their 
visual defect is really an advantage to 
them in reading tasks and is only a dis-
advantage when they try to see the black-
board from the back of the classroom. 
They generally are not the children with 
the learning problems. 2 . 
Another criticism of using the farpoint 
Snellen test as the sole screener is that it 
is performed monocularly only; therefore, 
it cannot detect problems that involve 
teamwork between the two eyes, problems 
that could result in double vision. Double 
vision, especially with nearpoint tasks, 
could rnnkn reading fatiguing und could 
111:1kr! co1nprolwnsion almost impossil>k 
Wlwt vision screening ll!sls should be 
performed to ensure that children with 
lwarpoint visual dnfncts uru idontifin<U 
TIH: 1\iitoricun Oplonwlric i\s:-;ociatioll 
rucolliiiH!IHls I hat oye liU<ilth history, ru-
lrilctivt: slulus, vis11ul ac11ilv, !JiJHH:ularvi-
sion (t:y<! <:norclinalion a;HI tnamwork). 
!H:Iilnr IH::dth. iliJd color vision lw lt:slud.'' 
llarl<:y and J.nwn:ncnn indicatn th:il in 
addition, a vision screening should in-
c! ude a 
... History of visual complaints a;1d ill-
nesses , ... cardul obs1:rvation of ... be-
havior ... during tlw nw:1surnnwut of 
visual acuity . .. and [ofl the appearance 
of the eyes. . .. For exnmple, crusts 
on eyelids or among eyelnshes, red or 
swollen eyelids. watery eyes or discharges, 
sensitivity to li ght, reddened conjunctiva, 
and lack of coordination in focusing the 
two eyes should be noted. 
They suggest that teacher and parnnt ob-
servation checklists also should be in-
cluded in a screening. Reports of frequ~nt 
eye rubbing, complaints of burning eyes 
or headaches after visual tasks, or a ten-
dency to use an extremely short working 
distance are all signs of eye problems 
which may be detected by means of an 
observation checklist. 
The Orinda Vision Study by Peters et 
aF also noted that the most effective way 
to screen vision is to precede the screen-
ing by a teach er observation checklist. 
This study also found that the Modified 
Clinical Technique of Vision Screen 
(MCTVS} was the most cost-efficient vi-
sual screening method to identify visual 
problems in children. The MCTVS in-
cludes far visual acuity, cover tests at 20ft 
and 16in to detect eye muscle imbalance, 
retinoscopy to detect refract'ive error, and 
inspection for external and internal or-
ganic eye problems. Color vision testing 
may be added (see following). The MCTVS 
meets the requirements of the American 
Optometric Association guidelines and 
tends to identify the greatest percentage 
of children needing vision care without 
overreferri ng chi I d ron. 
The MCTVS 
The MCTVS 7 consists of the following 
tests: 
1. Visual acuity.-Using a table model 
projector vvith appropriate sli(lns for both 
lcltors and illituwtu E charts proj<:<:l<!d mi 
a scree n at 20ft, measure the visual acuity 
of each eye. 
2. Cov1!r tesi.---Using tho afon:nwn-
tion<:d proj1:ctm showing a critical lotlnr 
011 llw scrc<!ll and iln occludc!r, p1:rfurm 
441 
Tahln 1. Clinical Crilt~ria for l{dt~rral li1r llw Modifit~d 
Clinical 't't~chniqut~ of Vision· Scn~tming 
Clinical Crilerion 
Visual acuity 
Rcfra!:l i ve error 
lly poropia 
Myupiu 
Astigmatism 
Correct Referral 
20/40 or loss, either eye 
+ 1.[)0 diopter sphnrn (DS) or n1on~ 
- 0.50US or 111ore 
:± 1 .OODC or more 
A 11 isoJnctroJ>ia 
Coordination Jlrol>lnms 
:± 1.000 or more 
At distance (20ft) 
Tropia 
Esophoria 
Exophoria • 
Ilyperphoria 
At ncar (16 in) 
Tropia 
Esophoria 
Exophoria 
I fyperplwria 
Organic problems 
Any tropia 
5~ or more 
5~ or more 
2£.\ or more 
Any tropia 
Gu or more 
100. or more 
221. or, more 
Any verified pathologic condition 
or medical anomaly of eye or 
adnexa 
both the cover-uncover and alternate-cover 
tests for a distance of 20ft. A loose prism 
of 5£.\ may be used for accurate determi-
nation of coordination at the cutoff point. 
With a critical letter target held at 16in 
and using 6£.\ and lOA loose prisms, de-
termine (by the cover test) the coordina-
tion at the nearpoint. 
3. Retinoscopy.-The equipment re-
quired includes a small movie projector 
and screen, a retinoscope, two pairs of 
+ 1.50 diopter spheres (OS) lenses in trial 
frames, and a test lens bar. The child 
being tested observes a cartoon film pro-
jected on a screen at a distance of 20ft 
through a pair of + 1.50DS lenses. Since 
it is desirable to have the child look 
through the lenses for at least one minute 
before the lost is performed, the lenses 
can be placed before the child's eyes and 
he can observe the film while the exam-
innr performs tests 1 and 2 on tho next 
child. When performing the retinoscopy 
test, the Inns bar containing lenses of 
·- 0. 7S, + 0.7S, + 1.50, and + 2.2tlds is 
hold in fronl of tho trial fru1nu lenses. Tlw 
best estimates of the total refractive error 
I'm tho vurl icul and l!ori:t.ontal nwridi1111S 
aru n~c:ord!~d suparately. Only wiH!I'<~ there 
is a 110tahlu ohliqu(~ astigumlis111 am otlwr 
.mericliaus n~porl!!d. 
4. Inspection for organic proulcms.-
With u hand magnifier <lnd ophthalmo-
scope, check for external and internal or-· 
ganic problems as ni.~edcd. 
It seems, then, lhnt the MCTVS, pre-
coded by an obscrvatiori checklist and 
bri·cf eye health history, would help to 
identify visual problerns in juveniles bet-
ter than solo use of the far Snellen visual 
acuity test for screening. However, most 
providers of Medicheck screenings em-
ploy the farpoint Snellen test as their sole 
visual screcner for the EPSDT, which sug-
gests that juvenile resident faciliti~s may 
have children with unmet vision needs, 
oven though those children are covered by 
the EPSDT Medicheck vision program. 
Subjects and Methods 
To delern)inc if residents in four Ore-
gon juvenile facilities had undiagnosed 
vision problems, an investigation was 
conducted from 1977 to 1979 to evaluate 
the visual needs of these juveniles. The 
subjects of this investigation were 117 
·boys and girls bet ween the ages of 11 and 
18 years. The investigation involved a 
screening using the MCTVS, (with the 
addition of the Stereofly test for depth 
perccpti01.1 and eye coordination and near 
monocular and binocular acuity) and a 
follow-up using a complete optometric 
examination for all those referred by the 
screening. The referrals for a vision ex-
amination were based on those developed 
in 1954 by the Orinda Vision Study 7 using 
the MCTVS: (1) monocular visual acuity 
of 20/40 or less at 20ft; (2) refractive error 
of l.OODS or more hyperopia, 0.50DS or 
more myopia, and l.OOOC or more astig-
matism or anisometropia; (3) eye coordi-
nation problems such as any tropia at 
20ft or 16in, a lateral esophoria at 20ft of 
5£.\ or more, at 16in an esophoria of 6~ or 
more or an exophoria of 1 0~ or more, cir a 
hyperpboria of 20. or more at either dis-
lance; (4) any organic problems: "pathol-
ogy or medical anomaly of lllc eye and/or 
aclnexa" 7 (Table 1). Criteria for referral on 
thn Stereofly lest was a scum of 100in or 
wnrsn stnrcoacuity, nnd the critr~ria for 
nJerrol on tlw 11eor visual acuity was 
20/40 or lnss. 
... Tnhl•~ Z. R•~s1rlts of Vision Scn~•~ning 111111 Complnlt~ Optonwtric 
Examinations of Childn~n From )uV!~nilo Rt~sitll~nll•'acilitit!S 
Year of 
~~:.£~~1!1~-i~!g 
1977 
197\J 
Total 
No. Screened No. Referred No. Requiring 
35 
82 
117 
((u· Complete New Spt!t~acles 
Examination 
]!) ]3 
27 111 
46 31 
The results of the investigation were 
that 39% of the 117 juveniles failed the 
vision screening test, and G7'i{l of those 
who rcceivncl complete optometric exam-
inations required either a new prescrip-
tion for gl!lSses or a change in prescrip-
tion (Table 2). 
Thus , 26'}-h of the total number of juve-
niles screened were considered lo have 
had unrnet visual needs even though they 
had passed an EPSDT screening from one 
to six months before the investigation. 
Conclusion 
Toidentify children with vision defects 
tha t may a ffect learning, the EPSDT has 
required that vision .screening be com-
pleted on all Medicaid-eligible children 
so that early diagnosis can lead to preven-
tion of learning problems. However, the 
screening tests need to relate to near vi-
sion demands and eye coordination, not 
just to farpoint visual acuity. ln an inves-
tigation to determine if the EPSDT screen-
ings are effec tive in identifying juveniles 
( i 11 Orq~un ju Vt !I Iii t! f111:i IiI it !S} w i.t l1 v h;ion 
pruhlt~IIIS lllill lllil\' nlft~t:l lt~<ll'llill)~, it WiiS 
found thai Zli% had passed EPSUT screen-
ings from o1w tu six llJOIIIils oarlier and 
yt!t had un11wt visual needs. The results 
of this inVt!Siigation poiJit to n IH!t~d to 
111ake sure that tlw EPSDT screenings an) 
efficient in identifying children with vi-
sion ddocts that may be rulalcd to karn-
ing difficulties. 
Norman S. Stern, OD, PhD 
Marlene Inverso, 00, MS 
College of Optometry 
Pacific University 
Forest Grove, OR !17116 
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Vision and the juvenile delinquent . ... . •.J ·· "' 
DAVID DZIK, 0.0. 
JUVE~ILE DELINQUENCY is one of the most serious problems facing our nation 
today, and is increasing at a rapid pace ... 
a pace even more rapid than the population 
explosion. Much research has taken place 
to study the many facets of the juvenile 
delinquent. Why does a youngster resort to 
crime? Does r:ision play an important role 
in the clwracter of the delinquent? 
Many studies on juvenile delinquency 
mention "poor reader," but only in pa!lsing; 
yet our studies in Chattanooga and Ha'i:nilton 
counties, in Tennessee, show that it is the 
most common denominator among the ju-
venile delinquents. 
In the study of 19-!9, of the last 350 chil-
dren who came before the ]ucenile Court of 
Hamilton County, 320 or 91% were retarded 
_ in grade school level ... 91% were low 
achieving students. (see chart # 1) 
In the first few grades a child learns to 
read; then, he bas to read to learn. And so 
it follows: if he can't read, he can't learn. 
So, note the sharp increase in juvenile delin-
quency in the .6.fth grade when reading is so 
· essential. Also, note the greatest number of 
juvenile delinquents were seventh grade . 
students. Could it be that these students who 
have difficulty in academic achievement in 
the classroom cannot cope with the mare 
matUre junior high school environment? The 
added stresses and strains of adolescence-
(a period of tumultuous psychological social 
adjustment) combine to develop frustration, 
anger and hostility to the society which de-
mands more from them than they have the 
tools and the skills to give. 
Could it be that the child would have 
a better chance of building conBdence and 
security in a school of first to eighth grade? 
It could be that he is too immature to face 
the demands of a more mature junior high 
CHART NUMBER ONE 
350 Deli.ncJuent Cases Handled By Juvenile Court-Hamilton County, Tennessee-1949 
Gnide 
Age Un-gr.~ Jed 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th lOth 11th 12th Totn.l 
6 
7 1 1 
8 1 2 3 
g 1 1 2 1 2 7 
10 1 2 5 3 11 
11 1 5 3 2 3 1 15 J 12 1 3 5 13 4 1 21 13 1 3 5 8 11 8 10 1 47 14 2 5 14 13 16 10 3 3 86 
15 1 11 13 13 26 13 13 7 99 
18 2 1 4 6 7 19 13 14 6. 3 I 76 
Total 6 4 8 19 38 56 51 71 46 31 16 3 1 350 
Total number of case-'--------- __ 350 
Number Retarded In Schoo 320 or 91 percent 
.J AOfl. 
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school-it may be beyond his capacity to 
face the challenges of junior high; ma~·be, 
he needs more maturity first. 
Now, let us look at t11C next chart 
(chart #2). 
_In the year 1941 the number of children 
bOrn in Tennessee was 60,482; therefore, 
. six years later, in 1947, the same number of 
children, 60,482 should be in the first grade. 
Instead, we find that 97,541 children were 
in the first _grade-an extra 37,059. In the 
-second grade, we find an extra 15,248; in 
the third grade, an ertra 14,607; in the 
fourth grade, an extra 13,010; in the fifth 
grade, an extra 9,240; in the sixth grade, an 
extra 5,823. In the seventh grade there is 
a cha.nge-943 are missing; in the eighth 
grade 6,419 are missing; in the ninth grade 
12,380 are missing; in the tenth grade 
23,643 are missing; and in the twelfth grade 
32,579 are missing. 
Adding up these extra children in the 
first to sixth grades inclusive, we get a total 
of 104,535 poor achieverS or low academic 
achievers repeating their grades. These are 
the children missing from grades_ seven 
through twelve. _ 
In the lower grades; from first to sixth 
grades, the total-of extra students is 104,535. 
The total . missing from the upper grades, 
sixth to twelfth, is 94,787, leaving 9,748 
dropouts and the unaccounted. 
Even if we don't count the repeaters in 
the seventh to twelfth grades, but only count 
the first to sixth grade children who are 
rcpeatin~ their gr:{des , we lu,·e the tot:.d 
of H>-1,5:35. If \\'C multiply it by $.'100, the 
co~t in taxes per year to educate each child 
in Tcnnl'ssec, we get the great sum of 
$31,360,500.00 per ye;tr-the cost to teach 
the chiltl the same tJ1ings he shoultl have 
learned the previous year. · 
We constantly talk about hi~h budgets 
and high ta.-:es. Well, here is over 31 million 
dollars a year being spent on repeaters. 
How much of this 31 million dollars a year 
could tee save if tee spent some of it on 
preventir:e measures? 
In the next chart (chart # 3), based on 
Commissioner Dossett's Report, 19-48, we 
can compare the birth rate in Tennessee 
(dotted line) with the number of children 
in grades one throu~h · twelve attending 
school in the State of Tennessee. 
Many questions can be raised by shidy-
ing the facts in charts 2 and 3: \Vhy is there 
such a tremendous rate of poor achievers in 
the . classroom? Why do the earlier grades 
have the greatest number of repeaters? 
Look at the t\velfth grade. In 1930 there 
were 42,444 children born alive in the State 
of Tennessee; six years later they entered 
the first grade. Twelve years later 52,444 
children should have graduated from high 
school. The facts show that onlv 19,865 
enrolled in the twelfth grade ... the facts 
show that 32,479 are missing ... the facts 
show that less than 38% were enrolled in 
the twelfth grade and that over 82% were 
missing. A school srstem in which over 62% 
CHART NUMBER TWO 
State of Tennessee 
. Year Ending June 30, 1948 
Year Grade in Births Percent Retarded Year of 
of School Totals Enrolled Enrolled Drop-outs Entrance ; Birth 1947-48 U DUCI."'UD ted to School 
1930 12 52,444 19,86.5 37.9 -32,579 1936 
1931 11 52,807 23,2.36 44.0 -28,571 19.17 
1932 10 52,4·14 28,8Dl 54.9 -23,643 19.38 
19.33 9 50,001 37,627 75.2 -12,380 1939 
1934 8 52,331 45,912 87.7 - 6,419 1940 
1935 1 ·53,:!20 52,2i7 98.1 
-
943 1941 
1936 - 6 50,509 5{3,332 111.5 5,82.3 1942 
19:37 5 51,934 61,174 112.8 9,240 1943 
1938 4 5..1,667 66,677 124.2 13,010 19-14 
1939 3 53,473 68,0SO 127.3 14,607 1945 
1940 2 55,669 70,917 127.2 15,2-18 1948 
1941 1 00,482 97,541 161.27 37,059 1947 
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of the chlldrL11 never graduate from high 
sd1ool L~ not yet out of tho woods. 
Now l('t us sco whnt the relationship i.s be-
tween ' retardation and juvenile delinquency. 
In HH9, at the Hamilton County juvenile 
Court, in Chalt:Uloog::~, Tennessee, as shown 
. in Chart # 1, we found that 320 of the last 
350 juveniles, or 91 ~t>. wcre retarded in 
,...., school grade level. 
i 
,..... 
,.-
This year, 1965, wo went back to the 
same juvenile court in cooperation with a 
social scientist from the University of Chat-
tanooga, Professor Kenneth Whittemore and 
the \Vruttemore "Peace Corps.. (about 25 
students majoring in sociology, criminology 
and juvenile delinquency). The reading tests 
/', 
w<:>ro . given to l1.~ by tho Univcr~ity of 
Chattanoo~a. Ireruling Clinic. From January 
11, 1005, through 1\tay 17, 1005 (seo chart 
#4), we examined 125 juvenile delinquents 
at the Detention Horne of the Hamilton 
County Juvenile Court, :we found 9450 
reading below their school grade level ... 
some reading at seeond and third grade 
levels, and 94% understood much below 
their own reading level. Fifty-four per cent 
failed fur seciz1g; 48% failed near swJJg ( 14 
inches); 35% failed both far aild near. Fifty-
three per cent failed perception (getting 
meaning from seeing); 72% failed , either 
one or more of the vision tests . 
I believe that the juvenile delinquent 
---- CHART NU1'!B1.1t'fr0~-. --
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couldn't ·read in tho early . grades in .~chool 
(first, second and third grades). From the 
poor reader comes the slow reader, the non-
achiever in the classroom, to retarded in 
·grade-level performance •. , it's too difficult 
for him to experience success in the class-
room ... it snowballs to decreasing motiva-
tion. As he keeps failing, he be<..'Omes fnJS· 
trntcd and disgusted and begins to hate 
school. He develops anti-learning attihldes 
even if be bas ability. School means failure 
to him. He either sits quietly in the class-
room and doesn't learn, or his attention 
wanders elsewhere. He begins cu.tting cer-
tain classes (whose classes in which he does 
poorly) ... from partial and occasional tru-
ancy to partial dropout •.. to brushes with 
disciplinarians (teachers, parents, school 
principal) .•. to brushes with the law. Now 
- an official juvenile delinquent, compounded 
by anger and hostility, emerges. This · hos-
tility and revolt commits the child to a losing 
battle with his environment. 
All the Madison Avenue slogans Wce."Stay 
in School· will not help this frustrated, angry 
child to achieve a higher level in the class-
room when he does not have the visual tools 
and visual skills to do the job required in 
the school environment. In baseball we say 
'1f he can't see it, he can't hit it." In the 
classroom, •If he can't see it, he can't 
learn it. • 
If he can't focus at near--12 to 16 inches-
be can't get meaning from his books. He 
needs good eye movement, good eye-team-
ing skills, good eye-hand coordination skills, 
good visual perception, visual imagery, vi-
sion memory. If any refractive problems are 
present such as hyperopia (farsightedness), 
myopia (nearsightedness) and astigmatia 
(distorted vision ) , they shou lJ be corrected. 
\Vithout thcso elementary optometric skills, 
he labors under a severe handicap in school, 
and not manv of us can overcome severe 
handicaps without outside help. 
Learning liberates mincl~. frees us from 
fear and poverty, and assures us of economic 
well-being and, a rich social and cultured 
Uie. · 
Eighty-five to ninety per cent of a stu-
dent's learning is through eyesight and 
vision. So, if his vision is poor, his chances 
of success in the classroom are very poor: 
Why punish the child for a situation in 
which he is completely innocent? I-Ie doesn't 
have the visual tools to do a fob in the 
classroom. 
The act of vision and the act of reading 
are similar. Reading tests are not tests of 
the skill of reading only, but also of the 
contributing systems of skilb th::J.t produce 
reading ability. 
Out of optometric research has come a 
philosophy of the pre-school perceptual 
skills that can aid classroom achievement. 
For explanatory purposes, these pre-school 
perceptual skills can be called The Four L's 
of learning to see. 
CHART NUMBER FOUR 
Hamilton County Juvenile Court 
Summarv of Testing 
Report Compiled: June 7, 196.5 
Dates No. Tested Reading- Level . Comprehension Far Vision 
From: 125 23 not t<-sted 
1 dropout 
101 tested 
Jan. 11, 1965 
Thru 
May 17, 1965 
Near Vision 
125 tested 
64 l_)assed 
61 failed 
48% failed 
94 below grade level 
94% failed 
Both Far and Near 
125 tested 
44 failed both 
35% failed 
2J not tested 
1 dropout . 
101 tested 
94 below ~rade level 
9-1'.0 fail ed 
1~.5 tested 
62 passed 
6J Lliled 
5-t% failed 
Perception Failed \'ision Tests 
121 tested 
4 not tested 
64 failed 
58 passed 
l retest 
53% failed 
125 tested 
90 failed 
72% failed 
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Loeomotion-Anti-grnvity Skills 
The first L is locomotion or "where am 
I in . spacer Movement, directed action, 
furnishes locomotion. The child brings his 
head, his torso and anns and legs into or-
ganization for movement. Starting with head 
tuii].ing in his crib to control and use of 
ba!Jnce and coordination in walking and 
running. This action sequence is steered by 
the eye as the child st.-eks and finds the 
world about him. 
The infant wages a contest with gravity, 
Iinallv rising to the upright to free the eyes 
and hands for more specialized action. This 
skill of general locomotion should be ac-
quired by the child long before he enters 
the classroom by age six. Locomotion is 
so important that he couldn't survive \vith-
out it"-unless someone provided movement 
for him. 
Location-Centering Slrills 
• The seeond L in the sequence of :pre-
school perceptual stills is. location. .'J?e 
child must learn to judge his own postoon 
in space before he can judge the ~sition of 
objects and areas that surround him. Loco-
motion takes the child through space, but 
-vision and hearing are his means of judging 
and knowing his spati:-~1 relationship to ~is 
environment. As he wins his contest w1th 
gravity, vision tells him where he is .. His 
hands are now free to manipulate things. 
Ears and eyes lead him Llu-ough space. · He 
sees and reaches; he sees and touches; he 
learns space and distance. He learns ~stance 
to and from himself. He turns to the nght or 
to the left to bring the appropriate and most 
available hand into the act. 
As he explores his environment. he gains 
the perception of special movements that 
\vill be so important to him when the class-
room imposes the cultural demand for 
movement from left to right across the page. 
Act of Labeling 
The third L in the sequence of pre-school 
perceptual skills is hibeling. Vision a~d hear-
ing provide a feedback from which the 
child can build further completions of his 
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visual motor transactions with his environ-
ment. It starts V<->ry soon· after the child's 
arrival into this world. It does not become 
n speech process for many months, but the 
very young child undoubtedly puts some 
sort of label upon units of e~ricnces so 
that he may compare the n~~ · wi.th the 
old. As these units of experimental actions 
are organized and idcnti£cd by the child, 
he can build new associations and relntion-
ships between locomotion and location. 
First, lips and tongue explore and begin 
to identify the outside \Vorld. Next, mouth 
and hand combine, and in time hands and 
eyes manipulate. Hands contact-eyes in-
spect. Later, eyes inspect first. 
Give the child an opportunity to integrate 
the action patterns of locomotion and location 
into labels that represent these patterns-pat-
terns with vision steering and judging the ac-
tion. You will find these children will progress 
beyond what is expected of the nonnal first-
grade children. These children will be hap-
pier and more cooperative ... more se~f~~n­
fident and more willing to try new activthes. 
Their creative output will be impressive. You 
will note fewer reversals or. mirror writing-
even with left-handed students. 
The process of labeling that is develop-
mentally signi£cant to the pre-school child 
becomes productive in the £rst-grade child 
because he can reproduce what he feels and 
sees in his own actions, then can uread" 
what he has reproduced. 
Language 
The fourth L in the sequence of pre-
school perceptual skills is language, which 
is an expression of how the child visualizes. 
Functional optometry has long stated that 
vision is an emergent out of the visual motor 
perception of 
LOCOMOTION 
(Anti-gravity) 
(Where am I in space?) 
WCATION 
LABELING 
( Identiflcation) 
(What is it?) 
LANGUAGE 
(Wbere is it (Speech Auditory skills) 
in space?) (Communicate his visual 
impressions) 
Vision is the ultimate ability to interpret 
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cues and clues that ~·t be originally per· 
ceived by any of the other senses. The 
·printed word, so essential to academic prog-
ress, cannot be felt, tasted, smelled or heard. 
It must be understood through the 4 L's 
used here to represent the process of the op-
tometric concept of vision-academic achieve-
ment which is primarily a combination of 
motor and visual skills. TI1e end result is 
visual perception (seeing for meaning-get-
ting meaning from what you see). 
If these visual perceptions are established 
at the proper level in the pre-school years, 
he has a much better chance to achieve in · 
the primary grades. The printed word wip 
be learned by the child, his place in it, . his 
identities of it, and his communications 
about it. In the first three grades he learns 
to read; after that, he reads to learn, and 
so it follows ... if he can't read,. he can't 
learn. . 
Vision is a process of liVing, judging and 
coping with the environment as a prepara-
tion for future learning. Optometric visual 
development holds promise for ·a brighter 
future for our millions ·of . children because 
the role of vision in the development of the 
child's capacities is now being recognized 
and demonstrated. · 
.Recommendations 
I. 
Students in Delinquency and Criminology 
\vith Professor Whittemore, from the U ni-
versity of Chattanooga, have spent many 
hours abstracting statistical information from 
the detention unit record cards and in as-
·signing tract numbers on the basis of the 
address of the offender. It is our belief that 
· a wealth of information is contained in these 
records; If tabulated and analyzed, this 
information would significantly increase our 
understanding of the patterns delinquency 
takes in our local cbmmunity. 
These records should be tabulated on the 
mM machines to facilitate analysis and 
understanding. Once this is accomplished, 
you would be able to quickly ascertain, with 
much more certainty than currently possi-
ble, . what your "high-delinquency.. neigh-
borhoods are and the relationship that might 
exist bdween the deliiHlueut ad. and any 
other item of in.Ionnation contained on the 
card: family status, age, sex, race, rate of 
reading retardation, vi.st1al skills and visual 
abilities, offenses prior to current charge, etc. 
II. 
We also feel that there is a decidcXl lack 
of communication between representatives 
of the many agencies in the community de-al-
ing with delinquency in one way or another: 
between the court and the police, social 
welfare agencies, private organizations, serv-
ice clubs, the various healtl1 professions, state 
agencies, etc. 
I' definitely recommend a conference on 
delinquency once a year. It would be a 
useful first step toward facilitating such 
communication. We could plan, at these 
conferences, long-term and short-term goals . 
A follow-up by way of a newsletter and 
periodic meetings might benefit everyone, 
especially the potential juvenile delinquent. 
III. 
Continue testing the juvenile delinquents 
at the various detention homes by: 
(a) Sc;reening tests to include near seeing and 
visual perception tests, a.J weU as visual skill!. 
Virual skills are a very important source of · 
information necessary for evaluating reading. 
and classroom achievement. Learning in tho 
classroom requires more than 20/ 20 at distance; 
more important is how clearly the student can 
see at book-reading distance; and most im-
portant ~ the meaning he gets from seeing. 
(b) Train bright college students who are on a 
work program through the l'outh Corps, or 
Economic Opportunity Acts, to do the testing 
and the screening on a steady basis, 1:vcry day. 
(c) The vision testing and screening to be super-
vised by a compet ent optometrist who has had 
special training . and experience in visual per-
formance relative to academic achiet;ement. 
He should also be appointed a member of 
The Commission or Advisory Board to the 
/u~:enile Court. \Vhen vision, especially .near 
vision, plays such a dominant role in our lives, 
it seems elementary that a ncar-vision specialist 
should be around at least for consultation and 
advice. · 
IV. 
Obtain a ma;or in psychology or one 
studying for his masters or for his Ph.D. in 
psychology to run approved psychological 
tests. 
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V. From which tlrt":l or from which cle· To quoto the prominent optornetri.~t. rc-
mcntary school do the greatc~t number searcher, writer and educator, Dr. Thaddeus 
of dropouts come? Set up, in that school, a R. Murroughs, from Santa Barb.ara, Cali-
spccial class of second and third grade chil- fornia, who has dono such magnific't.'11t work 
dren who arc having difficulty with reading. in helping the slow learner and retarded 
Limit the class to 10 to 15 students ( t1ili to reader, ''The near-point demands within our 
be a pilot .class). Have a teacher especially culture and the premium pbccd on achieve-
trained to "imiruct this class. Bring in the ment in learning from the printt'Cl pag~ .' 
specialist-psychologist, sOcial worker, pedia- make it imperative that we direct our fullest 
trician. dentist, optometrist, sociologi.~t, a attention to that area of visual performance 
representative from the juvenile Court, hear- where the visual functions operate in reading 
ing specialist and others. Let them, as a at a distance of ten to shteen inches, not 
team of specialists, try to determine why twenty feet. There is much evidence to 
these children cannot read. indicate that the optometric approach can 
Could it be that one child is constantly help solve a great percentage of these 
· suffering from lack of food? Could it be that problems.'" 
another child has constant pain or rotten President Johnson said, "Neither you nor 
teeth? Could it be llilt one child or more I run willing to accept the tyranny of pov-
doem't have the near vision or two-eye- erty, nor the dictatorship of ignorance." 
coordination for reading? Could it be that There is no simple solution to the complex 
one or more have a too difficult situation problems of poverty, it,rnorance and juvenile 
at home? delinquency~ each of us can only do our 
The teachers have been trying to teach. • part as Vice President Humphrey . said, "\Ve 
these children for the past one to three years, ' must all ':'ork and pull toget.J:er hk~ a sym: 
and these children are not learning. These phony-with each player ~omg ~ part: 
teachers now need help. These children now No P~_on should be dep~ved of Ius man-
need special help. Let these specialists as m~m abllity to see, to _adn~e and .to gr?w 
individuals and as a team try to find out why With the world about him .. Failure to provide 
these children can't leam these professional optometric services neg-
. Iects an area which by its very neglect 
\Ve know now, we have the facts, that restricts human behavior and human poten-
the juvenile delinquents come from these tial. Optometric visual training, training the 
poor readers. Let's try to help these children visual abilities to get meaning from seeing, 
before they become frustrated, angry, hos- is a resource quite outside the structured 
tile, revolting juvenile delinquents. mechanisms of indigent care offered by gov-
President Eisenhower said, "\Vith high ernment or, even, by private agencies. We 
morale you can do miracles; without morale in optometry offer our full .cooperation. 
you can do nothing.'" 111 Ell m 
Conclusions 20 West Sixth Street 
Chattanooga 2, Tennessee 
A safe estimate is tl1at 25% of our public 
school population are retarded in reading. 
The people in the field of education need 
help in the solution of this national prob-
lem; the retarded reader and tl1e juvenile 
delinquent need it ev~ more. Optometry 
stands alone in the field of near-testing and 
visual development of the growing child 
as the one which can aid this cause. 111C 
h1ture welfare, eclucation and caret.-'TS of 
many children are involved. 
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INTRODUCTiON 
The importance of good vision to the optimal devdopmcnr :tnd 
education of all children is widely recogniud by laws requiring prrindic 
vision testing of school childr~n. Such a law exists in California and 
requires the governing beard of each district to provide adequate vision 
tests for each pupil enrolled in the schools: of I he district. The law docs 
not define an adequate test nor does ir specify the frequency of such 
tests. 
The Superintendent of Contra Costa· County Department of 
Education. faced with the problem of providing the vision testing . askcJ 
the Health Department for recommendations. Although the He.1lth 
Department has only very limited legal responsioilities (communicable 
diseases and sanitation) for school health. it does make every effort to 
promote and stimulate good hejlth practict'S for the I OO.QOO stt:den<s 
in 34 autonomous school districts. It provides consultation to schools 
•Rud b.-fort the .ann\1~1 m(:tini .,r t:le Amrri(~n Academy of Optometry. Bonon . 
Mns<tChuum. I:Xccmb>r l >. 1958. roc publiudon in ch~ Sept<mlxr. 195 9. issu~ 
of tht AMERICAN JOURNAL OF OPTOMETRY .J,ND ARCHIVES OF AMERICAN 
ACADEMY Of- 0PTOM£TRY. . . . 
Rtport.td undtr ti!lt "lnvtstig.uion to Design ~nd ' Eulu~tc a Vision Scrcenin;: 
Progum for Elcment~ry Sc.hool ChiiJrm" b·y Hen.rik 1;.. ~Bh1m to thf Epidemiolog y. 
Hc;ahh Offi::rr and Suristics Section. Amer ican Public HcJlth . Associ~tion. St. Lot: is . 
Octobu 28. 195.8. Complete report undrr title "Vision Sc.runing for Elcsn~ntary 
Schools: The O:ind~ Study" Blu:n. Pctm. BettmJn ~ing published by tht Uni · 
vtl'5ity of CJ!iforni~ Pms. 
tGPtonmrist. M.A .. Associart Clinic~! Professor of OptOf1'tlry . ftllow. Americ~n 
Ac~demy of Op10mrtry . 
§M .D .• Hulth Oilicrr . Contra Coit~ County . an.:! i\s$iSI3ilt Clinical Pro!.:<<or of 
Mtdicint, St.1nford Univtrsity. Ltcturer in Public Hr~lth.· Univertily of California . 
tM.D .. Profmor of Surguy (Ophthllmology) . 
••Optomurist. ClinicJl Instructor of Optomttry. 
:UM.D .• Clinic~! Inmuctor of Surgrry (Ophrhalmology). 
'I'HE ORINDA VISION STUDY-PETERS et al 
in all areas of health induding curriculum, school health pr.tctices. exa:n-
inations, records, and so,(orth, for all schools requesting such scrvic~ . 
All hut t.he s~;~~lest scl.>ools in the county provide their> own S<:hool nun-
ing services,. , .. , -, 
The He~lth Department soon discovered the lack of tan~ible a:1d 
satisfactory sqe~ning methods, lhe intra and j_n~er eye ptofe$-Sion.:.l 
disagreements. and the near impossibility of Sl1ggcsting procedures lh.>t 
could be regarded as proven satisfactory-to do. an adequate job. Exi~­
ing recommendations in California 1 represented a committee com prom~ 
reached by various interests. including ophthalmologists. optometrists 
and educato~s; , This tended to focus on the methods, limited as they 
might be, on which reasonablr. agreement could be reached with hopu 
for a minimum of over-referrals and on the theoretical teaching value 
of teacher administered tests. 
Since members of the Contra Costa County Health Department 
are on the facul tics of both the University of California. Berkeley 
·(where there is a School of Optometry) and Stanford University School 
of Medicine (when~ there is a Department of Ophthalmology) ar.d. 
~san agency, serves as consultant to schools, it utilized its unique posi-
tion to bring all groups together to study this problem. 
A study staff was organized composed of the County Heal::h 
Officer, two ophthalmologists from the Stanford , faculty and. two 
optometrists · from the University of California faculty. This was · 
supplemented by other interested representatives of education , pub1i.: 
health and parents groups. 
The purpose of this group was to develop a vision screening pro-
gram that (l) could be achieved in an average community and school 
system; (2) would find essentially ali children with significant ey-! 
problems that most ophthalmologists and optometrists wouid agre-e 
needed to be under professional care, w·hether therapy was to be recom-
mended or not; (3) would ~ avoid or minimize a . conflict of opinion 
in each professional group 9J betweef:l the eye professions, or · betwe~n 
the schools and the eye professions: ( 4) wo\lld minimize the over-
referral problem with i.ts. attendant costs and complaints. 
A review of the 1~v~ilable literature indicated shortcomings in 
most of the researches reported, Many studies reported only the num-
ber of children failing various screening methods. Some attempted to 
evaluate these screening failures with clinical examinations. ·A few 
attempted to find. by ,means of clinical examinations, all the children 
in the sample population who should have professional attention and 
to measur~ the screening efficiency again~t this sundard. Unfortunately • T 
Til£ OiVXUt\ \/fSION 0TUVY--Nn EI<S ,.1 ol. 
· the clinical criteria arc not always given and scrc!!ning cflicicncy was 
found to be rather poor. There is reported in the literature little or . no 
effort to bring the two eye care professions together on this matter. 
The St. Louis Study,:! the Toronto Study,:' the North Can")lina 
Study,"' the Shrewsbury Study~:. the Danbury Sludy,'' the Columbus 
Study. 7 and the A11dover Study. >; all contain some of these shortcom-
ings. None of them indicates a clear appro."Kh tc th·~ cfficic!l! vision 
screening of th~ children nor Jn interprofrss ionJ!Iy accepted set of 
screening /itandards. A new res~ arch cff art w a:s dear! y indicated . 
DESrGN OF THE ORINDA STUDY 
Screwing was performed on mo1e than 1,000 children enrolled in 
grades one through six in the Orinda School District in 1954. Each 
ce.::hniquc was administered in such a way. and by personnel so trained 
as to approximate a probable. usual administration of each method in 2 
typical school situation. Clini'cal examinz;ticns wcr~ made on children 
failing any one of ~he screening l:csts. They were aiso done o£1 a con-
trol group composed of one .. fifth of the children selected randomly by 
the s(hoc,J administration . The clinical examinations were done sep-
arately by optometrists ar the University of California, School of 
Optometry. and ophthalmologists at St;;nford University, School of 
Medicine. Determination of th: need for professional attention. rc- · 
gardlcss cf therapy. was made jointly by the study staff from the com-
bined examin~tion report1>. These in turn served as ;). basis for deter-
mining specific. clinical criteria which were then adopted for the suc-
ceeding two years when the same pattern of screening an? examina-
tion of all the children was r c peat~d. The en t ire control group was 
given a repeat clinical P.Xamination in 1956. 
. Screening methods incl udcd: ( 1 ) I·\uen t questionnaire or sy mr-
tom inventory. 1954 and modified in 1956. (2) Teacher observation 
each year ;;fter a six-hour training course givrn by ophthalmologists 
and optometrists. . {)) Nurse obs.:rvation each year. ( 4) California 
state recommended proccdur.;os, witb thO? tcache( testing visu.ol acuity 
with the Snellen iiliter.ate E and repeated through .a + 1.50 and +2.00 
D.S. 1954 and !955. The cover test was abandoned after the first year. 
The nurse retested all failures before cl;;ssifying them ..lS referrals. Nurses 
~id both test and retest in 1956. (5) The Massachlisetts Vision Kit 
(MVK) test was administered by a trained nurse in ·1954, and in 1956 
a second failure by a second trained nurse was required before a child 
was classified as needing referral. (6) Tckbinocular test was adminis-
tered in 1955 and 1956 as the MVK abovc, ,including all tests except 
• . 8, 9. 12. 13 and 14. (7) The Worth Four Dot Test was done only 
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tn 1955 . (8) The Modified Ciinic;1l Technique (MCf). as describd 
in the appendix, \Vas administen~d by optometrists each year. Some 
modifications of screening were introduced in !955 and 1956. 
All screening tests were made en an "as is': basis, that is. with 
present . spcctades if worn. The clinic1! evaluations for those wear!ng 
spcctadrs compared the clinical findings to the prescription of the 
spectacles being worn. 
A supplementary study was done to compue the diniol crit<' ria 
of this study to professional opinion in the United St~trs. A question-
n:~ire was develop~d and sent to 6 30 members of the l\merica11 Academy 
of Optometry. to 260 members of the Pacific Coast Oto-ophthal -
mological Society. and to 240 membfrs of the American Academy of 
Ophth;dmology, with nearly h.1lf of the total group responding. 
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
CLINICAL CRITERIA 
By agreement based on their respective complete clinical examina -
Lions. the study staff decided which children should have been rrfcrrcJ 
for professional vision attention in ] 954 (correct-referrals) and which 
should not (unnecessary referrals). An intensive investigation w.:;s 
made to reduce the clinical decisions of the optometrists and ophthal-
mologists to the simplest possible terms. The clinical criteria. includ-
ing limits. were established by a unique graphical method 9 for four 
variables that were. shown· to be relatively independent. All four of 
these criteria, bur no others, were rJecessary to separate the correct-
referrals from the unnecessary-referrals. No variation in the criteria or 
the limits was found to be necessary to make this separation at th.: 
various age levels nor for eithrr sex. These criteria and appropriate 
limits arc shown in Table L These were used without modification in 
l<i55and !956. 
The results of the inter-professi01:al screening questionnaire ;~rr 
compared with these criteria in Table II. The results are shown in 
quaniles to reduce the effect of the extreme answers. Fifty per cent of 
the n:plies gave values between Ql (25th percentile) and Q3' (75th 
percentile) while Q2 is the median value. \Vide variations between the 
few extreme answers were a bit startling but the general agreement was 
very good. 
The application of these four criteria to the corrcct .. refcrrals and 
the relative size of the number failing each of the criteria each y~ar is 
shown in Figure I. Refractive error is shown to be the most frequently 
failed item. Most of those failing vispal acuity also failed according to 
other criteria, showing that visual acuity is the least independent of the 
-
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TABLE L 
ClinicJI Critcri~ for Rcftn.ll 
A. Visual Acuity 
il, Reft'!ctivc Error 
I. H)'puopiol 
2. Myopi.1 .. 
··correct -Referral" 
20/4 0 or less, either eye 
3. Astigmdtism ·'·-··············--·····-------± 1.00 
4. Anisomctro:,>ia .. -........... .. . ...................... .. ±" l .00 
D.S. or more 
D.S. or more 
D.C. or more 
D. or more C. CoordinJtton Problems 
I. At Distanc~ (20 feet) 
.1 . Tropia 
h. EwphoriJ 
c. Exophoria ....... .. .. 
d. Hypcrphori.a .. 
2 . At Nca( ( 16 inches) 
a. Tropi~ 
b. Esophori~ 
c. Exophori.1 
d. Hypcrphoria ... ... . .. 
D . OrgJnic Probk·:ns ....... .. 
..... .... . Any Tropia 
.. 5-i or mor< 
Su or inore 
2j,_ or more 
Any Tropia 
6a or more 
I 0,6. or more 
2u o r rnorc 
.1\ ny verified r~thology <:Jr medicJl 
· ~nomaly of €\"e and/ or adnexa 
criteria. Coordination and organ i.: problems an! ihe most independent. 
The evaluation of the ;:fficiency of the varioi.ls screening techniques 
was then made on the basis of ciir:ical evaluations of each child. 
FFf'ECTIVENESS OF VISION SCREENlNG METHODS 
Although the technique is the item being tcst~;d, the .:x<~mincr can 
easi ly alter tlw sign;ficance of the test, and every attempt was rn.1dc to 
work under JW?ptable conditions with competent. adequJtdy trained 
personnel as re-commended for the technique. Rc.sults are shown for the 
three years of testing in Table III. The phi-coefficients show _the relative 
Clinical CritcriJ Compard to 
TABLE 11 
! ntrroro[ i'SsiOOJ j 
Clinical Crit~ria 
A. Visu~l Acuity ...... .. ... .. . ... ......... . 
B. Rcfr~crivc Error 
l. Hyperopia ........... ... " ........ _ __ _ 
2. !l.iyopi., ... .... ........ ------- . .. .. .. 
1. As:igm.lti~m .. 
-!. :'\nisomt·tropia 
C. Coordin ~!ic>n ProWems 
i. At Distance 
.\. Tropia ........ .... . . 
b. bophoril ........ .... ... .... ... . _ 
c. Exophnri.1 
d. Hypcrphori.1 . . ........... ~ .. 
2. At N~ar 
J. TropiJ . ... .. . . .. . . -
b. Esophoria .......... . .. ... .. ... .. 
c. Exnphori.> ..... .. . . , ... . .. 
d. I·i)•pr.-phoria .. .. ....... .... .. 
D. Organic Problems 
20/40 
+ 1.500. 
-0.50 D. 
:'::l.QO D. 
±1.00 D. 
Any 
5A 
SA 
2~ 
Any 
6~ 
10~ 
2~ 
t\ny_ 
Screr. ning Quesiionna i rc." 
.Qu€5tionnaire br Qu~rtile 
Q! 02 Q1 
20/30 20/30 20/40 
+1.00 
-0.50 
±0.50 
::!:0.75 
t\ny 
lj, 
>a 
~~ 
.Any 
2~ 
8~ 
1-i 
Any 
+ i.50 +2.00 
-0.50 -0.75 
::!:0.75 :±: !.00 
:t 1.00 :±: 1.50 
Any 
4j, 
5~ 
l.l 
:\'ny 
4J, 
l OJ. 
l,.l 
Any 
Any 
6/l 
8~ 
2A 
Any 
7t:. 
l2A 
2a 
_1\ny _  
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merits of the procedures. 
The most effective procedure, by a considerable margin, is the 
Modified Clinical Technique. It employs a few tes_ts that cover a wide 
range of problems and has flexibility so that standards may be varied 
or tests changed to satisfy any set of local and professional demands. 
The Massachusetts Vision Kit makes relatively few over-referrals when 
f.:~ilure on retest is required for referral \ 1956), but misses approxi-
mately half of those needing refer ral. The Te!ebinocular also finds 
approximately half, but over-refers many even when failure on retest 
is required fo r referral ( !956). The Caiiforni.l State Recomn1(' nded 
Prcx:edure m isses approximately three-fourths of the correct-referrals, 
but if the cover test is eliminated ! I 9 55 and 19 56), keeps the over-
referral rate very low. The various forms of observation and ques-
tionnaires seem to be of littie value in our hands. 
COSTS OF SCREENING 
In the calculations shown, curren tly paid hourly wages were 
utilized. Teachers and school nurses \\'ho are on a monthly, fi xed salary 
were considered to have a cost factor equal to their hourly wage for 
the hours spent. O verhead costs were ignored. Volunteer's time was 
significant but was considered as cost free. Table IV shows the break-
down, by test, for each of the three years. In 195 6, costs were 3 7 cerits 
per pupil for The M assachusetts Vision Kit, 43 cents for the Tele-
binocular, 45 cents for the Modified Cfinical Technique (MCT). 
Even with no training time invoived in 1956, carrying out the Caii-
fornia State Recommended Procedure was the most expensive at 53 
cents per pupiL 
Correct referrals must b~ regarded as a necessary community cost. 
However, ov!!r-rcferrals represents an unn.-cessary. community cost. In 
Table V an estimate is _made of what each screen ing procedure would 
cost the families in the community as a result of over-referrals. The 
failure to detect significant defects, th~: under-referrals, are also shown 
o n · this tabk Since the MCT found nearly all of the cases needing 
referra l, or twice as many as the next hrst test. it was concluded that 
of the useful tests MCT was much the least expensiv~ to the community. 
Intially, MCT cost the school slightly less than some and slightly more 
than other procedures. MCT was therefore judged to be t he most 
efficient and economical screening procedure tested by fa r. 
VISION STATUS AND PREVIOUS C1\RE 
The proportion of children with vision problems increased :~pprox­
imatdy 1.6 per cen t per year with age over the period of time studied. 
In the age grouping 5-6-7, approximately 18 per cent -had a problem 
THE ORINDA VISION STUDY-PETEH.S 1ti a/ 
TABLE IH. SCREENING EFFECT IVENESS 
Correct - Under- Over- Non- Phi 
Method refe rrals nfurals referr~ls r ·eferr~ls Cei.lfroo.-ient 
1954 N = 1163 
Clinic~! criteria --- ----------- -·-------- 231 0 0 932 (+ LOO) 
Parent q uestionnaire ....... ........ _,. 88 14'> 215 717 +o H 
Teacher observation ............ _. ___ 75 !56 203 729 +0 .10 
N uose observation .......... _, _________ 24 207 35 897 + C. 12 
State recommended procedure : .... 95 }}6 79 85> + C. 37 
Mass~chusetts vision kit .. - ......... !57 74 358 574 + C:~ 24 
Modi fied clinical technique .......... 209 22 37 895 +G 85 
1955 N = 1475 
Clinical criteria ------ --- ---- -- ... ·----·- 249 0 0 1226 (+ i·.oo; 
Teacher observation .......... . ....... 89 160 90 li:>6 + Cd 3 
Nurse observ;uion . .......... .. ......... 54 195 16 121 0 + o 36 
State recommended procedure ...... 67 182 21 1205 + 0 .40 
Te1ebinocular -------------· --------···-· 230 19 833 393 +0~20 
Modified clinical technique ........ _ 244 5 27 1199 +0.93 
1956 N = 1274• 
C! inica! criteria ........................ 221 0 0 105) (+! .DO) 
Teacher observation ... .............. 106 I l 5 218 835 +o.H 
Nu·rse observation ---------'·---------- 47 174 4 1049 + 0 .40 
Parent questionnaire .. .. .... . . .. ..... . 82 139 197 856 +o. l7 
State recommended procedure.. .•.. 54 166 10 1039 + 0 .41 
Massac~usctts vision kit.. ........ ---- Ill 91 31 943 + 0 .59 
Telebinocular ---------------··-·····----- 1!3 89 67 910 + 0 ~ 5! 
Modified clinic~! technique.. ..••.... 2 15 4 14- Hll8 +0.95 
'"Not all tesrs could be completed for all children so total nu mber vari:=s wiih scr•min;: 
technique. 
by our criteria (see Figure 2 ) . This increased to ·31 per cent of the 
children in the age grouping 13 - 14-15. The Orinda finding that the 
proportion of children who had some previous professional c.:ne incre.a.scd 
with age will probably be repeated in most communities. It was found 
that more than half of those who had received professional attention 
previously could still not meet the study standards at the time they 
were screened in school (see Figures 3-A and 3-B). The majority of 
such children could be brought to these standards with further care. 
Only one-seventh of the children with referable vision problems (about 
three per cent of the total group) were considered to have defects un-
correctable to the study standards. 
TABLE V . 
PROJECTED COMMUNITY COSTS OF OVER.REFERRALS--1956 
Assuming $15.00 per Professional Examin;nion 
OvcrcRcferrals UndH-Rrf:rr3!s 
Number Cosr Number r ' f( 
Teaclm Obsuv;uion .......... ..... 218 @ S15.00 = $3,270.00 115 52 
Nurse ObsrrvJrion ........ 
·· -· 
4 @ 15.00 = 60.00 174 79 
St·te Recommended Procedure . 10 (jj: 15 .00 = !50.00 166 75 
MassJchusetts Vision Kit .. , ·. : .... H tfi; 15.00 = -!95 .00 91 4'5 
Tdebinoculu , .. . - 6 7 (il• 15.00 = 1.005.00 89 .;..; 
Modified Clinical Technique ___ 14 @ 15 .00 = 2!0 .00 4 2 /I 
• 
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Fig . 2. Chang~s in incidmce of vision problems wi!h a:ge. 
CHAN<SES WITH TIME-A LONGITUDINAL STUDY 
Changes in the twocyear interval. 1954-56 ( three ycJrs of testing) . 
'• 
occurred more . frequent!y '··among those with vision problems initially 
than among those who had no such problems. Increasing age was 
associate{ :With an increase- in the mean of the measures of refractive 
error, but only reached statistical significance at the five per cent level in 
the sh:ft toward myopia. Large shifts toward more .myopiJ , by these 
already myopic. and a shift of some normals to myopia were the majo r 
changes. Those with referable hyperopia tended to show mere hypu-
opia . . .Thi~. wa,s:<l, minor. but not too infrequent tendency that is gcn-
erally- suppo~d not to exist . 
Another. point of great interest was that in the two-year elapsed 
time of our st~dy · the total. number of correct-referrals declined from 
20% to 17 7o of the total group. This decrease represents th.:: combina-
tion of all factors acting in this situation. such as the cbanq_e of somi! . ')' 
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program achi~ved a net correction of about 6. 2 per cent in t wo yc.us 
in a relatively wdl-to-do community. In splic of rem.;;:-kablc P-' rc-nt 
cooperatic.lll for the s!Udy much seemed to be needed in the way of 
parent rduc.1tion and enthus:asm to obtain the profes.:>ion~l cJrc w!: ich 
scr•2ening revealed «s Jwcessary. 
From the study of the .:hanges in rdi'rral category and the .::o!>-
t ro! group it is concluded that those 'hildren with vis ion probkms 
change more and require frequent vi.sion attention. Af::.cr ar: ini: )J.i 
screening by the .l\1odifi.erl Clinicai Technique, nc'.v referrals found in 
subsequent years could be identified by Snclkn acuity testing. 
RECOMMEND.\ TlONS 
A successful vision screening program is greatly needed in elemen-
tary schools and can be set up in the following manner : 
a. A stceri:1g commitr.et> with representatives from educatio n; 
ophthalmology , optometry . public health, parents groups should cievdo p 
the program. The committee, through its professional members . must 
obtain acccpt.mce of the program and screening criteria by the profes-
sional persons in the communiry. 
b. A qualified professional examiner should be utilized to pro-
vide tbe MCT, as described in Appendix !. for all children at the first 
grade ;Jnd for all new entrants to the elementary schooL 
c. The exaiTJ !ner doing MCT should have a· certificate of cnm-
p!ct ion from an accredited school of optometry. or an M.D. degree 
with one year of sp•zcializeJ training in ophthalmology in an accred ited 
t;:,;ining ccntu. or two years o f practical work in ophthalmology . 
d. The profcss.ional MCT examiner should act as an e~pioy rc 
of the agency responsible for the school health progr.H;l :1nd. ev-: ;~ if 
part time, should no t be in private practice anywhere in •he regio n so 
rh;1t rh2 economic interest of the examiner cannot b.:~ome an issue. 
e. Childn:r1 who h;1.vc had the ~v'iCT one~ . and who p;;;.s cd. 
should b\1 te~tcd annually [hereafter with th~! Snellen test. T ra: hcr 
observation should be done continuously. The Sncilcn testin g ,:oDd 
tbc reports ·of t·~achcr obscrv;:~tion. wh-:re feasible. sbonld be compi.c:d 
prior to the ;mnual . visit of the MCT profel\sinnal cxJn1incr. In :his 
way, t:hiiclren failing the Snellen or referred by teacher cbserva ti-::n1 
could be scremd by the MCT at the same time as the fir st grad;:rs :ne 
· being examined, and before being rd~rred for private professional 
attention.. 
f . · The Snellen procedure. described in Appendix I. should be 
carried out by a qualified individual hired by the school to do the wc rk 
once each year. This would avoid significant costs for teacher tr.1in- / 
-~ 
• 
Till: ORfi'-,li)A VISiON SIUDY- -1'£1 LI~S rt cl 
ing JS we!i as teacher s(re~ning. 
g . Those children fJiling the M.Cr should be refcrrt:d for pro-
ft:ss.ion:tl vision attention. Criteria arr giv<n in T.:;blc f. 
h. The parents of those childr•W v.'ith kno.wn visuJ! problem~ 
in grades two .mJ abovr should receive a reminder of the need for 
reguL1r prof~ssiona1 attentiCH1 once ~a'h year. They heed not De screened. 
i. Th~: school he~dth education prcgrJm sbould inclilde instru.:-
. 1 - - • h • h - . 1' 1 ' - h . t~onJ~ unlts on vxstt;:!i c.11~ . . lt snou a J.Jso 1n1ptnge· on t · '~ p.lrl:nts so 
that the re will be family interest in getting rcgu!Jr professionJ! Jttcn-
t ion for cbildn~n with vision problems. 
J. The schoo l admin is tr.1tor should rw:ivc from the profess io n.1 l 
cx;lmincr ;m anJlysis of t.hc cases rdrtrd . Th)s 'Nil! provide an adminis-
UJtivc wntrol ·Nh~: n compared tel the results of this study. 
k. The· m t.dtl~p rofessior:~il s tee ring comminre shou l-d h.:rvc the 
obH~;:t\on of vr rify ing the adequacy of the :;<r~cnjng progran11 the 
;;bs.:nc.: of cJ:cl'ssive under and o ver-rri.:'rrals. :~nd should modify the 
rcferrJi c r i t~?ri<: to meLt locJ1 profc:;siona! pr,Ktil"t:S. They should aiso 
pJiticipatc in de vel oping the school visual he,1ith educ-ation prograrn 
wirhour which much of the screening will not result in professionzl 
c;Jrc for the children \i:I10 ;w! found to be needing it. 
SUMM.4.RY 
l . 1\ thn:c-yc:.r lo ng it udinal stuJy of the vision status of J pp:ox-
im J te!y 1.000 ~Icmcntary school children \vas cornplCted. 
2. !\1any· different screening procedures \:v.cre cornpared \vith one 
another and against clinicai exa.m inJtions and clinicJi (titeriJ which 
wa<' \'.St;: biished from t hO? study r~:sults an d which compan~d L1Vor.1biy 
w ir.h prof<:ssion.<l opinions ;'Is ob t,;imd o n :~ nation ·\\'ide qul'stionnaire. 
1. The l\1CT. drscribed in the appendix of this study, was 
rc·m:,rkably cffi.:icnt, economical and hJd the fewest over or undcr-
rdcrra!s. 
4. R•·comm.:ndJtions ar 12 giv .: n for wnd ucting sat.isf;~ct.0r'f dcmcn-
tJry school vision screening. 
5.. De t,1iled rcvinv of the subject, bibliogrJphy, data. analysis. 
discus, ion and crircria arc avail:tbl< in :J book being published by the 
Univ.:rsity of Califor:1ia Press entitled "Vision Screening for EJementJry 
Schools: The Orinda Srudy" by Blum. Peters and Bettman. 
6 . The role of a Hralth Department in promoting r~se.Hch m a 
disputed fidd ir.voiving m;~ny disriplincs and interests is discus~ed. 
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APPENDIX L 
·r he l~1 uJified Clinical Tt'chn ique consists of th~ foilcn,.. i ng tc~ts: 
!. \(isua l J: !:"Uity. \.J ~1 n g a table mode{ proj:!CtOr typ~ in.>~rurn~\1~ 1 C b r\rn '! n· 
C.Hl Optical Cor.apan y Projectoch3rr 1\'odd 121 7 ) · with 3ppropria te si id~s fe r bo;h 
ictrrrs and illiterat~ E ch..1ns proje:;;t"d on a .scregn at t\V t: nt y f i!cL 171-:'JSIJ!"C Yl suJl ~cui:·~· 
of e~c.h eye. 
2. Cover test. Usi ng: the J.bove proj£ctor shewing ; ;:ri[ic.J.I !Ltt r. r 0n rhr .S(n:e:~ 
and ;\O occlud~r, perform both thl? (ovcr-uncovcf and alt£rr.a tr -c:ovc r t!: ~ts fo r a di.c:t aro ~c 
of twent y fr•: t. A loos\! prism · c,f 5 ~ rn.ly b-e- used fer J.c..:ur:H~ dcterm ~~ .Hi·.:n1 of cr: -
ordination _at the cut-off point . \\1ith r. c:-itic~l L:·ttcr target hcid at 1 (; ~~~c hi's or-~ ~ 
us-in·t; 6,l Jiid 10!\, loose prisrr!S determ~nc by th.z ::over tes t th;: ::_oordir:atio:t .1t I b,.: 
ncJ:' point. 
3. Skilmetry. The r.quipment. r~?q uired i"nc1udts ;. :o:.tnall movi~ projector di.C 
scrctn. a rcnncscopz, 2 pairs (.'f + 1.50 D,S. Ic~sc5. in tria l fr~HT\es. an d ~ te!\t ien~ b.H-
The chi ld being tc~ ttd obsz rve:; a cartoo n film projecr~d en a screen at a distAr.cc l""'! 
twenty feet thru u L< h a pair of + J .50 D.S. lrr.ses . S ince it is d~si t-' h!c : o bv~ th e 
chiid look rhr0 ugh th~ letts.('s for ~t lc,lst one minut~ b..? for(' the te:o;t is m.artr: . t :--:~ 
lenses can hr pLi<:J!d ·before tht '-hild 's ey·cs Jnd . h~ cJ:n o bserve the fiim w hil ~ the f :i-
~m ine r pt:rfonn:s !csts #1 and #2 on the- n~xt ct]ild. \Vh~!~ performing thi! ::tr\r:-
o scopy test the i~ns b~1r <:ontain\r. g tenses · of -0.75 , _+0 .75 , + i .5 0 . + 2.. :2 5 dinp~:: 
spheres is hdd \n fron.t o f the lri.Al fr ~rne l~ns~s . T hl' bes t csi-iilJt\:s o f the:- : .:: ~-"'-i n f rJ ·:-
tive error forth~ .vertical .1 nd b ori-..:on ta i mtrid1Jn.S .are rcco rd ,.~d H'p.1r J t~l)· . O~iy wh~r: 
th \! rl' is ~ mJrk~ obliqu~ astig,natisnl aa other mer idiJns rcpon,d . 
4. Insp£ction for o rg;;nic probl ~ ms. \Vith .1 hand -m<1 ~ ni fi !.'"~ J!h.-i op~; ~}·uirrioo;;cor..: 
~.:heck for cx.t<'rn.3\ J~d i n tl'rn.a l org.~ni~ probl~nis ;;s rH ecicd . 
Note tha t tht Modd1ccl Clinir:Ll Tt!(hniqu.; io;; .1 Hr x~ bk proc~dur~ Jnd o! her tcs :.; 
m d)' he . indu dcd. For cx .:-.rn pk . .;::oh"Jr· ~csrs- n1ay he added if d~sircd. Th z above ct~s~-; 
.tn: co~side r~d to he a. min.imnm to find i'sscnti.Jily ;.1 H those with v!si o n prob!e...-;~s 
n.:~ding profes.;;ional aucntic n. It providoes for an obj€nive Lc:;t of ref:.1ctin~ !nor t~ 
be camplrcd co the subjectiYe vi$ua! ~c.uity, an objcnivc Lest of (OOrdin~. t;on anJ of 
ori(•n ic problems . 
Th~ Sr.eUm T~st 
The Snellen test for visuJI acuity shot:id h~ given Jr;nu;dly tQc ~a (h ik!rrn . rxcr~ t 
thos~ sd:e-dulcd for the }A odlfird Ciinical Tt:chniqu~ and thos~ ~· \t h k n -::u:n vl s;c ..-: 
prc1bkm s. Thz recommended proccdur" Jnd equipr.1 cnr i.;; · 
I. A ' 'isu.1l acuity ch.ut of bl3ck ch~rac tcrs o n a whit.: b., cY.gro u nd with s.: i' 
con t ained illumination k g .. Good-lice Eye Chart lv1odc1 A) ·,, ith both l.:nc r 'ha••c-
ters and illiter•tc E chJrls Jt 20 fc r. t. 
2. 1·est visual acuity of ,;,'=h r.y-? s~'p ~:trJiciy and r\~i:o rd .1<; th<: Sr.ei!t~, n ot .H ior..;: 
for th~ line of the sma!l('st figures identi fi ed correctly wir.h no ·m o re than _t '""'' O £f.urc; 
missed per line. l\ hand -hdd occlurler of white. opaque. wash.1hle pbst !~ shoald ~,­
ph:ed bdor~ the CF thJt is not bei P;< tested and both eyes sho ul d he opr n at ; ll 
tim ~ ;. The d1ild should not be allow ed to "squint" or "n.1rrow eye lids" to see tl-:~ 
chut. 
,__ ... 
THE OH.INVA VJ:i!ON STUDY-l'ETERS el at 
1_ Tho~ bilinl! the \'isuJI acuity screening should be sent for r~tist by the 
i\.lodifi~d Clinic;~! Techni'}UC. 
Trachcr Obsewarion 
TcJchcr obscrvJtion for visnol nroblcms sbould be done continuously. Those 
susprctrd of having probkm~ .13So(i.1 tcJ with \'isfon sho uld be s~nr for vision s.ctecnjng 
h'y· thC M.·)diticd Ciini(,1! 1~c(hniqur, or if .-~ftl~r thi..' annu.J.l ~~CT rcs£ing. to the nur5.e. 
l·h~rc ;.see fou r an: ~s of obs..:n~ation- th.1t deserve particubr Jttcnt!on : 
. l. Evid~ncc o f ocuJ.,r abnormJlit ics--crustcd. red-rimmed. swolien lids, fre-
que nt ~tycs. wat~ring or blnodsbot ryes. cross\r. g o f ~yes. 
2. Comp!Jints of visuJl dis:rcss'---srnsitivity to light. burning or itching of 
cyr~ or lids. blurring or seeing doubk words and lines running together, words jump· 
ln _g, hc."JdJ(he. . . 
3. .Prifonnclncc which su~gr~rs eye difficuirics-rubbing '!yes fNqucntiy, blink-
ing frcf!ucntly when r~.1J inR. f.1ciJl d~ 5 tiHtion v~·hcn rt.1dint!. cio!iiOb. or covering cn e 
eye or tiltin~ h('.ad ro o nr s!·.:.i~ when i~.1ding. or w-'.Hching classroom movie-s. abnormJ.I 
posture wh-.:n doing elm~ work. holding work too close or too far, irrit~btc, short 
~ncntion span, tenseness in r~ading. 
4. Evidence o·i clii1'in• l ty or d isli ke or inaucntion for r;:.1ding. rEadir.g subjects. 
fine work. 
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Relationships between visual skills and 
behavior disorders 
JAMES R. EVANS, M.A.* 
The purpose of this paper is to pro-
vide a review and discussion of both 
the speculating and the research of the past 
35 years concerning relationships between 
various visual skills and disordered human 
behavior. Anything which the various au-
thors considered as visual skills were in-
cluded under that label for pmvoses of this 
paper, and, as a result, many aspects of the 
vision process arc involved. Some authors, 
for example, singled out acuity, phoria, or 
night vision ancl/or vatioi.ts more central 
processes of visual perception for considera-
tion, while others emphasized their concem 
with the visual process as an inseparable 
unit. The category of "behavior disorders" 
was generally limited to those abnormal 
heha \'iors commonlv listed under the labels 
of juvenile delinqu'ency, emotional disturh-
an cc, neurosis, schnizophrenia, and infantile 
autism. Academic underachievement, al-
though not so readily perceived as disor-
dered lJehavior, is so frequently an accom-
paniment of such behavior, and is so often 
suspected or known to be caused by a visual 
handicap, that it is also considered under 
this heading. 
The close relationship of nonnal human 
behavior to vision is, in many respects, ob-
Yious to alL If not, one has only to briefly 
reflect upon the changes in his behavior 
which would necessarily ensue should he 
suddenly be stricken blind. Perhaps less 
obvious, but just as real, are the behavioral 
"Clinical psrchologist from Polk (l'a.) State School 
and llospital working for Doctorate at George 
Peabody College for Teachers. 
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modifications which take place throughout 
life as a result of less severe acquired or 
congenital visual impairments, for example 
the mildly hyperopic child whose behavior 
is guided by virtue of his handicap (of 
which he may even he unaware) away 
from activities rcquirin~ ncar point visual 
skills, or the child with minimal central 
nervous system damage, and rcsultin~ per-
ceptual handicap, who avoids any activity 
requiring reading because of inability to 
organize the wonls on the printed page. 
· Although defective visual skills arc in 
general quite readily understood and ac-
cepted as potential causes of lack of success 
and interest in certain activities, and there-
fore as factors in the relatively normal 
variations of behavior, their relationship to 
behavior disorders as llcflnecl above (with 
the exception of underachievement) is usu-
ally much less ohvious. Yet it is lhe opinion 
of many authorities in the field of percep-
tion that vision and behavior arc alwavs 
correlated- that they are inseparable a1;cl 
arc continuously interacting with each 
other. Extensive research by experimental 
psychologists has provided evidence for 
such interaction as demonstrated, for ex-
. ample, in the work of Wapner and \Vcrner1 
relative to their sensory-tonic theory of per-
ception in which body position and the 
nature of the stimulus object interact 
in all visual perception. The extensive re-
search from the field of psychosomatic 
medicine indicating the c!Tccts of psycho-
logical states on physical functions, includ-
ing vision, is relevant to this view, and the 
frequent linking which occurs in our lan-
guage between words pertaining to vision 
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ami words with great significance to our 
psychological lives, e.g., evil eye, hostile 
look, bedroom eyes, also suggests that many 
such psychophysiological relationships must 
exist. This sort of relationship, one of mutual 
interaction, rather than any one-way causal 
relationship, seems to b() the type which is 
more oftt'n ob~crved in regard to the major· 
ity of the behavior disorders herein con-
sidered, that is the behavior and/or its more 
basic causes influence vision at least as 
greatly as the visual skills influence the 
behavior. 
·with the above as a background, some 
past investigations and considerations of 
such relationships in several areas of be-
havior disorders will be considered. 
Academic U ndcrachicvcmcnt 
There is certainly evidence in the Jitcra-
hu·e for a vast number of causes of aca-
demic underachievement at all grade levels, 
but inadequate visual skills have always 
been considered as among the more likely 
causes. This, of course, is natural when we 
consi(ler that the majority of learning by 
school age children probably involves the 
visual channel. Perhaps it is also a popular 
area in which to seck to establish a causal 
relationship because of the relative ease 
witJ1 which many visual defects can be 
corrected. 
Bccry2 explored the behavioral correlates 
of inadequate acuity at both ncar and far 
point among 317 school children. The 
Ortho-Ratcr visual screening device was 
used for this purpose. Focusing on the data 
for those children with uncorrected defects 
he found a tendency for those with a ncar. 
point deficiency to be among those with 
lower intelligence test scores and lower 
academic standing while those who had 
only a far point deficiency more often were 
from the group with average or above aver-
age academic. standing. 
Earlier, K<>phart:: had adn1inistcrcd a hat-
tel)' of 11inc visual skills tests aml the Metro-
politan Hcadincss Test to one group of 50 
and another group of 6:2 kindergarten chil-
dren. In both groups a correlation coefficient 
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of .45 was found hclwcen results of the 
vision and the readiness tests. 
The Ortho-Rater technique was used by 
Kcphart4 in a study of the visual skills of 
2,200 school children from grades 3 through 
12. \Vhcn scores on lateral and vertical 
phoria and depth aml color pf'rcl'plion as 
well as near a]](l far poiut · acuity were 
· considered, 50% of the children scored be-
low the "set standard" in one or more areas, 
and approximately one-fomlh below ~tand­
ard in ncar point acuity. The "set slamlanl" 
was not specified. Kephart emphasized the 
likelihood that these defects will hinder 
school achievement if uncorrected and cites 
as evidence a study of 250 students in 
which of those who met all visual standards 
46% were ahovc their grade's average ii1 
reading achievement, while only 28% of 
those who failed lo meet this standard were 
above the avcra[;c in reading skill. 
In a still earlier stndy by Kcphartr, 25 
boys with various visual prol1lems who were 
enrolled in an industrial school for boys 
were provided with a thorough optometric 
examination and correction of their visual 
defects. After four months this group in-
creased its educational standing (Stanford 
Achievement Test) by 1.2 years while a 
control group of 27 boys matched in IQ 
and educational achievement level, hut 
whose visual defects were not concctccl 
following their equally thorough optometric 
examination, gained only .G' years. This was 
a statistically significant diHcrcncc 
Of all the .areas of undei·achicvement, 
reading retardation is quite naturally most 
often suspected to involve disturbed vision. 
Commenting on this, Hoscn6 states: "In 
general, a number of specific visual proh-
lems have been implicated by studies as 
being negatively related to reading achieve-
ment such as farsightedness, astigmatism, 
binocular in-coordinations, and fusional 
difficulties." Further on, however, he quali-
fies this as follows: "It should he empha-
sized that since reading is essentially a 
capability involvin)!; a complex of educa-
tional skills that, by their nature, llJust he 
taught, the diagnosis and correction of 
visual problems need not be accompanied 
6JJ 
by automatic, subse'luent growth in reading 
ability." Further evidence that caution must 
he nsc(~ in assigning blame to vision for 
reading problems is to be found in the work 
of Bartlett', in which after ophthalmologic 
examinations, no significant differences in 
visual conditions were found hclwecn a 
group of 63 elementary school children 
reading above their expectancy level and a 
same size group retarded in reading by one 
or more years. Hyperopia was more preva-
lent than myopia in both groups, lmt there 
were more myopes in the advanced group 
than .in the retarded reading group. 
. vVhile most persons who relate visual 
problems to reading problems sec1:n to as-
sume a physiological cause of the visual 
defect, either peripheral or central, it is 
interesting to note that certain others e.g. 
J arvis 8 fc~l that reading problems arc more 
apt lo he n•latcd lo cmoti<'malmcanings as- · 
sociated with ''looking" than . to hahils of · 
visiqn. Tn most cases the meaning of looking 
is believed to have developed from forbid~ 
clen observing of sexual activity and the 
. related guilt feelings. "Looking," from that 
time on, according to this iwtion, is guilt 
arousing. 
The finding in one of the above studies 
that myopcs arc more often among the 
higher achieving groups is further substan-
tiated by the work of Jahocla9 in England 
who found significantly more myopes in 
professional, clerical and other non-manual 
labor families, while there were significantly 
more cases of hyperopia and astigmatism in 
semi and unskilled manual labor families. 
Jahocla cites a study by Morgnn 10 in 
which a relationship was found between 
l1ypermctropia (hyperopia) and 'low book-
ishness" and suggests that close work is 
a strain to hypcropcs and a pleasure to 
myopcs. Jahoda's study is weak in its 
failure to specify more precisely the degrees 
of visual defect, its comse grouping with no 
concern for whether or not corrective lenses 
were !wing worn, and its lack of control for 
age and sex dif[ercuees; but it docs rais<: 
some interesting points concerning the 
possibility of lll)'Opia hcing a major factor 
in ability lo perform on IQ lests, to achieve 
in school , and thus to eventually obtain the 
better paying jobs and he socially mobile. It 
is interesting that in many schools only a 
Snellen type chart is used for visual screen-
ing and this far point test screens out as 
vision problems only the cases of myopia-
the vc1y ones least likely to suffer from their 
handicap as far as school work is ·concerned. 
Apparently the major reason many schools 
continue to use only- the Snellen chart is 
that more thorough visual screening devices 
used hy non-professionals tend to show de-
feels in some normally sighted children and 
lead to over-referral. However, in view of 
some of the above findings regarding 
achievement and those to be presented in 
the following section relative to the relation-
ship of juvenile delinquency to hyperopia, 
it may prove to everyone's advantage to 
provide a thorough examination for all 
school children in order to find and con·cct 
the visual defects of those with conditions 
other than myopia. 
From this sampling of the literature it 
·seems safe to conchHlc that a moderately 
high correlation (certainly less than .. '50) 
exists !Jctwcen vision and academic achieve-
ment, hut that concction of visual defects 
alone is not likely to be the answer in the 
majority of cases. The apparent advantage 
of the myope and disadvantage of the 
hyperope in school activities is worth 
further investigation. 
A second area of disordered behavior in 
which common scusc suggestS the likeli-
hood of visual defects having some direct 
causal relationship is delinquency. The 
argument goes: If a child can't sec well 
enough to sncccecl at school work, yet is 
forced lJy law to stay in school and keep 
trying, the continued frustrations of failull~ 
arc bound lo lead to some change in 
behavior, often delinquent . behavior. This ' 
view was found in the literature as far 
back as HJ3.1 (Cl1rislie11 ). While few 
wonl<l dain1 !his is tlw major cause of 
delinqtH'ncy tl1cre is consi<lcrahlc cvichnce 
that it is a factor and perhaps a very im-
portant 011e. 
Dzikl~ .• an opto11wtrist, rcporls that 91% 
of a group of :350 juveniles seen at the 
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Hamilton, Co., Tennessee Juvenile Court in that the hypennctropes tended to he hcav-
1949 were retarded in school grade level, ier in relation to height than the others. 
while at the same colirt in 196.5, 94% of a Considering some of the older literature, 
group of 12.5 juveniles were found to be we find Blurncnthal14 after studying several 
reading below their school grade level. Of cases of delinquency, concluding that in 
this latter group of 12.5, 72% failed one or many cases aggressive behavior was ob-
more vision tests which included acuity at viously in large part compensation for 
ncar and far point and a measure of. visual feelings of inferiority due to visible defects 
perception or "getting meaning from seeing." of the eye such as strabismus. 
Dzik emphasizes that the act of vision must \Vallace til reviewed the records of 200 
be considered as a whole and makes a strong delinquent children mainly in the 13 to ] G 
appeal for developmental training of vision, age group which he had examin<'d and 
especially in pre-school children, improved found many more visual defects than the 
screening programs, and greater cooperation 28% to 19% found among school children 
among vision specialists, educators, and in general at that time. 
psychologists in studying, preventing, and Thus there · is a considerable amount of 
controlling juvenile delinquency. evidence of a relationship between visual 
In the investigation mentioned earlier, handicaps and juvenile delinquency, hut 
nccry ( 1963) found that visually defective only a minimal amount of acceptable re-
sixth grade children were, more often than search on the topic. \Vcll-controllecl exp<"ri-
the non-defective, named hy classmates as · mcnts to attempt to determine to what 
being the ones who were bossy, mischievous, extent the defect directly leads to t II{' 
restless, prone to fighting, and "pretending delinquent behavior and to. discover the 
to be special," and were less often seen as degree to which correction of the defect 
friendly , cheerful, and independent. These might bring about modification of such h·-
nmlings held for those with both ncar and ~ havior seems badly needed. Those with 
far point acuity defects, but were especially research interests in this area would do \\'(~11 
prominent for girls and for those who could to control for age, specific degree and type 
not see well at near point. Beery's compari- of defect, socio-economic status, ami pres-
san of corrected vs .. uncorrected defects gave encc or absence of usc of corrective lens<'s 
"some" evidence that concction is related to in their studies whether experimental or 
a lessening of the deviant behaviors among correlational in nature. Control of some 
those behaviors considered in his study. variables will be difficult, for example, con-
In another investigation with direct rcle- sicler the ethical prohlcms invohwl in 
vance to this topic ( Shulz13 ) the Minnesota forming a control group in which, for cx-
Ivlultiphasic Personality Inventory ( l\HvlPI) perimcntal purposes, known refractive 
profiles of a group of h)11ermetropcs, two errors arc deliberately left uncorrected. Be-
groups of myopes and a group with normal fore any conclusions rcganling this area arc 
vision were compared. There were 17 to 20 made one must ·consider that reactions to a 
subjects in each group. A pondcral index, visual hamlicap, as to any other handicap, 
which is a type of hody weight/height ratio, will depend on the individual's pei·sonalily, 
was also obtained for caeh subject. Among his past experiences ai1d. his particular en-
the relevant significant findings were that vironmcnt. Furthermore it is likely that a 
the hypcrmctropcs as a group had. higher third or fourth variable or some combination 
scores on the Psychopathic Deviate Scale of other variables may be the cause of both 
of the l\1 l\fPI (supposedly indicating the vision defect and the delinquency; for 
greater dclinrtucncy tendencies) than did example, the high incidence of rdracti ve 
those with nonnal vision (but apparently errors and the delinquency may hoth lw 
not significantly higher than the myopcs), due to parental neglect, ami/or lo r!'fusal 
ami higher poncleral indexes than either of to wear corrective lenses due to anticipated 
the other two groups. The latter indicates social stigma. 
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In the following section we tum to an 
area where any notion of visual defects as a 
rather direct cause of a condition of dis-
ordered hcha vi or is less common - the 
relationship more often believed due to 
either the inlliiCnce of a third factor on 
both conditions or to the disordered be-
havior alfccting the vision. 
Emotional Disturbance and Neurosis 
It is well known that the tenns emotional 
disturbance and neurosis have many dif-
ferent meanings as used by various authors, 
and arc occasionnlly used interchangeably. 
In this paper the studies . concerning the 
disorders of behavior usually classified as 
mild to moderate mental illness, or the 
symptoms thereof, in both children and 
adults will be discussed under these headings. 
It is reasonable to expect that if some 
persons react to the handicap of visual de-
fect with aggressive acts toward society, 
others may turn their aggression inward 
and/or attempt to deny their anxiety and 
concern about their condition. Furthermore, 
the visual condition mny cause discomfort 
and lead to anxiety or insecurity concerning 
its progressively becoming more severe, or 
eyestrain could cause nervous tension and 
emotional problems. But it is also possible 
that other forces have led to emotional 
upset or excessive anxiety, and to defend 
against thes.c latter conditions alterations in 
visual processes have involuntarily oc-
curred. It is mainly with the latter type of 
situation that the following studies are 
concerned. 
Neale10 asked 20 institutionalized emotion-
ally disturbed children and 20 "normal" 
children matched with the former on mental 
age, IQ, and sex to visualize what a certain 
scene he presented would look like as viewed 
from positions other than their own. The 
emotionally disturbed group was less able 
at this task than were the normals . Neale 
interprets this as evidence that they arc more 
egocentric in their visual perception, less 
able to "see" things from the viewpoint of 
others. 
The stability of visual perception in cmo-
tional dislrubance, as well as in certain 
other conditions of lwhavior disorder, · has 
lJcen invcsligatc(l hy Fuller1 7 . In a recent 
paper, Fuller tested the hypothesis of, "the 
more severe the personality disturbance, the 
more disturbed the perception," by usc of 
tho I\linnesota l'ercepto-Diagnostic Test 
( MPD). · This test consists of two cliffcrcnt 
drawings of geometric figures each to be 
presented three times on V<'!YiOIIS shaped 
cards . designed to provide lJackgrounds 
differing in tendency to encourage rotations 
· in the drawings of the flgurcs by the tcstce. 
Each of the six cards · is presented to the 
testcc so that it, and the paper on which it 
is to be drawn, arc aligned vertically with 
each other and arc directly in front of him. 
After the test, each drawing is measured 
for degree of rotation from the vertical, with 
such rotation interpreted as a measure of 
disturbed perception. Three groups of sub-
jects were compared: 260 emotionally dis-
turbed children, 150 schizophrenic children, 
450 normal children. Results of the :tvtPD 
.ndministration revealed that, provided only 
those above eight years of age and with 
IQ's from 80 to 110 arc considered, 80% of 
the E-D group scored in the 31-55 degrees 
of rotation range, 75% of the schizophrenic 
children scored in the 55 degrees and over 
range, while 90% of the normal scored in 
the 30 degrees and less range. 
Hcsults of studies have indicated that 
emotionally disturbed persons arc less ac-
curate than nonnals in visual discrimination 
tasks. Knightsl8 compared 40 emotionally 
disturbed, non-psychotic and non-brain 
damaged boys (ages 8 through 11 and 
mean IQ 104) who were undergoing ther-
apy with 40 "normal" boys of similar age 
and IQ on a task which called for visual 
discriminntion among four tachistoscopic-
ally presented simple line drawings of 
discriminated more accurately. Knights at-
humans and objects. The normal subjects 
tributes this to a higher anxiety level 
among the emotionally dislltrbcd boys be-
ing associated with easier and more intense 
arousal of task irrelevant responses which 
interfere with discrimination. 
An investigation with some similar as-
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pects, hut which provides a somewhat 
different explanation of results, is that of 
Schwab antl Ivcrson10• They fitted subjects 
with aniseikonic lenses and had tl1cm ob-
serve various aspects of tlJCir environment 
and report any changes they perceived. 
Subjects with high anxiety required more 
time to recognize distortions than those 
with low anxiety. This relative slowness in 
perceiving distortion is di-scussed in terms 
of a rigid inability by highly anxious per-
sons to readily shift from familiar to un-
familiar-but-true visual precepts. 
Also related here arc results of a study 
by Scofield and Rankin20 in which twenty 
college students rated as highly anxious on 
the basis of scores on the Taylor Manifest 
Anxiety Scale made significantly more 
errors than an equal-sized group of twenty 
"low anxious" students when asked to 
identify the location (left, right, up, down) 
of a l/s inch gap in 27 randomly assigned 
unclosed circles of 1 inch in diameter. 
Psychologists in recent years have shown. 
much interest in the ·area of "perceptual 
defense" in which persons at times seem 
capable of selectively perceiving only non-
threatening stimuli and completely or par-
tially "closing the sensory gates" to anxiety 
-arousing stimuli. Hesults of most such 
studies, however, have been equivocal be-
cause of the difficulty in controlling all 
relevant variables. One such study is that 
of Nelson21 • Pictures from a projective type 
test (the Blacky Test) intended to he sug-
gestive of areas of psychosexual conflict, 
e.g., auto-ei'otic activity or parental sex 
activity, plus some "neutral" pictures were 
pre~ented tachistoscopically to 44 college 
men. On the basis of infmmation from pre-
vious examination the main group had been 
divided into a sub-group of those who tend 
to repress anxiety arousing thoughts and 
feelings and a sub-group who were judged 
to tend more in the direction of projecting 
s11ch thoughts or ft't'ling onto others. \Vlwn 
Jircctions to verbally identify specific pic-
tures were given, I he "repressors" did not 
report seeing the pictures with conflictual 
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content as often as the neutral ones. The 
author believes that such pictures may have 
aroused ego defenses which selectively im-
paireJ visual perception. 
In this section we have mentioned results 
of several studies which provide a substan-
tial degree of evidence for a rclatiomh i p 
between visual skills and the less severe 
emotional disturbances. In these example's 
the emphasis was generally on the possible 
effect of the illness on vision, or of a third 
factor on both, but not on visual disorders 
as a en1sc of emotional dish•rlnmccs. 
Apparently very little is known in the latter 
area, f()r, as Lowenfdd::!Z 'says regarding 
visually impaired children, "about these 
children themselves, from a psychological· 
point of view, we know practically nothing." 
\Ve tum now to the arc'a of severe disturb-
ance and personality disorganization- the 
area of psychotic behavior. 
Schizophrenia 
In this area there has been a large 
amount of work done concerning vi si.wl 
skills. This is especially true with adult 
schizophrenics. 
There is evidence that many schizo-
phrenics have preferred sensory channels 
which arc not the preferred ones of nonnals. 
Schoplcr!?:l compared :30 schizophrenic 
children, who ranged in IQ from 50 to 129 
and in age from seven to nine, with a 
group of normals matched by chronological 
age and with a group of retarded children 
matched by mental age on a task on which 
all subjects were given equal opportunity 
to choose between four pairs of situations 
in each of which a choice of visual or 
tactile activity was possible. The scJ1izo-
phrenic children spent significantly less 
time on visual tasks, but no more time 
on tactile tasks, han the nonnal group. 
They . also spent less time on visual tasks 
than the retarded group, thus indicating 
that less limn spent was not solely a func-
tion of inlcllig!'ncc. The results arc inter-
preted as evidence that schizophrC'nic 
childn:n show less than normal preference 
for the visual sens01y channel and suggest 
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that usc of V1Slon may be interfered with 
hy their persistent concern with tactile 
ncar-receptor exploration of their environ-
ment. 
Clcment2'1 had 112 schizophrenic adults 
;md 50 nonnnls rank 11 visually presented 
silllplc patterns of dots on degree of pattern 
goodness. The schizophrenics showed 
greater indi\'idual variability in ranks as-
signed to the patterns, thus leading the 
author to stal e, "the distorting processes 
operating in the schizophrenic patient's per-
ccptua l response system arc pervasive 
enough to disrupt processing of stimuli as 
elementary as those used here." 
In cont;·ast to the results of many others, 
Safrin :! ~• found no differences l)etween psy· 
chotic and non-psychotic children in visual 
perception and visual-motor functioning, 
]IJ'OViclcd differences in mental age were 
controlled. She used performance on tests 
s11ch as tlu~ Jlcnclcr-Cestalt' and the "Block 
Designs" from the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children as measures of these 
abilities. Such tes ts involve copying geo-
metric figures and abstnct designs by 
drawing or manipulating blocks . Although 
her psychotic children p erformed no more 
poorly on such tasks than non-psychotics of 
equal mental age, they did show a "general 
maturational rC'tarchttion." 
Further evidence that schizophrenia is, 
"neither merely a cognitive nor an emo-
tional disturbance, but also involves per· 
ceptual impairment which is not accounted 
for hy cognitive and emotional theories," is 
presented in an expci'iment hy Cooper2G. 
She had a relatively homogeneous group of 
66 male schizophrenic patients of the 
"process" (chronic) type at a Veteran's 
Adminis trat ion Hospital p e rform t a sks 
which in volved su ch things as estimating 
the length of lines or the position of a stim· 
ulus rc lali\'e to a standard one. To contTol 
for inte llectual and emotional factors, all 
stimuli were s<·kcted to he maximally lack· 
ing in coJnph-xity am] emotional ccmnota-
tion . The pal icnls Wl're found to be less 
accurate and more variable than normals in 
jtHlgi11g thC'~e ohj<'c tive visual slinlllli, hut 
there was no significant relationship ob-
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tained behveen accuracy or variability of 
performance and estimated degree of sever-
ity of illness. 
Another study which emphasized control 
for the complexity of the visual stimuli pre-
sented was that of Ehrenworth~ 7 which dealt 
with perceptual reactions to anxiety arous-
ing stimuli. He h:Hl schizophrenics and 
normals estimate whether a picture (anx~ 
iety arousing stimulus) in some cases, or a 
geometric form (neutral stimulus) in other 
cases was just larger than, equal to , or just 
smaller than a standard stimulus. The emo-
tion-arousing stimuli invol \'ed suggest ions of 
homose xuality, authority, compe tition , 
autonomy, and affiliation. The schizophrenics 
were more inefficient than normals only on 
perception of the aiieclive stimuli. Further-
more the disturbed group, but not the normal 
group, was less accmate in judgment of 
neutral pictures preceded by affective 
stimuli than of those preceded h y other 
neutral stimuli. Some appreciation for the 
complexity of phenomena in this area may 
be realized from the following quote by 
Ehrenworth: "One could infer that deficit in 
schizophrenia is a function of a complex 
interaction among the disease proc.ess, the 
type of performance required by the task, 
and the nature of the stimuli." · 
The following conclusions regarditig dif-
ferences betweet1 psychiatric pa tients and 
nonnals were reached in another study 
( Gresock) ~R involving visual perception : 
1. The higher the degree of inteqJersonal 
conflict, the higher the recognition thres-
holds for socially threatening stimuli. 2. 
There is a general decrement in the per-
ception of all stimuli for patients as com-
pared to nonnals. 
The final area to he discussed under the 
schizophrenic heading is that of the night 
vision of psychiatric patients. It has beep 
found ( Gran gcr:!B) that such pat ients tend 
to have raised intensity thresholds during 
tl1e cours< ~ of dark adaptation- "like plac-
ing a neutral density filter in front of thei r 
eyes." Acconling to Granger, tlw actual 
mechanism of dark adaptation does not 
S('('lll to he afl'ect<'d, th< ~ ph< :notJH'na appar-
ently due, rather to a dqH:cssion of central 
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nervous activity either in the retina or at 
higher levels of the visual system. He cau-
tions that the cfTect is rather small and 
unreliable and thus of questionable value 
for diagnosis. A detailed discussion ami 
review of this topic is also presented by 
Grangcr:lo. 
If there is evidence of visual involvement 
in the milder forms of mental illnesses, e.g., 
neurosis, it is not surprising that similar 
involvement appears to exist with the se-
vere fonns. While it is unlikely that anyone 
believes a visual defect is ever a direct 
cause of psychosis, there seems to be no 
doubt that in at least the majority of cases 
of psychosis there will be some correlate 
in the area of vision in terms of acuity 
ami/or perception. \Vhether this occurs 
mainly through the motor system, the per-
ipheral nervous system, autonomic system 
or more centrally is a question needing 
research. 
Infantile Autism 
A developmental disturbance of very 
early childhood in \vhich, among other in-
dica.tions, there is almost complete failure 
in the development of nom1al language and 
social skills has been labeled autism and has 
been singled out by some as a disturbance 
separate from childhood schizophrenia~ 
Some authors have considered the relation-
ship of visual skills to this condition. 
Schopler31 discusses evidence that autis-
tic children prefer using the near senses, 
such as touch, to vision and hearing which 
arc distance senses. He advances the notion 
that such a preference may be due to 
failure to have adequately developed the 
tactile sense either because of organic im-
pairment of that sense and/or lack of ade-
quate bodily contact with others during 
earliest infancy. Apparently this is felt to 
result in a preservative use of the tactile 
sense as if attempting (unsuccessfully) to 
perfect it. A related tliscussion of near sense · 
preference by these children is to be found 
in the book Childhood Schizophrenia by 
Coltlfa.rb:1:!. · 
It has been noted that certain of tho 
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behavioral characterislics of autist.ic chil-
tlren closely resemble those of some children 
blinded from infancy hy retrolental fibro-
plasia. The possibility that some factor such 
as arno1111t of rate of change of oxygen sup-
ply near birth nl<lY account for both condi-
tions has been considered. A review of the 
literature on this topic has been prepared oy 
Clavin:;:~. 
Conclusion 
A11y completely eomprel1cnsive survey of 
the literature on visual aspects of behavior 
disorders would, of course, need to consider 
all other areas of behavior which might 
conceivably be termed disordered, as well 
as certain olher aspects of vision which 
have not heen studied in the areas dealt with 
above. Such a survey would be prohibi-
tively long and unwieldy. The present 
paper has considered, withi1i the major 
categories of disordered. behavior, a broad 
sample of the studies dealing directly with 
visual processes. 
It is not really surprising to find that 
vision, the major sensory channel of most 
persons, is related in so many ways to. so 
many areas of disorder. A more suqnising 
finding is that so little well-controlled re-
search has been done in certain of the 
areas, e.g., juvenile delinquency, the ac-
ademic advantages of myopia and the ef-
ficacy of thorough school vision testing 
programs. 
Hopefully this paper will serve to ac-
quaint memhcrs of various professions with 
the scope and complexity of this topic and 
also serve as a source of references which 
can be used and understood by people from 
those varied groups which might be inter-
ested in research in this area. AOA 
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In Dl'l.L'mber 1969 a study was 
urHll'rt,1kcn at PIJinfield Boys 
School. J reformatory for boys, in 
PIJinfield. lndiJna, to determine if 
there was J possible correiJtion 
between juvenile delinquency and 
vision. From the outset it was ob-
vious that nearly all of the lndi-
viduJis were schoi.Jstically behind 
other children of their age group 
to some degree, usually a large 
one. It was not unc-ommon for 
them to be frorn a rather unstable 
home environment. From statistics 
of tests done at the school. (IQ 
and Nelson reJding !ests), nearly 
. all of the boys were scholastically 
low for . their ages. This is not a 
. startling--or even new discovery. 
The VVhite House Conferenc:e on 
juvenile delinquency found that 
80'X, of the individuals tested had 
• 
. , some tvpe of learning disJbility 
especiJIIy in reading. Dzik found 
94"<• of 125 individuJis reading be-
low. their grade level in J similar 
stud,·. On a more advanced sc<Jie 
Dr. Georl:\e Beto, Director of the 
Te\,J; Dep.Jrtn~ent of Correction. 
stJted th,Jt 18 ' '~ of the inmates 
were illiterate and that 85')b were 
school drop-outs. 
· · ., ~-- Using this information, those in-
, ' _ .. , terestcd felt 1h,1t more invc•s-
time, however . we wished to avoid 
· starting to look for specific in-
formation. We. therefore. devised 
an examination which we felt 
would include the widest range of 
testing with respect to visual per-
. formance, vision , and psychology . 
This was done prior to checking 
the information that was obtained 
in similar studies, so as not to bias 
our testing. 
• The sample used was drawn on 
the basis of the IJst number of the 
registration number assigned to 
the individuals as they were ad-
mitted and tested as to repre-
sentation of age groups within the 
school in order to try to eliminate 
those skills which could vary with 
age. The total number of subjects 
was 45 and each subject was ex-
amined for a period of approx-
imately two hours which involved 
some rest breaks to prevent the 
subjects from losing interest and 
attention. The examination con-
sisied of three p<Hts. The first sec~ 
tion was concerned with the hab-
itu,11 skills of the individual. The 
testing included color vi~ion,using 
I·IRR pseudoisochrorn.llic piJtes: 
stereopsis (depth perception); 
using the Titmu> fly Jnd dots; 
visual acuity, both i.lt far (20 ft.) 
and at near (40 em.) using stJnd· 
ard snellen lettr:rs taken with ;wd 
without any existing correction, 
Keystone skills. a test encorn-
pJssing th1 · .1bility to see distinctly 
and use the eves in J coordinated 
mJnner ur:dcr specific conditions; 
perception t~ s ting including g~oss 
motor tests such as rhythm hop 
and balancing; auditory per-
ception. using a crude method of 
hand clap~; visual perception 
tests, the Bender-Gestalt tests and 
the Grohman test of hand-eye co~ 
ordination . 
The second part of the test was 
designed to determine the re-
fractive state of the eye, its physi~ 
cal condition, pursuit, fixation, 
and saccadic movements. 
I : ... ~b;~ • 
A case history was taken from the -.·' 
patient which included his com- ' - i .. :. 
plaints regarding his vision. The -~:: ; . 
school also had available for us as :· 
complete a medical history as :,'. ·, · 
they posses~ed including siblings ~.:. 
and parents if possible : An ex• .. 
It ' ternal examination was per- , , 
formed at this time using ophthal- :",'·i· .•.· 
moscopy to determine the health .. _ 
of the eyelids, cornea, bulbar and · ··~··· · 
.... . . 
rhllpebrJI conjunctive, sthlcra and ' :·· \· ·v. 
surrounding facial topography, In :•; ~ : 
continuation ~vllh this an internal · ~ ' 
... 
inspected the •.~ 
' . . .. .-~/,(,. 
, ~· , • ..1 
1 t .h• i\1( './''1° ,., 
·;-/~ . ·::; ~;, '}il; 
examination 
.HJUeou~. i n~. cr~ ~t.tllme It' l l•. 
·.·r1rt•ous, rctin.1. optic · di.;c. m,ICLJI,t 
,1nd fo-.e<~, .tnd blood \ l ' :i'•·l~ •• t~ 
well as puprllarr rcfkxt.:~. 
U . ThiO' reiractive condition of the eye 
· ·--· ·.v~~ then determined. The te<.ting 
inclurJ~d cover tec,ts, ncar puint of 
~ con vergence, static and dynamic 
retinoscopy, monocular and bi-
nocular subjective tests, fixation 
~ disparaties, Von Graefe phorias 
U and ductions, distance suppres-
sions and diqance stereop;is 
· (depth perception). 
The third section of the ex-
[ _ amination comprised optional 
~ tests which · might give insight to 
th<.> examiners concerning specific 
'lruhlems hinted at hut not con-a. - firmed during the earlier parts of 
~,- · the examinatio11.This induucu the 
· convergence and accommodative 
tf~..:;facility .tests u~ing flirper b.:trs. 
_. < Revrsed Beta I.Q. tc~t scores arH.l 
: · ~ ·~, ' Nelson reading sc.:ores were pre-
• 
fi:i· 
_j 
viously obtained. 
Wi·th thi~ information the dini-
rians discussed the finding~ with 
the optonwtriq present as to their 
impressions, conclusions. and 
rcccmmendation'i for .that p<tr-
ticulztr individual. 
The following information was 
compiled from the raw dJta with-
out statistical inferences. The 
pop:.dation studied consisted of 45 
individuals, randomly selected. 
. with an I.Q. (Beta Revised) rang-
ing from 63 to ·112 with an average 
of 90.133. Their ages ranged from 
11 yeJrs to 16 ye.;~rs and 9 months. 
The gross motor tests were scorl'd 
rather crudely on the opinion of 
the examiners. The following in-
formation is self expiJnatory. 
It now becomes nece~sJry to com-
pare our population in rhe boys 
~chool to the population of simiiJr 
age groups . The Orinda Study con-
clucted in the OrindJ School Sys-
tt>m of CJiiforniJ was chosen as 
thP. "normal" statistical ill-
f,Jrrn.ltion: The rP.l~On for this 
'o ~tems from the fact that it w.r~ 
perfor11Wd in .t \t' l )' in dr•ptlr rn.tn-
~<er by lhJth oJJhth.1lmolngish .11ul 
optometrist~. using v.11 ious rrwth-
ods <inc.J techniques of scwening. 
It Jlso wa~ dor1e on a reiJtivclv 
large number of individuJis. U~ing 
the criteri<~ of the OrindJ Stud~· 
Jml tlw modified cliniol It'( h-
niques on our d.;~ta we could IL'git-
imJtcly rompJrc our finding~ to 
tho~e of the OrimlJ Study. Only 
those males of <~11 equiv~tknt 
group were used fur compari~on 
to the Plainfield popuiJtion. 
On 356 boys of ages 11 to 13 years 
referral was chosen to be given on 
the following criteria: visu<JI 
acuity of 20/40 or worse near 
and/or far, +1.50 diopters or more 
of hvperopia. -0.50 diopter~ of 
myopi.l, ±"1.00 dinpt<•ro; of .tqig-
mati~m .1nd 1.00 ditlpler of 
aniseikonia. The follo\ving IPvels 
of coordination (ocuiJr) at 20 ft'el 
were used: an}' tropi;L 5 <~ of 
esophoria, 56 of exophoria or 26 
of vertic;:ll phori<J. At 16 inche~ or 
40 em. the following lirnit~ for re-
ferral \\ere used; any tropia, 10 6 
of exophoria, 66 ot csophoriJ. or 
26 of vertical phoria . Any orgJnic 
problems concerning p<:t t holog 
were of course also referred. Of 
the 356 individuJls 65 were re-
fprred for one or more of the 
aforementioned c.:riteri.t. Using the 
sJme criteria for the Plainfield 
Sruuy and if there i~ no difference 
between the populations we 
should expect to refer about the 
same percentage of individuals. 
After applying the Orinda criteria 
to each individual it was founrl 
thJt 26 individuJis of the 45 would 
have been referrL•cl. Thi~ amounts 
. to 57.7":. of thP Plainfield popu-
lation i11dicating J rwed for co~re, 
as cornpo~red to 20 .. 113';;, i11 the 
selected Orinda Stut.ly. 
At this junctivc it is import.Jnt to 
· test the s!Jtistical significance of 
our difference to see what the 
chances would be of drawing the 
Plainfi£>1d population, and by 
chance getting ,1 group of S('lected 
performers th.tt would hr> thi~ 
rm1c-h poorer th~111 tho~v indi-
viduals in the Or iiHf.t Study. 
- , , 
l n ll "•t tlw -, i r:nific.tm t' 1•1 .___ .: ._:- '" 
. ., . 
ft•n•ntt~ het\\1'1'11 P'''POrli o n ·. , · ~:-: -..c-:-' 
clt'IC'I r11inv \\ hc•rlwr till' diflt•rt'll\l ·.._· 
.lrO't: out oi .1 ''"npling tl11'. tu.J- · 
tion W£' ll1J}' prnpluy· the folluwiru~ 
NfUJtion: 
oo::;',= f)q (1/n, + 1ln _. ) 
where p = t hr' tot,ll " :, oi occur-
t·nu!= 24.37 
q = 1 - p = 75.6::!9 
n 1 =number of itern~ in 
Orinda Stud,·= .153 
n 1 = nurnber of item;; in 
Plainfield Studv = 45 
For simplification of categories: 
Pl.1intiekl 
Com-
bin ('cl 
No. 
In this study · 
oD'X, = JW4J7) (.7562~)(1/333 +1/451 
= .Oti74S 
With tht' Null Hypothesi; l1eing: 
l-lo: Xp= 1-lo 
This c.t~n now be u~f'd in r:.Jiculat-
ing a standard Z score. 
Where 
Z = X-),Jn = .5777- .20113 =5.583 
oD'X, .06745 
A 7!: sc-ore rerre~ents the po-,~ihility 
of dr.1wing <t group by r,1ndom 
~.Hnple ~\-hich would l>t· .1~ dif-
fcren.t frc-11n th!' norrnal. (Orind.1 in 
this case). by ch.mu.•. The number 
of tlw t~core 5.563 nw.~ns th.ll thr· 
pm~ihility of thi-, is 5.58.l stJnd.trd 
de-. i.t t ions from 1 he normal d i'.t ri-
buti1ll1. In this rn,1nner we c.tn 
legitimately ~.1y that one \\ L)uiJ 
h:tve a very narrow chance oi 
clr~1wing rhi~ p.trticular ~.unplt• 
frorrt .r pupul.ttiurt .;uch .t- l'l.tirt-
fit·ld if it \\'('I I' ,\11 ,H(II,lt'( Ol - ~.llllfl· 
l111f; ffunu.rflllll Llllh. 
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:-here is .a ~ignificant dilfe.rt•nce IJl'-
.tween thme resicfc.nt~ Jt PI.Jinfield 
rlnd a "norni.d" popul.!lion of 
approximately the s.1rne age. 
The ·obvious question now arises 
as to what it is that makes the 
population at Plainfield <;o dif-
fer e nt visually. A comparison WJS 
made to the percentage of the 
people refe rred in the specific cri-
teria we have set. For instance the 
percentage of people referred for 
visual acuity of 20/40 or worse in 
the Orinda Study was compared to 
the number referred for the same 
criteria in the Plainfield Study. 
From this comparison nearly all 
the diiferent referral criteria 
showed approximately the same 
trend of referral, but those in the 
Pl.1;nfield woup demonstrated il 
· higrwr percentage in each cate-
gor)'. This is interpreted by the re-
8_·:' ·.-. · wcHchers to indicate th e existence 
• . of o ve rilll visual n<·)jlec:t rJther 
thJn any specific are ;1 of outstand-
ing fililurc . · 
• l 
l.., 
.~ 
Wi1h the Jbove information in 
mind it i> now interesting to check 
the periormance of the inrli-
vidl!.11s. When the ages of the resi-
cJpnto; Wt're used to pl.1ce them in 
the grade levPI that they would 
normally be in against the reading 
level as scored on Nelson Read ing 
Tes:s, it was found that the 
average resident wa5 2.2 grade 
level~ below what he should be 
functioning from a reading stand-
point. Thirty of the forty-five were 
one gr~de level or more behind in 
reading levels . Scholastically, only 
J of 45 were operating at the level 
their age would suggest. It is ex-
tremely difficult to correlate vision 
and schoiJstic achiP.veme-nt in 
sit uiltions ~uch as these indi-
viduals find themsPives. This is 
rnainly due to the f,lct that there 
is no way of eliminating the effect 
w h i c 11 t h P. i r e n v i r o n m e n 1 h ,l) 
played upon their scholaqic 
achievement. It is not our inten-
tion hc•re to ~rttempt to inciicilte 
that vi~ion .1lnnc~ h tfH~ Gluse of 
their poor ~lhol.~r~hip .1rHI re,rd -
inl{ . However, it is our opinion 
1 • t •I 1 t J t J 1! I 'I I" l l J l I ~II It' .'J I i l .' h , \ 11\ i .' j ·~ 
.J!IC'ct this perform,lllCC, and in 
rombin,ltion with low rnoti\Jtion 
,1nd poor home t'nvironrnent pro-
duces a rather disastrous affect on 
scholastic achievement. It is our 
belief that the ph~·sical problems 
of the eye and its refract ive cor-
reaction must be allt:viated before 
remedi,1l scholastic help will be 
appreciated to its fnllest extent. 
Money has stated that "Any lin-
guistic approach to the remed.ia-
tion of dyslexiil must be predicted 
on the assumption that appro-
priate steps hJve been or are 
being taken to i!l!evi,Jte physic<d 
difficulties which mily be contri-
buting to reading failure such as 
hearing loss and visual difficultues 
of all kinds." He gof's on to s,1y. 
"The retarded re;rdcr ho~~ hJd 
some frustrating cx1wriencl'-. with 
IJnguage amJ it i~ quitt~ prob.1blt> 
that these E'XJWriL·net·~ hdvc left 
'him much mort• Jfft•cted than · 
might be expected of any other 
sort of child." 
In the same sense George SpJche 
has gone even farther to li~t the 
physical factors which he con-
siders common cJuses of rc,Hiing 
disability; visu,1l acuity, ,~;tig­
matism, binocuiJrity, phori.1s of 
unusual rnagnitut.le, stereop:,i~ and 
aniseikonia. He al'o stated that he 
feels "these defects cannot he de-
tected by the use of superficial 
snellen tests which reveal only 
myopia and extreme hyperopia. · 
Even more complete tests i.e . Key-
stone, Orthorater, etc., must be 
supplemen·ted to get the complete 
picture. 
Bartley stated, "In ordN for lc·arn-
ing to t,1ke !JI.H e thl' following 
skills arc m'ce,•;Jry: objet t con-
st;Jncy, .1bility to recogni1c dif-
fprences in direction, ilnd the 
motivation; improvement, sorting 
and collection of incoming signals 
or stimuli (Bartley 1963). How<~rd 
Col!'miln, O.D., pPrformed J study 
on 87 school children grJdes 1 
thru 6 with re.H.Jing Jnd language 
<~rts dysfunction (70.1"(, m.liP') 
~l10wing 1 h;,t rhi ld ren with tIll'~!~ 
ddiciencies illso h.w<• .1 corrcl.ltt'd 
t!,•• •.Jil:•lll ll tllt'll \t,u,ri .r fld, ,, ·· \,, , 
. \ • \. \..' p c•rrl' ptioll dl'\ l'lopnwnt I k ·~ · · ...... \' \'v 
I . . ~ \ ~t,ltt·~ t 1tl t tl tll,ltu·r f11!1llt•ll \'- . _:,,,, ,0-' 
.rv.lil.lblc rc·~t·.rrlh indic.ltt'' t .. \'''' >-'''' , 
vision and visu.1l rJercc•) ciUrl e ~)0~· ...,c.':-<' . 
. t I ~._:. . \ 
pertence'i pl.1y a ker role in th~ o c..\'0 
child's understanding of his en- "~'\, ;-: 
vironm('llt (Kt·ph.~rt 1%0. Birch \0' ' 
iliH.l Beln1ont 1%5. cit' Hir~ch 1%3. c' 
Getman ,\nd Hendril.:kson 196Gl 
along these same trends of 
thought it w.l) intere~ting that 
66 .6''{, of the individual'> in the 
Plainfield group failed the Bender-
Gestalt test for visuJI perception. 
This correlates very closely with 
the information found by Dr. \\"in-
ters recent study of ,1 group of de-
linquents in Tex;15 very sirnii,H to 
the PI,Jinfield group. Tht> Texas 
qudy showed 58.-1'.\, i,1ifure nn pPr-
ceptu,d test<; . Thi<; i-. C\'l'rl IIHHt' 
inlet~·sting. ~ince <1huut JO" .. l.l ii-
urc•o; wc•rt• tnund in tire Pitt,!Jur g 
Sc huol Systt'lll . 
Lrking tlw d,11,1 frorn our ~tu<k \\"P 
tried to cont"l.rte lknc!er-c~ .... t.Jit 
results with I.W. scur b .11rd \\ !th 
gro>> motor teq~ u~itrg the chi-
squMe t<'st. In bc,th imt.mc C'' thl' 
corrplation~ gi\'e u~e \: o.,( (lft''-
which were·rlo-.t' tn lwinM 'il~rHI• ­
c.lnt at the .O'J lt•vt•l (2.-l.l t'11r 
lkndt>r-< ;t·~t.rlt V<; I. C). anJ 2 !,1 hJr 
BvrHil'r-CP~t.rlt V-.. gro~, rr'otor 
perforrn,ulCI'). The trend f1Jr .1 
positive correl.rtion wo~~ indi< .nt•d , 
but the individual correl.1tion wJs 
not quite larg1~ enough to givt> dll 
overall correlation in the po,itive 
direction. It is our opinion th.1t 
had the number of inJivic!u.ds 
tested .been l.uger there \'. ould 
probably have been a corrt•l.ltinrr 
in both .llld I.Q. <111d grm., nrotor 
Vs tlw l.lt~ndt·r-G<'~t,llf f<''t. 
:\·t1kii1g t\w ;1..-.umptiun th.rt th!' 
trendo., W(' h,l\'t' disclo )<'d ,lrt· tr Ul' . 
OM' must n.:.lw .1sk of him.,plf io., 
there an)'thim~ that <.,In be dont~ to 
all•vi;ue or correc-t thi~ situation, 
;mr.l of wh.1t v.1lue to soCiety 
would it be to do so? 
Earl A. T,1ylor h.1s some interc\1· 
ing informiltinn ilion): thi<o tlirt•t • 
tion onthl• .in.rd(•tptJq' of tlw ~·du­
c,Jtiun.ll "Y"l'lll in providing lot 
·~$ r1 1'"' jH'rlorrlH'd in jl\'11,11 in,titlr-
"""'1\l V, · • ' ' V I ( "' ' 
,. rrnn' 111 lt H• '"ew . or~-. rt~ ,lJt'.t on 
• 
''I 
.. 
il 
j 
I 
,f 
~ I 
orw -htrndrcd low-l'fficicncy• JU-
olc;ccnts representing J cross-
sPction of 600 inmates Jge~ 1f:i to 
21, Jnd Jccording to tests mJde at 
the prison. they ranged from sev-
c>r;"tllv ment;"t!!y ret ;"trded to su-
rcr ior: tw enty- fi ve of the inmates 
were drug ,1ddicts. 91 were grade 
9 or .1hove when thPy left school. 
Fivc were high school grJduates 
<1nd 2 were college students. 
Vt•rtic · o~l 
lmbaiJnu~ 
(<il20 ft . 
Latcr,1l 
Imbalance 
(nl 20ft. 
Lller;tl 
Imbalance 
@l-16 in. 
Binocularity 
@l 20 ft. and 
16in. 
H.1nd-Eye 
10 
I 
u 
I 
u 
. J 
I 
.: Dominancy 
· ~ · I \ 
·- . 
Perceplu<ll 
(onst,lncy 
(Uentler) 
Sl'\l'llt\'·lliiH' ll'o ll l ,ll ' gr,rdt• ll'\1': · 
in lc'rms ol 'ighr voc1bul.rry. l11rt 
only 10 cou ld rc· .rd .11 gr.1dc IL·\el 
in tcrn1s of their fundamental 
reading skills ;h ~hown by eye 
movement photographs. Two were 
non readers. Eighty-seven re-
ported they were uncomfortable 
when they attempted to read. 43 
reported they were tenst• illld ncr" 
vous while in school. Jnd 5-l re-
ported they left school because 
they didn't li ke it. A number of 
these udolescents appeared to be 
PLAINFIELD VS WINTER'S STUDY 
(Nw=48) (Np=45) 
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rwl llllll" th.1n 50", 111 ;s··., C'flr-
r icnt. "Tht' OIJht.rnding ~inglc: 
'yrnptom of rhrir over.lli h.r~ic 
problt·n) W.J'> thJt they cuuld not 
. SUSt:lin mental and [Jhy) ical effort 
ior e>-tended reriods . A' J result, 
their chJnces of succeso; in li fe LHe 
considerably reuuced.ln talking to 
and testing th"=se y'ou ng -men. one 
thing w,1s quire obvious, little or 
no effort h.Jd been rnadf' sp r:cif-
ic.llly to develop them to .1 level 
.1 t which they cou ld meet the 
stresses and str;Jins of living Jntl 
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~··;Hli", •l ' .ilt,l.ll '' 11 .ill\ ''' t lw 
rr1")1" "11')..:'"'11. H.~d '""' ''l'l'l\ 
dw1•·. '' ;, q11ir ... li~r·l~ rh,Jt it 
1\'llllid IH~II\'1 ll<!VI' IJt'l'l\ IH'((''>\.11 y 
tr> inl,m:cr.11e .1 IJrge percent.rge 
ni thi~ group." 
The inm.Jtes of PIJinficld hJve ill· 
rE'Jlh' filccd frustration in ilCa-
dcmic life. J~ inuicateci on their 
~chnl.btic .1..::hie•emN1t records in 
r.c>.ll h l'\'t'l \ CJSE' . \\'e muq ask 
otn,l·kcs \\ h.ll can be done to 
hl•lp these mdividu.1k P. P. \\'in-
ters in his Tl'\.IS studv rJn " pro-
grJm oi \'i~u.tl tr,lining on 14 boys 
with morP. marked vi~ual prob-
Le,ns. This r.onsisted of 20 one 
houne~sions over a 10 week per-
iod. fhis - ~roup included 2 men- . 
tJIIy retarded children and 2 
~tt.lbt~mics. The training sessions 
con,i~tcd ot individuJIIy c.Je,ignecJ 
pro~r.t:11~ . SimultJnenusly a con-
trol sroup Wi\5 teStPcl Jnd let £0 
\\ itht~ ut training. ''The average 
g.1in per subject of the cxperi-
ment.d group Wi\S five times that 
of the control." The criterion in 
th i\ \,1'\' \\.I\' ( l.h \ f(J()IT\ Pl'f· 
furm,\IHt' .1~ lllt'.l'lJrPd l1v rt'p()rl 
< .11d gr.HJe, .1t .1 .ns lr•vpl nf )!,lli~­
tir .11 t'onfidt•tH t'. ·1 he lt•.rt iH·rs giv-
ing the f!r<ldc~ were not J•.v<Jre of 
which students were involved in 
the control and experimental 
groups. 
TJylor did a similar experiment on 
''low efficicnq•" <1dults in i'lew 
York C1ty ltncling rh.lt the mo~ t 
impo.rtJnl rcsu.lt of thi'i WJS th<tt 
"the><.' bov~ .:ue holding !heir 
he,Jds up bec,Juse thev c1n IL•arn". 
In his study of 1·1 individuals, all 
had failed to make sJtisfactory ad-
justments in school; "some had 
dropped out or been cxpellecJ, all 
felt insecure. lacked <elf con-
fidence. and the miljority felt they 
did not hJve the mental ability to 
learn. 
In considering this study we do not 
wish to imply thJt all nf the rr:si-
dents of PIJirifir.Jd could be grc .. llly 
helped by individuJIIy designed 
progrJms of training . There is a 
l.!t k o: "' .1il.!hlt> intorm,JI IOil ru 
~upprHt 'ltth" progrJrn ,imp!/"''· 
t.lU~<· it h.1~ nnt h<'l'n r~if'd C'nOul!h 
in thi~ t\p(' of ~ituat1on to iiC· 
curately predict it; 'al~tf:'. \\ e Jo 
not feel thr: \i'iion or ·.i~u.:: per-
formance is tfw c;iuse o: jL!\ ~n:le 
delillt.;uenr:. however. it certain!:· 
must be consideretl as one of the 
arpa~ of rwglect whi<.h. wh0.n 
Jdded ro the problem of cr.viron-
ment and motivation, aids ill pro-
ducing Jchild unable to rnpr· with 
the ~nvironment .md socif't~· sur-
rounding him. 
"Education pr~-supposes :hJt a 
child will havr~ certain ~Uis at 
certain age levels-:-if this c:ondition 
t.loes not exist the child will prob-
ably expE'rience failure in !h~~ pro-
cess of ll'Jrning ." 
It is our opinion th-1t a pro~r.Hn of 
individual vi<.tJal ex.1min.1tinn and 
c:.1re cnuld b<> of significant l>••ncfit 
to those individu.Jis '·'- hn are 
piac:f'd under the \dfe of dw ~IJte 
at PlainfiPid Boys School. ll 
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• The contribution of visual 
·:2l 
problen1s 
to I earn i n g dis a b i 1 ity ~:~ 
~ iw. NATHAN FLAX, 0. D. 
ABSTRACT 
The contribution to learning dis· 
ability of different aspects of visual 
\ 
· function u e.~a.mi.ned. \\'hile some of 
· .J the obvious visual factorS do not con·· 
w tribute greatly, otherS pby a signifi-
cant role in lcam.i.n:,t problems. The 
control and intt¢grnt.! ~~ hmctions of ~··~ the Yhual system influence learning U more than the refmctive state of the 
eye. Oculomotor c0r.t:"ol, intersensory 
intel,'ration, eye-hand coordination, 
~:~ visual directional oricnt:ttion facility, 
:J binocular function, ant! accommoda-
tion all contribute to learning dis· 
nbility. The wnys in which each influ-
, j ence learning disability are discussed. 
., 
NATHAN FLAX 
ABOUT OUR AUTIIOR 
One of optometry's outst.:~ndin;j nu-
, thorities i.n the field of children's vi-
J sion is Dr. Nathan Flax. 
If Constantly in demand as a lech.Ir· 
cr within the profession, Dr. Fb:t has 
the unique ability to be ablt! to com-
~municate to nudiences of hy people 
~when it camel to th!! subject of De-
velopmental Vision. -
Dr. flax presents a distio~uisht-d 
}roster of organization :llF.liatiom. He 
1is n member of the :\ew York State 
•llo~nl of Examinrr; in Optamdry and 
of the Editorial Advi.sorv Ill')ard of the 
fournal of Learning Di.;abilities. 
j 
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Vision is a multi-faceted function with a complex: 
relationship to learning disability. Deficiency in some 
\isual skills interferes with efficient collection of infor· 
mation, while deficiency in other skills interferes with 
perceptual organization. While simple correlation of 
visual function to learning disn.bi.lity is not possible, 
understanding the nature oE vision permits meaning· 
ful individual diagnosis and remediation. 
Eyesight deficiencies, unless CJUite severe, clo not 
greatly interfere with le:tming. While the person with 
beldw normal eyesight may be handicapped at reading 
and limited to material with large tnw, the lowered 
visual acuity generally does not produce that Sjl1-
drome known as learning disability. Similarly, refrac-
tive errors do not seem to correlate very strongly with 
learning tUsabilities. There are some indications that 
certain degrees of hnJeropia, or farsightedness, tend 
to interfere with reading efficiency1• Certainly, no 
strong prediction as to learning disability may be 
made on the basis of error of refraction or visual 
acuity. Other aspects of visual function, particu..l:J.rly 
those that have to do with the control and inter:,rrative 
functions of a visual system, seem to ofFer more to 
the understanding of learning disabilityl. 
Although the human eye is capable oE seeing over 
a \.,.ide panoramic area (usually more th8.D 180 later-
ally), it is capable of clear sight only in the central 
three or four degrees. This is due to the anatomical 
construction of the receiving layer (retina) and also 
to the size ancl . disbibution of the receptor cells for 
light (rods and cones). These are arranged in such 
a fashion that there is a rapid decline in the ability 
to discern .fine detail as one moves from lhe center of 
the eye ( fovPa or macular) out toward the periphery. 
This retinal anatomy impose-s a limi t on v-isual acuity 
in the periphery that is completely independent of 
rdractive error. Clear sight is possible only in the 
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cer.ter of the Beld of view for those who do · 
not need 6bsses as well as for those who 
wear g!ol.Sses to correct refractive errors. A 
measurable d~line in best possible >-isttal 
acuity is noted 1/6 of a degree from the 
center of the eye and visual acuity falls to 
. about 50% two degrees off center:l. This 
places an enormous premium on accurate 
eye aiming facility. . . 
• • • :. • • • -·~ "· . ... · ' •. ~ .' ' lo. ' .. 
. The Role of the Oculomotor System 
:.. :. 
The eve movement (oculomotor control) 
· .. system 'plays a significant role in early . 
severe learning disability. There is a sur- · 
.. prisingly high degree of eye motor coordi- · · 
·· nation present at birth. The neonate dem-
. onstrates refle:c aiming of his eyes toward 
areas of brightness, movement, and particu-
lar stimulus patterru. These movements are 
not under voluntary control but are dic-
tated by the physical characteristics of the 
stimulus itself. These innate eye movement 
control patterns are not, however, the ap-
propriate eye movement patterns necessary 
to respond in a standard academic environ-
meet Some of the associated symptoms of 
Se\·ere learning disability can be explained 
in terms of improper development of oculo-
.. motor control skills. -
Toe eve movements of the infant are 
governed by the physical attributes of the 
stimulus, whereas the first grade youngster 
rcust be able to selectively control eye 
move~ents in ' response to culturally 
labeiled areas of importance. These do not 
n~sari.ly represent the areas of most 
i.;Jteose physical stimulation. · The inatten-
tion attributed to youngsters with learning 
disability frequently involves . failure to 
: override more. primative reflex eye aiming _ 
.mechanisms in favor of more sophisticated 
· voluntary control.· The highly distractable 
· child is stimulus bound and cannot refrain 
·, from turning his eyes toward extraneous 
.. stimuli that may intrude. Noise, movement, 
·: and bright windows capture his attention. · 
. · There is only one set of muscles to move 
the evt>S and the demands of the classroom 
often. ru-e at variance \'vith the innate pro-
gra.tnming of the reflex ocular control 
system. . " ~ , :•o : .. ::· .·· .•. . 
i ' ~ • 
.. 
842 . i • l 
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The Linking of Sensory and Action System~ 
There are other aspects of the visual sys-
tem which have great relevance insofar as 
learning disabillty is concerned. These have 
to do with inter-sensory integration and also 
with establishment of directional orienta-
tion. Yoked motor relationships between 
eyes and other systems of the body are 
present at birth. Eye movements are direct-
ly responsive to vestibular, postural, and 
body orientation changes, as well as to 
auditory stimulation. This llnkiog of sen-
SOl)' and action systems produce'.! an opti-
mum environment for inter-sensory inte-
gration. M ult::i-sensol)' e_~loration takes 
place automatically and do~ not have to 
wait for the occasional cirCUil'l.Stanc:e when 
eyes, ears, and hands are 'all direct~ 
toward tbe same object. On tbe contrary, 
reflex aiming mechanisms insure simul· 
taneous stimulation through all available 
systems. The very young infant. when alert 
and attentive, nlso pre-focuses ( accommo-
dates )his eyes for the appropriate distance 
to permit inspection of his hands. 
If development has been normal, there 
is a gradual .dissociation of the different 
s~ ·stems permitting tbe child to selectively 
attend either \isuaUy, auditorily, or tac-
tilely depending upon the appropriateness 
of the response. In the younger child there 
is the need for multi-sensory inputs \vith 
its associated redundancy. Later on, there-
dundancy can be reduced and the sensory 
systems used interchangeably. Many learn-
ing disabled children show a failure in 
either the early multi-sensory exploration 
or in the ability to dissociate the various 
systems. Those who do not properly inte-
grate perceptual-motor systems show great · 
difficulty in matching visual, verbal, and .. ~;­
kinesthetic stimuli. Those who fail to de-_.· .. 
velop the ability to dissociate systems re-. ·-.-:. 
main stimulus bound, distratt..'lble, and re- · ··. 
quire the redundancy of simultaneous in-~.: .. 
puts through a number of different chan·· ... : . 
nels in order to function. Such children :· . 
cannot perfonn at a satisfactory level vis- .. :"C· 
ually unless there is associated touch move- : ~ 
ment, or \·erbal reinforcement. " · 
The eye-hand n:Iat::ionship in learning .:~ 
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dis;tl.J\etl chil~lren often f.tils to develop 
properl;·. In the younger chilo, it i~ quite 
nppropriate for tn<;tile :tnd l-:inesthetl~ ~ues 
to . ht~ important lf1 accurate eye aumn~. 
At al.Jout the time that fonnal education i.s 
encountered most children shiit the rela-
tionship so that eyes tend to lead hands 
rather than rrly upon h.'tncl information f~r 
their o'vn control. Failure to maJ-:e tlus 
hicrnrchical shift often cxpbins the wide 
discrepancy between proficiency nt manual 
dc.xteritv t;~sks, where t1ctile-kinesthetic in-
fonnat.i~n greatly :l.SSists in the control of 
the activih·, and failure at writing where 
c\·es must leJd hands and where movement 
f~cdback information is not sufficient to 
guide the activity. Hand writing becomes 
an exceedingly difficult activity for a child 
still in need of tactile support to control eye 
aiminrt. Persistent need for . tactile and 
,-, 
kinesthetic support via £inrrer pointing at 
reacling is a consequence of delayed or in-
appropriate development of oculomotor 
control. 
Directional Otientntion }Jroblem!l 
The directional orientation problems as-
sociated with learning disability are a pro-
duct of, arno11g other things, inadequate 
relating of eye posture and eye movement 
information with general body kinesthesia 
and body image data. During the pre-
school )'cars, there is generally a systematic 
ignoring of differences in . the di.rcctional 
orientation of perceived objects in favor 
of establishing shape constancy. The pre-
school child must leo.m that o. chair is 
described as o. chcir whether it is viewed 
from the left, right, top, bottom, front, 
back, or obliquely. The eye picture varies 
widely but the object retains stability. 
Re;:~cling, on the other hand, places a high 
premium on directional orientation of ab-
stract symbols. · 
\'isual response to directional cues :ue 
metliJtccl by proper interpretation of feed-
back from C)·e movements and poshtre. 
Directional orientation C:lnnot be ascribed 
to incoming \·isual stimuli without the cs-
tauli~hment of an appropriate reference. 
The input information of the eye involves 
VOLUME "'I, NUMSE~ 10 I OCT03ER 1970 
CO!tlinually shifting images ~incc Lhe eyes 
nrc rarely stationary (and lle\'l:'r cornplekly 
at rc~t). The c:hilcl must kam to stabilize 
\isual perception despite the bet that the 
sllmulus is not stable. This necessitates that 
there be adequate "position" information 
along with the retinal picture. Direction:J 
values cannot be successfully assi~nccl to 
eye images unless there is simultaneous 
awareness of the location and orientation 
of the eve at the moment it receives lhe 
signal. ibis is accomplished by proper 
utilization of eye posture information and 
involves appropriate interpretation of mus~ 
cle proprioception, feedback inform;~tion 
from afferent signals sent to eye muscles, · 
vestibular information, and total body pos-
ture information. The ego-centric locus of 
the visual system must be clefined to permit 
accurate judgements involving directional 
orientation or Sj_)acial relationships . 
The characteristic difficulties with dirC'c· 
tional orient;~tion that are often part of a 
learning clis:tbility syndrome arc more eas-
ily c:<pbinecl in terms of failure of develop-
ment of nppropriatc intersensory nnd pro-
prioceptive feedback awareness thnn they 
are on the basis of c:·e dominance. Act\t;tlly, 
eye dorl}inance has little to do \\; th rever~ 
sals:1 The ncurolo;;: of lhe visual system 
is completely different from tJut of nrms 
ancl legs. Whereas the right nrm and ri;ht 
leg arc controlled by tl1e left cerebral 
hemisphere, this simple cross-over arrange- · 
ment does not exist for the eyes. The optic 
nerves partially, but not completely, cross 
over. Each eye sends half of its informa-
tion to each side of the brain. \Vhen the 
eyes are aimed straight nhead, all of the 
scene to the left of center is transmitted 
to the right hemisphere and all of the right 
half of the scene is transmitted to the left 
hemisphere regn rdlc~s . of !l)rich C!Je re~ 
ccit;es tlre signal. Thus, cstnl.Jiishment of a 
si:.:;hting or control c:re gives 110 indication 
'dwtsoever of which brain hemisphere is 
superior or in controL The Jtcurological 
control of eye mon.•ments is even more 
complicated. Some muscles rccf!ivc crosst:<l 
control, some :tre controlled bv the same 
side of the brain, ancl some ha;e dual con-
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lrol c{·ntcrs. There can be no 1novernent 
of ciGr::r e;:c without iolirnalc cooperation 
of boll-) br;tin hemispheres. 
Binocular Fusion J>rohlems 
There is probably no more coniused and 
' controq:-rsia.l :uea than the rebtionship of 
t:1e ab~Lity to uhlize . both eyes simul-
tanc-vusk (binocul:tr fusion) to 1c<u-nincr 
• v 
di:;abi.Uty. Gent~ra.lly, binocular fusion prob-
le:ns do not play nn cnormotlS role in se- . · 
vere le~'"Ui:1g disability evidenced in the . 
. lower grades. Bi.nocular fusion problems 
n.re more apt to interfere \'vith sustaining 
accu.rr>.cy, and comprehension than they are 
'"ith fundamental word recognition facility. 
This is so because the task of the early ·· 
le.:!.rner is to break the visual-verbal code. 
The te::t.chins~ materb.ls are usually present-
eel sufficientlv well isolated and with suffi-
dent time aU~wed for response so that even 
if binocul:tr problems are present, their 
effect is minimized. It is not until a reason-
able degree ~f competence at reading is 
attained that the acti,·ity shi.fts from the 
primary function of word recognition to 
L1e .utilization of reading skill for acqnisi-
tion of information. Binocular Yision prob- . 
]ems tend to interfere at this level. A 
yo•2.:!gster ffi<l}' enter school with a fusion 
p!:0blt>m but not be handicapped by this 
problem to any significant degree until 
th~d or fourth grade. 
T.lere is another aspect of binoculJ.r 
fc:nct:on which catLSes confusion concern-
ing its contribution to reading disability. 
Be--~-:.tusE' of the adnptnbility avnilable within 
t:.1e 'l.i:iual system, a somewhat paradoxical 
relationship exists. It is apparently better 
to be completely one-eyed than to be ineffi-
c:~::~y hvo-eyed. A one-eyed individual 
c-d.Ll re2.d comfortably and efficiently, as can 
a normal two-eyed individual. Those who 
show partial ;;tbilily to utilize both eyes 
but who cannot sustain normal fusion com-
fort:lb!;·, easily, and efficiently, are si;:;nil1-
C<lntly handicapped at reading and dcm-
onstrc.te fati:;ue, confusion, carelessness, 
loss of place, omissions, and great loss in 
comprehension. This is not generally the 
case \'l:hen there is a complete ancl total ab-
" \ I' ~ ' I 
\ 
s<·ncc of binocul.lr function, such as occu 
when there is strabismus or crossr:cl eves . 
. i\Lu1y point out, quite justifbuly; tha 
children with severe binocub.r "ision losse~ 
are nut IW<:cssari.ly impaired in reacling. 
They then make the erroneous conclusion 
that binocular vision does not have anv 
influence in the rcaclinc' act, failin 0" to re~· CJ 
ogni;:e that lcsset· clegrces of impairment 
can he expected to have greater impact on 
reading. '11lis factor is not taken into ac-
count in research ancl confusion is per-
petuated:;. If binocul:tr visual screening 
instntments are to be utilized for ideoti£ica-
tion of youn~sters \vith visual problems that 
interfere \vith· learning, it is the doubtful 
or mar;;irial cases that are most in need of 
referral. TI1e more severe fai.lure-s on bi-
nocular screening imtruments do need 
· clinical treatment, but not necessarily for 
academic achievement. 
The Contribution of Accommodation 
The focusing srstcm of the ey~s (ac-
commod<ttion) also has a contribution in 
learning disability. ?>.Iuch like binocular 
fusion difficulty, accommoclative problems, 
unle~s quite ~evere or in conjunction with 
unusually high hyperopia, do not make it 
impossible for a youngster to learn to read. 
Inefficiency in ne;~ r point focus rna y make 
the task more difficult but generally does 
not preclude success in the lower grades. 
Accommochtive inefficiencies tend to pby 
an incrc:-tsingly greater role as the young-
ster moves through schooL As reading 
assignments become len~.,'thier; type face 
becomes smaller, difficulty level increases, 
and comprehension demands become great-
er, the ability to rnaintain clear focus com-
fortably and easily becomes an important 
factor in reading. Inefficient accommocl::t-
t-ive ft.mction is a signilicant contributor 
to lowered achievement in · the upper · 
grades. . . 
Binoc11lar fusion ancl accommochtion are 
closely linked functions. tJr1dcr orcLinary· 
circum!>tanct~, a change in one function is 
accompanied by a change in the other. 
\Vhen an incli~iclual gazes in the distance, 
the eyes are paralleled and the accommo· 
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cl.ttlve ~ntem is set for distance Yicwing. 
Otl shifhnrr to re<lJinrr from a lxlok, the 
c\·cs must tum inw;ucf (converge) to per-
n;it binocuhr fusion and there. must also 
be :m appropriate shi.ft in fncusin~ for nc;u· 
}Joint work. 11Jcr.e are times \V~en. e:~ch unction, tested Jntlcrendently, 1s mtact 
but the linkage between the two . systems 
is defi cient. :\lal£unction of the coorclination 
between accomrnocht:ion and convergence 
(that :J.Spect of binocular fusion having to 
do ,.,;th tumin(T the eyes inward to look at 
ne~r tar ,sets) ~an profoundly reduce effi-
ciency at re2.ding. This type of difficulty 
'"ill not cause se\'ere 1eami..og disability 
but is n frequent factor among those young· 
sters who begin well at school but show 
decli.ne academidl;• in the higher grades. 
J\ccommoclati;·e-convergence problems can 
produce discomfort symrtoms, headache, 
. intermittent blurr..ng of print, avoidance of 
reading, c:uly fatigue, and reduced com-
prehension. ' 
The oculomotor control system was dis-
cussed pre\iously for its contribution to 
proper development of forin perception 
ancl directional orientation facility. There 
is another w:1.y in which the eye movement 
control system can conbibute to learning 
proulems. In<lCcurate eye movement con~ 
trol can lead to "careless errors" such as 
omis5ions, substitutions, loss of place, nncl 
mi!icopvina runon" inclividuals who exhibit 
' ul" 0 . 
no diffic ty \dth form recognition. The 
specific impact of poor eye movement con· 
trol is difficult to generalize since it varies 
considerably as a function of intelligence, 
1a.nt,'ltage facility, ancl competence at read-
in rr itself: The more skilled reader does not 0 . 
need the same precision of eye aiming that 
is required of a beginning r eader since the 
skilled reader can make effective closure 
\dthout the speci.ficity of detail required by 
the lc ~ s experienced reader. In some in- . 
stances, inaccurate oculomotor control can 
ht! a signiEic;rnt contributor to learning 
·problf.'ms whereas in other instances its 
contribution is not nearlv <lS rrcat. Pcr-
sistL'Ot errors that are expla.inable on the 
basis of inaccurate aiming of eyes ;uc gen-
erallr n due to the interference of faulty 
VOLUME ~1, NUMa!::l 10 /OCTOBER 1970 
oculoll\olor c:onlrol. This is particul~Lrly tnw. 
if there is a tendency lQ involve h.::acl am.l 
uodv mo\·ement at activities that :uc more 
app~opriately done wilh eye movements 
alone. 
Summary 
Carchtl · ana.lvsis of bolh Yisual fw1clion 
and also of the' particul~lf lea.mi.ng problem 
is required in order to establish useful 
diagnostic i.nsights. This paper h:J.S explored 
the contribution of a number of :J.Spects 
of vision to learning disability. P<Lrticular 
emphasis· has been placed on control and 
integration skills since· thes~ seem to con~ 
tribute far more to learn.in:; disorders th~m 
do acuity or refraction. Oculomotor con-
trol, fusion., accommodation, cre-hancl h-
cility, inter-sensory integration, ancl the 
abWty to detect Mel respond to clirectional 
orientation cues arc all \isu:tl funct-ions · 
which play important roles in learning dis-
abilitv. It shoulcl he noted that most of 
the s(il!s clbcus.secl are moclific;tule throu rrh 
suitable \imal trcah1wnt. Full c\·aluati~n 
of vision is always inclicatccl for childre n 
\\ith learning disauilitics since many re-
quire optometric intervention. AOA 
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FUNDUS PI/OTOGRI\1'/IY \VITI/OUT DILI\TION-NO\V 1\KO\VSK/ 
is then exposed using the strobe as usual. Unfortunately the only way to 
extinguish the focusing light on the Zeiss fundus camera'' is to turn ofT the power 
which also c.wscs immcdi.lle discharge of the capacitors. This problem is resolved 
witho ut modifying the camer.1 by interrupting the line to the wall receptacle 
after focusing . This extinguishes the focusing light and permits the capacit o rs 
to retain their charge for the ten second waiting period. The examples of this 
technique showt1 in Fig. I were made on a Zeiss fundus camera us ing Koda-
chrome II ftlm. 
Obviously this technique requires a cooperative patient to maintain fixation 
during the ten second waiting period. If the patient is carefully instructed before-
hand , consistently usable photographs can be obtained. 
"Model #300909 . 
A STUDY OF VISUAL FUNCTION 
IN INSTITUT10NALIZ£:D JUVENILES WHO ARE 
DEMONS'TRATED UNDERACHIEVING READERS"' 
Bernard N. Robinsont 
Torrance, California 
ABSTRACT 
A clinical optometric exomination was g iven to two groups of teen -agers. The experimental 
gro up were institutionalized juveniles who were demonstrated poo r achievers in readin g. The 
seco nd group were good achievers in public school s. A rebtio nship ;J ppeJred to be found between 
a low positive rci.Hive accommodation findin g and poor readers, A low rc!Jtive accommodative 
r.111gc also appeared to be significant with poor readers. 
This study was undertaken for the Orange County Juvenile Authority to 
seek guidelines for designing educational and visual remedial programs for 
institutionalized juveniles on supportive and rehabilitation bases . Some aspects 
of this study are of sufficient general interest to be worthy of reporting to the 
profession . 
The test group was composed of thirteen teen-agers who were institution-
alized by the Juvenile Court to David R. McMillan High School. Here they 
lived and attended school. There were II males and 2 females , ages 13 to I7, 
in grades 7 through II. All tested out normal intelligence, emotionally stable 
and were two or more grade levels behind in reading in relation to their individ-
ual expected gode level. Subject 4 bad been wearing contact lenses for two 
months. Subject 7 had been wearing single vision glasses most of the time . 
Subjects I and 6 lost their corrective lenses over a year befo re. The other nine 
subjects never had glasses prescribed before. All but two subjects reported 
that thl'it eyes either burned, watered or they became sleepy .1ftcr re .1ding a 
•J(, ,,,j t.d .. le tlo.· ;\nuu .tl Mtctin~: of the Amnion Ac,Hkmy ol llpl'" '" 'ltl' J,,,.,"t" t "'''' 
IJ ... ·11tl••·• 1·1. I •1 ;·1 l ·or puloli, ,ttion in tlll· Jd>ru .tr)' I 'l7\ i.-ti~ .ot th, ;\\11-! . tt .\:; .lt •t L_c_\1 
tot:__t)J•tll~lt:'II\Y ,\ND AI\CIIl\'1'~ LJI' AMI'Hit .\tl i\l .. \lll ·!-.1\' l.JI ' (lt • tv~IUJO' . 
'!h i~- rrpm:;-r;l-j; :i~ oil~- opt<ii'i1<' tr!Cp;>rli0il-(iT--:IIir0)Cci:~;-;-;;:r~; the direction of John Jones. 
l'h.D . then director of 1\ssod.Hrd Clinics ;11 C.tliforni.t Sutc University of Los 1\nRclcs . It w.u 
funded by a go.vnnmcnt grant of S .E.l\., Title V . and conducted in the f.tll o f 1969. The t itle 
of tiH' l"".i''ct w .ts. "Dl'lnntinin;: J l~cmcd i.tl lt,·.tdinv, Pi· ol~l'.\11\ of lnstitutin n.tliud .Juv,·nilcs 0 ( 
nr.lltll~ Cnunty, C.tlifnrniJ". 
'1-M .l\. , Opton!l·tli ~ t. hllow, Armrican Ac.tdcmy uf Optometry , 
(j()( 2 ) 
1 I \ II (I 
"' .....; c:: 
TABLE 1 t: 
"'< 
Following is a summary of the postttve · and negative relative accommodative findings for the c ">1 
institutiona lized delinquent teen-agers who were poor readers: < 
-v. c:: 
Add needed to place ::::. 
Ace. demand at the c-
middle point of the Needed pl us -c: 
If Rx AC/ A Total Range middle 11J of the add for :;:: 
Subject Age Grade worn now Ratio PRA NRA Of Rei. Ace. Rei. Ace. Range near. () 
#1 17 11 No 1 ( +0.50) +2.50 +2.00 +1.50 . Yes .....; 
.....: 
#2 15 9 No 2 -2.75 (16 +1.50 +4.25 -0.50 No 0 
exophoria :;:: 
at nr. rhru ~ 
subj.) 
#3 13 7 No 3 - 1.25 +2.25 +3.50 +.so Yes ~ 
#4 15 9 Yes, given 2 -0.25 +2.75 +3.00 +1.25 Yes 
"' ....: ~ eon races 
-2 rnths ....: c:: ago 
.....; (gross (gross 
o.bo cs #5 16 10 No 1 -4.00) but +3.50) bur +7.50 No 
PRA-5.00 NRA+Z.SO (Gen. Rx :;:: ::::. 
+LOO O.U.) c-
#6 14(F) 9 No 2 0 +3.00 +3.00 +1.50 Yes <:... 
#7 15 9 Wears a 4 -1.25 +2.25 +3.50 +0.50 Yes c:: 
Dist. Rx < 
#8 16 10 No 9 -0.50 +3.00 +3.50 +1.25 Yes :;:: 
#9 14 8 No 5 -0.25 +Z.OO +Z.25 +0.75 Yes 
-
-#10 15(F) 10 No 4 -1.25 +2.75 +4.00 +0.75 Yes 
#11 16 9 No 5 -0.75 +3.00 +3.75 +1.00 Yes ~ 
#12 15 10 No 2 - 1.00 +1.75 +2.75 +0.50 Yes 
#13 IS 9 No z -0.50 +2.00 +2.50 +0.75 Yes :::::: 
Mean: 3.23 -1.100 +2.38 D 3.50 D +0 . .79 D c :::: 
:;:: 
;;:; 
'-' 
:;:: 
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STUDY OF VISUAL FUNCTION IN /NSTI'J"U'l"IONM. JUVJ'. NII.F.S-- IWl!INSON 
short while. 
The cOJ1trol group wrrc subjects· seen in an optometric office . They were 
ilttcnding regular public school and lived at home . They were similar to the 
test group JS to ;:ge, gr.:~dc, intdligence, Jnd h,1d good cmot ionJI stJbility. They 
did diO.cr from the cxperimcntJI group in that their reading Jchievement level 
WJS norn1.1l for their expected grJdc level Jnd none reported visuJI discomfort 
when reJding Jny length of time. None hJd lenses prescribed before . A clinical 
optometric exJmination, graphic analysis, and au xiliary tests were given to both 
the experimental and control groups. 
The clinical optometric examination and visuJI analysis included the 
recommended tests described by the Optometric Extension ProgrJm system 1 • 
This was supplemented by the gradient test , dominance, bterality and four 
Keystone visu;~l skills tests . The Keystone D-B series stereoscopic cuds were 
the distant and ncar central-fusion cards and distJnt and neJr phoria cards. 
D;~ta collected were enlnJted by the Optometric Extension Program sys-
tem Jnd a graphic analysis 1 ' on a separate graph for each subject. The tests for 
the PRA Jnd the NRA were evaluated in relation to the near demand point and 
to each other. 
The procedure for taking the Positive RciJtivc Accommodative test was 
started with whatever plus was left in the phoropter after the first blur from the 
Negative Relative AccommodJtive test. The patient was told to read the 20/20 
line while minus was added in quarter diopter steps every two or three seconds. 
He was instructed to indicate when three or more letters started to blur and did 
not clear before the next lens WJs introduced. The Jmount of minus used before 
the first blur over the distant subjective was recorded as the PRA findin g. 
The RcLltivc Accommodative findings for the .two test groups are pre-~ 
sented in Tables I and 2. The findings th at showed a difference between the 
two groups were the relative accommodation range and mo re specifically the PRA. 
The findin gs of the PRA in the experimcnUI grout) were signific.1ntly lower 
tb ,1n those found in the control group. The Chi-squ;~re test indicated that there 
was a significant difference between the experimental and control group at the 
0. 0 I level~ when they were com pared for f rcq uency of PRA mca suremen t of 
-1.25 Dorless . 
\ . 
The meJn of the PRA of the experimental group is - I.! 0 D, and the mean 
of the PRA of the control group is -3.60 D. The stat istic z of the normal 
di stribution concerning the means of the two populations is 4.59. This indi-
cllcs thJt the null hypothesis for these meJns was rejccted _to the 0.99 degree of 
confidence. 
Another aspect of the PRA and NRA findings is their total amplitude. 
The mean of 3.50 0 for the total rJnge of the amplitude of accomm od,Hion of 
the experimental group is low for the ages of the group. The mcJn of 6.25 D 
for the total range of the accommodative amplitude in the controf group in 
TJblc 2 is normal. The st.1listic z of these bncr two means is 1.5 5. This 
rejects the null hypotheses for them to the O.!J I degree of conlidL·ncc:1• 
A plus lens or plus add for ncar w.1s found nccrss,uy for cle\'en out of the 
thirteen experimental subjects using the criterion of p!Jcing the ncar point 
,lCWilllllOdatiVl' dr111,111<f ,it the mid -point of tiH' rrf.lti\'e JCCOllllllOd,lttVC r,111gc 
(Table I). None of these experimental subjects had used plus lens or reading 
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TABLE 2 
Control subjects were school athletes from rq~ubr public school who were goocl achievers 
Subject 
· t 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
R 
9 
I 0 
II 
12 
I 1 
Mr.1n 
and were not wearin~ prescription glassrs. 
PRA 
- 3.75 
-5 .0 0 
-4.50 
- 1.25 
-4.00 
-5 .5 0 
-\ .00 
-4.50 
- 3.25 
- 2. 75 
- 3.50 
-3 .00 
-4.75 
-3.60 
NRA 
+2.50 
+ 2.50 
+ 2.75 
+3 .00 
+ 3.00 
-f-2.75 
-j-2.50 
+2.50 
+ 2.75 
+ 2.50 
+ 2.25 
-1- 2.5 0 
+ 2.75 
+2.63 
Range of 
!{cbtive 
Accommodation 
6. 25 
7.50 
7. 2 'j 
4 . 2'i 
7.00 
R. 25 
3. 50 
7 00 
6.2 5 
5 2 'j 
5. 75 
5.50 
7 .'i0 
6.25 
Needed plus 
add for 
nl'.lr 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yc.s 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
adds before. Only two of the control group needed a plus lens for reading 
(Table 2). If we usc plus 0.50 D or more as our criterion for need of a reading 
add, the difference between groups is significant at the 0.0 I level by Chi square. 
The AC/A ratios for all subjects in Table I were 'low (Jr normal except for 
subject 8. The Chi-squar~ statistic is significant for these findings at the 0.0 I 
level. 
\Vetnstein~ emphasized that while literature theoretically gives great impor-
tance to the accommodative system, not much attention has been given it in 
clinical practice. Robinson" reports on the l.1ck of scientific data tieing visu;:d 
dysfunctions with poor readers. This paper offers data correlating specific visual 
functions with poor readers. 
In summary it can be stated that the.re is a relationship between low PRA 
and reading disability in this sample. A low relative accommocbtive r;1nge is 
also related with poor reading. It is suggested tha·t reading glasses might help 
to improve the reading ability of the children in this low achieving group. 
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Lea~ning Disabaiities 
and Delinquent Youth 
A.ugust J. Mauser 
AN ABUNDANCE of specific social, behavioral, educational, 
and psychometric traits have historically characterized the delin-
quent youth; but recently evidence has suggested that today's 
"average" delinquent is in many instances much different from 
the delinquent of 10 to 15 years ago. 
Today 's delinquent is younger. The average age of the 
delinquent is 13.5 years. In 1969, 39 percent of all arrests were 
persons under 21 years of age. Fifty percent of all index crimes 
were committed by persons under 18 years of age, and 22 per-
cent were committed by persons 15 years of age and younger. 
The peak years for juvenile arrests occur at the ages of 13 and 
14 years. 
Today's delinquent is brighter. The delinquent of today, 
with an average IQ of 95, falls within the national norm of 
average intelligence. The intelligence distribution of juvenile de-
linquents approaches that of the general population. K. J. 
Schlichter, in comparing 45 juvenile delinquents and 45 non-
delinquents participating in a learning discrimination study, 
found no significant difference in IQ. 1 In a longitudinal study 
by Winston M. Ahlstrom, the average IQ for black delinquents 
was 91, and .the averilge IQ for white delinquents was 94.2 
\Vhen today's delinquent is referred to court, however, he has, 
aiter an approximate seven years' stint. in our schools, evidence 
August J . .Mous er, EdD, is a professor of special education at North ern 
.ll/inois University, DeKalb , Illinois 60115. This article is based on a paper 
presented to the Tenth Annual fntemationol Conference of the Association 
for Children wit!r Learning Disabilities, 1973, Detroit, Michigan. 
389-402. 
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of a discrepancy of two to four years between his actual achieve-
ment and his achievement potential. 
Today 's delinquent can be culturally typified. Arrests of 
white juveniles outnumber arrests of black juveniles by a ratio of 
three to one for persons under 18 years of age. However, the 
white juveniles are arrested mainly for crimes involving damage 
to property, and the black juveniles are arrested mainly for vice, 
prostitution, and violent crimes against other persons. Summarily, 
law officers and authorities have described the delinquent youth 
of the 1970's as being a tougher, meaner, and sicker individual 
than his counterpart of 10 to 15 years ago. Whether this noted 
behavioral change in the delinquent is related to the so-called 
"drug culture" is unclear at this time. 
The Juvenile Delinquent 
Just as there have been classifications and categories of 
types of specific learning disabilities, there have also been at-
' tempts by a number of investigators to classify the behavioral 
types associated \vith the delinquent population. In order to 
truly personalize a pro&rram, the worker in this area should be 
familiar with the various behavioral styles of the d2linquent 
population. One of the earliest attempts to classify the delin-
quent was reported by E. Hewitt and R. L. Jenkins. 3 These 
authors classified delinquents as (1) socialized, (2) unsocialized, 
(3) maladjusted or withdrawn. The first category includes those 
delinquents who are relatively integrated and well adjusted emo-
tionally. These are individuals who will, in all probability, be-
come emotionally mature adults. These children are socialized 
delinquents and show no symptoms of maladjustment other than 
the specific delinquent act and the fact that they were caught. 
Many individuals classify these delinquents as "normal," even 
though members of this group are repeatedly involved in delin-
quent acts. The continuum of behaviors of this group is wide and 
ranges from auto theft for the purposes of joy riding, to com-
mitting armed robbery. The second category of delinquent has 
been described as one with markedly \Veak ego control who is 
generally regarded as either an insecure person with low self-
esteem or a highly aggressive or hostile person. Often times they 
are openly described as being maladjusted or withdrawn. The 
literature has often described these typE's of delinquents as being 
"lone wolf offenders." The third category of delinquent, which 
appears to require the greatest amount of attention and care, 
consists of those who have relatively defective super-ego controls 
and who have not developed society-confom1ing behavior. They 
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SUMMER :1974 LD AND DELINQUENT YOUTH 
have been characterized by emotional immaturity. Oftentimes, 
though, they may be socialized in respect to their own peer 
group. 
The concepts of learning disabilities and juvenile delin-
quency have been separately discussed and investigated often. 
Both have been regarded by various writers as being "cause" and 
"effect" concepts defying simple solutions-primarily resulting 
from the heterogeneity of the youths within each category. Ob-
viously, the youths regarded as learning-disabled and the indi-
viduals regarded as juvenile delinquents may be one and the · 
same. Whether one causes the other and holds a priority position 
in terms of cause-effect relationships should not be belabored. In 
the future, the rehabilitative treatment design with delinquent 
youth will very possibly include remedial education components 
to assist the individual delinquent in overcoming those specific 
learning disabilities that may be exhibited in his behavior. 
The Delinquent, the School, and Justice 
' There are many reasons why a child commits and is caught 
performing antisocial acts. Past research makes it safe to assume 
that some of the reasons for juvenile delinquency may be directly 
or indirecLly related to the child's past or present education:1l ex-
periences. One of the most frequently cited behavioral manifesta-
tions found in the literature related to juvenile delinquency has 
been truancy. One of the most common descriptions associated 
with attitudes of the juvenile delinquent has been a dislike of 
school and the teacher. Specifically, the dislikes have c:;entered on 
school subjects requiring strict logical reasoning, persistency of 
effort, and good memory. These educational deficiencies also 
characterize the population of children having specific learning 
disabilities. 
Many of the children who come before the juvenile court 
have not been arrested for adult crimes committed against 
society. They have been arrested because they do not get along· 
with their· parents or teachers. The "beyond controls," truants, 
and those legally designated "Persons in Need of Supervision" 
. today make up over orie third of our national juvenile court 
jurisdiction. Most juveniles charged with predelinquent offenses 
such as truancy and runnin~ away should and can be handled 
more effectively through short-term intervention crisis therapy 
rather than through the tracli tiona! judicial process. 
That a relationship between school achievement and delin-
quency does exist has been substantiated. However, the strength 
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of this relationship and the re.asons determining its existence are 
relatively unclear. Confounding, too, is the maxim that not all 
delinquents are learning disabled and not all learning disabled are 
juuenile delinquents. Among the many writers who have cited 
the relationship between juvenile delinquency and learning dis-
abilities is C. Poremba, who stated that 50 percent of the juvenile 
delinquent youth referred to the courts exhibited a specific learn-
ing disability .4 M. Critchley found approximately 75 percent of 
young offenders in France to be nonreadets.5 In a study of the 
delinquent population at the Robert F. Kennedy Youth Center, 
F. Duling, S. Eddy, and V. Risko found that of the children who 
had average or above-average IQs, 32 percent of this population 
were identified as learning disabled. When the total population 
was included, 53 percent were regarded as having one or more 
specific learning disabilities.6 W. H. Miller and E. Windhauser 
cited the possible relationship between reading disabilities and 
delinquency in secondary school students.7 Ahlstrom found 
• juvenile delinquents to be three years behind in thebasic skills of 
reading and math.8 J. Feldhusen cited reading, writing, math, 
and . class rank as being much lower in delinquents than in hon-
delinquents.9 Betty Raygor discovered that disturbed delinquent 
boys had the lowest high school rank, while disturbed delinquent 
girls ranked slightly higher. Correspondingly, those in the lower 
track in high school had a greater juvenile delinquency rate than 
those in the higher, college-prep track.10 · 
Both learning-disabled and juvenile delinquent individuals 
have many behavioral similarities, and following a learning dis-
ability model is necessary when assessing, monitoring, and re-
mediating the educational deficits found in the majority of our 
delinquent youth. · 
Governmental Concern and Legal Involvement in Programing 
Recognizing the need to improve the quality of existing 
services for the nation's delinquent youth, the Juvenile Justice 
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1972 (S. 3148) was intro-
duced by Senator Birch Bayh (Democrat, Indiana) to the second 
session of the Ninety-second Congress. This proposed legislation 
was to direct the resources of the Federal government to aid in 
bringing about an immediate reduction in the rate of juvenile 
delinquency. In addition, provisions were made to increase the 
resources related to the improvemenl of the quality of juvenile 
justice in the United States, and to develop and implement effec-
tive methods of preventing and treating juvenile delinquency. 
State and local government agencies, both private and public, 
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were encouraged to conduct innovative and effective programs 
for the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency. 
Concern with the increasing frequency of juvenile dc~lin­
quericy also prompted action at the state level of government. 
The North Carolina Law and Order Division recommendations on 
juvenile delinquency suggest that more extensive educational and 
counseling programs should be developed within local com-
munities to identify and assist potential delinquents and their 
families, that additional youth service bureaus and centers should 
be created, that physical placement facilities for juveniles should 
be improved, and that aftercare treatment programs should be 
expanded.ll Personnel development programs would also be in-
cluded to offset the great need for adequately trained personnel 
to work with the juvenile delinquent populace. 
Similarities Between LD and JD 
Juvenile delinquency historically has been regarded as 
primarily a social-legal concept. In most states a juvenile delin-
quent is an individual under the age of 18 who is adjudicated 
guilty of breaking the law. In contrast, the learni11g disabled has 
been viewed primarily in educational terms as far as output is 
concerned. For the most part, from an educational standpoint, 
he has been regarded as a person who exhibits a discrepancy be-
tween actual achievement in school and known potential. The 
individual's surface characteristics in terms of intelligence, vision, 
hearing, and motor abilities appear to be normal. The integration 
of the modalities in terms of processing information, then, has 
been challenged. The literature de_voted to learning disabilities 
and juvenile delinquency evidences many similar characteristics 
between the two concepts: 
1. Both the learning-disabled and juvenile delinquent popu-
L..c._., lations evidence a negative self-concept and a low frustra-
tion tolerance.1 2 
2. Both delinquency and learning disabilities have been 
problems primarily associated. with the male species. Over-
all, males outnumber females by a ratio of four to one. This 
ratio decreases to a still significant ratio of six to one when 
only index crime statistics are used. 
3. Directional orientation problems are common among 
both the delinquent and the learning-disabled population .13 
4. There is also evidence of a greater occurrence of minimal 
hrain dysfunction among delinquent and learning-disabled 
youth. 14 Whether the dysfunction is related to actual injury 
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or to delayed maturation is to be questioned. Critchely 
appears to suggest "immaturity" to account for the 
differences. 15 
5. The intelligence level of the child with a specific learning 
disability, according to E. f\1. Koppitz, is a mean IQ of 92. 16 
Half of the learning-disabled population will fall into the 
average mental ability. These results are consistent with past 
research related to the intellectual level of juvenile 
delinquents. 
6. Most delinquents and children with learning disabilities 
tend to have difficulties in school beginning in the primary 
grades. 
7. Juvenile delinquency and learning disabilities appear to 
have no single cause and no single cure, but are associated 
with a variety of etiological factors and a multitude of 
treatment strategies. 
8. Both delinquents and disabled readers Jack positive per-
sonality characteristics and. have poor self-conceptsY 
Treatment Programs 
The prevention of the learning-disabled/juvenile delinquent 
child is the logical and foremost concern. An effective prevention 
and treatment program must have available information related 
to the causes of both delinquent behavior and the learning dis-
ability. Prevention and treatment are often inseparable. Preven-
tion and treatment can be a function of our schools . Obviously, 
when a youth is incarcerated in either a long-term or a short-
term facility for juvenile delinquents, it appears that primarily a 
"treatment" component is in operation. A preventive aspect is 
also functioning in terms of deterring future delinquent acts. 
From a practical viewpoint, there is a need systematically to 
mobilize efforts in terms of the educational treatment needed by 
those delinquents with specific learning disabilities. Hopefully, 
whatever the treatment strategy followed, it will be develope<! 
but not necessarily conducted in a community-based facility. A 
variety of programing options based on the individual's ability 
to cope with society is to emphasized. The long-term incarcera-
tion of delinquent youth, without specific diagnostic and pre-
scriptive components related to his vocationally based academic 
needs, is an approach of the past and is no longer encouraged. 
A personalized treatment program for delinquent children with 
learning disabilities is needed. The literature is not void of re-
ports regarding comprehensive short-term treatment plans for 
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delinquent youth. The Highfields Project described by A. H. 
Weeks and the Provo Experiment in Delinquency Rehabilitation 
described by L. T. Empey and J. Rabow are models which can be 
easily modified to incorporate the thinking and technology of 
the 1970's. Both projects contain similar components: they are 
community based, they are relatively short term, and there is 
encouragement to participate in the community in both educa-
tional and non-educational types of experiences. 18 F. McLaughlin 
cites 120 girls who are living at the Livingston School for Girls in 
New York City. 19 Almost all are black and have been convicted 
of juvenile crimes at some time. The school operates on a non-
structured curriculum similar to SummerhilL The teachers stay 
in their rooms, students sign in and out, and are able to select 
their own curriculum and classes. Discipline is expected to come 
from within each child; there is no external system of rewards 
and punishments. There is no long-range follow-up available yet, 
but the observations within the school situation point to the 
growth of greater self-control, in the girls and more student in-
volvement in their school. Whether the strategy used in working 
with delinquent youth with learning disabilities works in concert 
with educational goals and social goals, or attempts to work on 
each separately with the idea that improvement in one will help 
the other, is a matter of question. 
The School as a Fnctor 
The factors that operate to promote learning in "normal" 
children often actually retard the learning process in learning- · 
disabled/juvenile delinquent children. According to W. C. 
Kvaraceus, there are various school associated factors that can be 
related to delinquency: 
1. Good schools must maintain and enforce ordered pat-
terns of living in the daily experiences which they provide 
all children. Most delinquents come from homes and neigh-
borhoods which are singularly devoid of any patterns of 
systematic living. 
2. The good school demands self-denial, self-control, self-
restraint, and a focus on distant goals. The delinquent per-
sonality structure reveals an infantile self-indulging, a here-
and-now make-up operating on a strong pleasure principle, 
and an allergic reaction to the hard·work-and-continuous ~ 
effort principle implicit in the learning process. 
3. The good school presents the face of the benign autho-
rity [igltre. The delinquent's view of authority is generally 
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negative as a result of the emotional damage and depriva-
tion which he has often suffered at the hands of the incon-
sistent, disloyal, betraying, and rejecting authority figures 
frequent since his preschool life. 
4. The good school tries to retain all youngsters in their 
school program even after they reach the age of leaving 
school. The delinquent child intends to drop out of school 
and does so at the earliest opportunity, thus conveying his 
true feelings and estimate of the school's worth. 
5. The good school remains always the bastion of the vir-
tues of fair play, cleanliness, and good and clean speech. 
The delinquent's value system rates these virtues as weako 
nesses, and finds greater prestige in swearing, stealing, and 
sex play-all anathema to the school. 
6. The school places a high priority and prestige on the 
abilities to verbalize and to abstract, wlzicl1 finds best ex-
pression through the academic phase of the curriculum. The 
delinquent more often than not is lacking in the quality of 
abilities and interests he can bring to bear on the academic 
program. · 
7. The good school must remain a center for learning and 
teaching and avoid becoming a con:zmunity convenience {or 
the emotionally disturbed and socially maladjusted. t-lany 
true delinquents, when appraised emotionally, are foun;:l to 
be sick, and are more in need of therapy than instruction. 
In a sense, many true delinquents are sitting in the wrong 
institution.20 
The Teacher's Role 
For the juvenile who is well down the road to a criminal 
career, but perhaps not past the point of no return, good diag-
nosticians, therapists, vocational training, remedial instruction, 
and understanding and sensitive teachers may redirect the future 
of the child. The teacher or therapist assigned to the delinquent 
with a learning disability must be someone viewed as reliable, 
important, and one with whom the child will be working with 
directly in the educational selling . G. rr. Darling has offered a 
description of necessary attitudes for lhe t.eacher or therapist to 
possess if he is to carry out a supportive role. 21 Although the 
original description was concerned with drlinquent youth, it is 
interesting to note how the teacher's characteristics and be-
haviors fit into the often-stated characteristics needed to work 
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with the learning disabled. Specifically, the individual who works 
with this youth needs to: 
1. communicate · acceptance both emotionally and 
physically, 
2. expect the best, 
3. build and develop the individual's self-concept, 
4. establish clearly defined limits, 
5. develop the ability to be a "people watcher,"and finally, 
6. remember that Rome was not built in a day . 
Guideline'S for Treatment 
Previous statements presented by Kvaraceus are as 
applicable today as they were then. Additional ideas related to 
the treatment of delinquent youth have been presented by 
Empey and Rabow. They have, stated that: 
1. Delinquent behavior is primarily a group product, and 
demands an approach to treatment far different from that 
which sees it as characteristic of a "sick," or "well·meaning" 
but "misguided" person. 
2. An effective program must recognize the intrinsic na-
ture of a delinquent's membership in a delinquent system, 
and must direct treatment to him as a part of that system. 
3. Most habitual delinquents are affect1vely and ideologi-
cally dedicated to the delinquent system. Before they can 
. be made amenable to change, they must be made anxious 
about the ultimate utility of that system for them. 
4. Delinquents must be forced to deal with the conflicts 
which the demands of conventional and delinquent systems 
place upon them. The resolution of such conflicts, either for 
or against further law violations, must ultimately involve a 
.community decision. For that reason, a treatment program, 
in order to force realistic decision making, can be most 
effective if it permits continued participation in the com-
munity as well as in the treatment process. 
5. Delinquent ambivalence for purposes of rehabilitation 
can only be utilized in a setting conducive to the free ex-
pression of feelings-both delinquent and conventional. This 
means that . the protection and rewards provided by the 
treatment system for candor must exceed those provided 
either by delinquents for adherence to delinquent roles or 
by officials for adherence to custodial demands for "good 
behavior." Only in this way can delinquent individuals be-
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come aware of the extent to which other delinquents share 
conventional as well as delinquent aspirations, and only in 
398 
this way can they be encouraged to examine the ultimate 
utility of each. 
6. An effective program must develop a unified and co-
hesive social system in which delinquents and authorities 
alike are devoted to one task-overcoming lawbreaking. In 
order to accomplish this the program must avoid two pit-
falls: (a) it must avoid establishing authorities as "rejectors" 
.and making inevitable the creation of two whole social sys-
tems within the system; and (b) it must avoid the institu-
tionalization of means by which skilled offenders can evade 
norms and escape sanctions. The occasional imposition of 
negative sanctions is as necessary in this system as in any 
other system. 
7. A treatment system will be most effective if the delin-
quent peer group is used as the means- of perpetuating the 
norms and imposing the sanctions of the system. The peer 
group should be seen by delinquents as the primary source 
of help and support. The traditional psychotherapeutic em-
phasis upon transference relationships is not viewed as the 
most vital factor in effecting change. · 
8~ A program based on sociological theory may tend to 
include lectures, sermons, films, individual counseling, ana· 
lytic psychotherapy, organized athletics, academic educa-
tion, and vocational training as primary treatment tech-
niques. It will have to concentrate instead, on matters of 
ari.other variety: changing reference group and normative 
orientations, utilizing ambivalent feelings resulting from the 
conflict of conventional and delinquent standards, and pro· 
viding opportunities for recognition and achievement in 
conventional pursuits. 
9. An effective treatment system must · include rewards 
which are realistically meaningful to delinquents. These 
would include such things as peer acceptance for law 
abiding behavior or the opportunity for gainful employment 
rather than badges, movies, or furlough privileges which are 
designed primarily to facilitate institutional control. Re-
wards, therefore, must only be given for realistic and lasting 
changes-not for conformance to norms which concentrate 
upon effective custody as an end to itself. 
10. Finally, in summary, a successful program must be 
viewed by delinquents as possessing four important charac-
teristics: (a) a social climate in which delinquents are given , 
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the opportunity to examine and experience alternatives re-
l::lted to a realistic choice between delinquent or nbndelin-
quent behavior; (b) the opportunity to declare publicly to 
peers and authorities a belief or disbelief that they can 
benefit from a change in values; (c) a type of social struc-
ture which will permit them to examine the role and legiti-
macy (for their purposes) of authorities in the treatment 
system; and (d} a type of treatment interaction which, be-
cause it places major responsibilities upon peer group deci-
sion making, grants status and recognition to individuals, 
not only for their own successful participation in the treat-
ment intera-ction, but for their willingness to involve 
others.22 
A Final Comment 
As an individual enters school and is repeatedly frustrated 
by the inability to learn by regular class approaches and methods, 
it seems quite likely that some form of protest behavior might 
res ult. Schools should examine children at an early age to detect 
serious malformations of character and personality, and teachers 
should be trained to recognize learning disabilities when they are 
first manifested. Especially in primary grades, there should be a 
greater number of young male teachers with . whom male pupils 
can identify. School-work should be made more attractive; and 
reading instruction should be individualized and sensitized to the 
needs of each child, with special help available when necessary. 
Delinquents generally respond better with the promise of a re-
ward rather than the threat of punishment. A variety of flexible 
programs and experiences-curricular and extracurricular-will 
maintain the interests of each pupil. N. Silberberg and 1\'l. 
·Silberberg suggest that experimentation . with a curriculum em-
phasizing concrete experience, realistic vocational preparation, 
and an attempt at a socialization process within the reach of the 
child might prove more fruitful. 23 Alternative approaches have 
been cited which might allow for movement of the delinquent 
learning-disabled child into the mainstream of society. A book-
less approach to education under development by Silberberg and 
Silberberg relegates reading to the status of an isolated skill to be 
taught separately, while all other avenues of learning (audio-
\1sual, discussion, etc.) are used for actual education of a child. 24 
Reeducation, as far as is required by employment policies of 
business and industry, is encouraged, so that a high degree of 
literacy is not a prerequisite for positions in which literac y is not 
{unctioncrlly necessary. This educational concept hypothesizes 
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that the delinquent youth with a learning disability needs to have 
alternative ways and approaches rather than the traditional.cur-
riculum emphasis in which academic success is equated with ac-
ceptability within our society. The community should begin to 
support the parents of delinquents in their role in the rehabilita-
tive process. As it is aptly stated by the Silberbergs, it is not the 
talents of the children which require changing, but rather the 
values and institutions of the society which must be redesigned 
to accommodate the variety of talents which our children 
possess. 25 . 
Juvenile delinquency is unquestionably on the increase in 
this country. Many of the delinquent youth also evidence learn-
ing disabilities. The delinquent youth with a learning disability 
can be treated but only with the enormous expenditure of energy 
by highly trained people. Collaborative treatment programs in-
cluding input from many disciplines is required: Education, law, 
medicine, psychology, sociology, <md social work are a few of the 
disciplines which have a vital role to play in the rehabilitative 
process. The delinquent youth, his peers and parents, all must be 
included in the treatment pro6rram. The learning-disabled youth 
and the juvenile delinquent. possess problems different from 
those of the normal child, and are recognized as needing spe-
cialized treatment. The delinquent child with a learning disability 
presents to us a formidable challenge. 
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Ootometric intervention 111 the control 
• 
of juvenile delinquents 
ABOUT OUR AUTHOR-Dadd Dzik, O.D., a 
crculualc of the Southern College of Optometry 
hn~ lon g hccu noted for his rcork ir1 tl1e field of 
juccriilc tlclinttiU!IICIJ in the state of Temwssee. Ile 
is a sJrcakcr, an nr•thor. an l'C!rlcator, nne! n prac-
ticinc oplomctri.lt in Chi ll/nnDoga wlro has ln•cn 
honored scrcral /irrre .~ for c/i.llirlgllis/ICd service in 
the J>rcvcntion and nri1trol o/ juvenile d elin(Juency . 
A /cllo u• of tlrr College of OJrlometric Vision De-
uloprr tcrrt, TJr. [):.ik tcndlcs a 3 hour grndi rnt e 
credit ct>l/r.;(' on Vi.,ion aiiCl l'crccJIIiOn at the Uni-
ccr.lilrJ of Tcnnt'SH'C at Chattarwogn. Ilis opto-
mctri ;. cort .\111/antsltif>,l ore om/ ha~;c been rrwnv 
. . . Fctlrral Jll.'nit en/iary Marion, Illinois, Jlamil-
lon Cuullf>! ]urr:nile Curut, Tcnn c.1see Depart -
mcrr/ of Cnrra liou .. . to lli/IIIC 11 fr.w. 
1lis rco rk in tlris fi eld /ras oprncd many CrJPS and 
' ' '" '"' <lnnrs and ;, Otll' c .wrrrt l le of optometry's 
unirJ.iH~ cnn trilmtion to rn ankind. 
Hist(lry 
Hobert, in handcuffs , was placed o n the 
hack scat of a car ancl this writer was asked 
to escort hirn to a st<lte c0rrcctional school 
fo r delinquent boys. Hobert 0 was a pale, 
tall, skinny, lanky, 16 year old boy who 
sccmed <[ttitc g entle ancl tender, and who 
h:Hl committed the offense of stealing a bi-
c ycle antl selling it for spending money. 
Hobert said that his fath er refused to give 
him an allowance, so the only way he could 
g e t moJH'}' fo r candy, cigarettes ancl movies 
was to St!'al hicyclcs and ~ell them. lie was 
not an intl'lligcnt !;tcalt·r of hicyclf's IH~­
catt s t~ l1t' hac! been cnught several times. Ti c 
had Ol'<'n to the conectiunal school for cle-
li tH[IIl'llt boys in the past for the same typt' 
o frl.'IIS<: anti, as he~ had 110t been rl'ktl lili-
tatcd, l1c wns being rcturnr<l to the school. 
DAVID DZIK, 0.0., FCOVD 
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UWh cn I get ou t," sa id noh ert, "I \\ill 
continue to s teal bi cycl es as that is th e only 
way I know to ge t nHnwy for carfdy :1-nd 
cigarettes.'' Holw rt had ncv <~r h ee n in fi~hts 
and had taken no thin~ but bicycles. lie 
kno\\'s tha t one can cam some mone ~· by 
go in~ to \1·ork h11t Hob ett is in con ~ tant fear 
of tltc ontsidc wCJrld . You see, lw cannnt 
r<'acl very well. Althotlf.dt he is in th e ninth 
gr::tcl e, he reacls at second gracle level. 
As I\olwrt coulcl not read, he was a bil-
urc in school. Ile felt the constant ~ting of 
failure all \\' <t}', every <by, so 111' clcn:lnped 
l'llloti onal prohlc·ms ;md lc:wwd to cli slil.;e 
hi rnsl'lf and could not reall y like anyhody 
el se . C 0 tl sc<p:cn :ly, k: became a loner. As 
.JAOA VolunH~ tl(r, Nulllbcr G, june 1<J75 I f.:.'.U 
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he could not read, he dicl 1Hif h:1vc ncleq11ate 
information to make intdli · ~,·nt clecisiolls. 
I k Jll:ldc e1nolio11:ll dccisio11S ancl, as lac 
w:-~s emotionally sick, he made sickly deci-
sions. 
The Ch:-~ttatJooga srhonl ~y~tt'ill ltas ~~H!­
cial cLmcs for the deaf, the hard of hcnrinf!;, 
the blind, the partinlly sighted, the mcntnl-
.ly ret:~rdccl, the ccrchrnl palsied, the emo-
tionally disturbed and t.hc pbysicallyhandi-
cappcd. There arc visiting teachers for 
those children in hospitals and for the sick 
children at home; however, in the entire 
city of Chattanooga.,-with 2.'5,000 students-
there is llOt one certified remedial reading 
teacher, so a normal child with learning dis-
abilities is slated to have a difficult time. 
\Vhen the authorities at the state correc-
tional school were asked what kind of read-
ing teaching program they had, the reply 
was, "If the youngster has not learned to 
read by .the time we get him, it is useless fur 
us to even try, so we do not bother much 
about teaching reading." 
Hobert's 'parents were pennissive and 
easy going and reared their children the 
way they had been reared by their parents. 
Hol>ert was an active, energetic child, but 
lw w:-~s not supervised and mrely was he 
disciplined. His parents acted indifferently 
to him although they lovec1 him in their 
way. lie 'never was asked to do chores 
arounJ. the home. He never felt needed or 
th::~t he was a member of the family team. 
Hobert was released on probation, after 
serving time, as a tough kid who could take 
care of himself in any situation, for in order 
to survive in the correctional school, he had 
to become totrgh inside and outside. 
·At this time, Hobert was referred for an 
optometric evaluation. The medical reports 
revealed th::~t he was "a healthy, nonnal 
cbild with 20/20 eyesight for distance see-
ing," and the psychologist reported he was 
"high normal and reading should not be dif-
ficult." Now we were retained to do opto-
metric testing to . determine if inadequate 
vision was interfering with his inadec1uate 
academic performance. 
Hobert bad a normal birth ancl was a nor-
mal inf:mt who went frorn scooting on his 
bc.:l1ind to 'iv;dking with no creeping experi-
ences. His speech carne at a normal time 
and he startec.l first grade at ngc six. Hob- '· 
c1t's poor comdi 11:ttinn was cplite lH; 
:d1le ;~nd the pediatrician told the pa1 
that he \Vould outgrow it and that he I . 
goo(l 2.0/20 vi~ion (meaning cycsi~h. 
\Vh.~n lw was in second grade, ll1c scho\ 
nurse \\'llo rqJrcs<·nted the City-Count) 
Health Department, cxaniinecl Hobert and , 
reported tl1at he had 20/20 vision (again, \ 
meaning sight). In the fifth gradt: Hobert's 
mother took hirn to an ophthalmologist who 
also reported that he had healthy eyes with 
20/20 vision (again, meaning sight). All 
this time, although failing 5Ubjects, Hobert 
was socially prot~otccl. The teacher stated 
one coulcl not keep such a tall boy in class 
with small children, so he W:l.S promoted to 
higher gracles in which his difficulties be-
came grrater and he fell further behind in 
academics. 
Clinical findings 
In ocular motor, Hobert showed conver-
gence to "8 and recovery at 12", showing 
immediately that he should not be exposed 
to reading at 'ncar' until this optorildrie vi-
sion problem was overcome. The ocular mo-
tilities with both eyes and each eye imli-
vidually were very inadequate. Eye move-
ments were jcrly and Hobert had difficulty 
cros~ing the 1niclline. The optometric 
M.K.t-J.l tc\t showed that Hobert could 
read 110 Dolch words more efficiently with 
one eye than with both eyes. The right eye 
re:-~cl the 110 words in one minute, 45 sec-
onds; the left eye read the 110 words in 
one minute, ·H seconds, and with. both 
eyes, he read the words in five minutes, lG 
seconds. One eye a lone showed ten to 
twelve errors and with LL'th eyes, reading 
tlw same words a thircl time, he malle 48 
errors; i.e., skipping many words, due to 
alternate suppressions, skipping lines and 
losing his place, due to jerky eye move· 
mcnts, and due to perceptual difficulties. 
Robert was confused between left and 
right both within himself and out in space; 
therefore, l1e read "5aw" for '\vas," "o11" for 
"11o," antl "JZ" for ":21." fit~ h:1d poor later-
ality, poor uibteralit:', poor reciprocal in-
tcrweaVill!< ;un1, tlit'l'du,·e, poor directional-
ity. One c~lnnnt know where thin~;s are out 
in sp:tcn i11 rebtion to things :uountl it when 
one does not know where one is in relation 
to things arouml him. One cannot know 
where thing.~ arc around him when one 
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dew.~ not know wlwn~ he is \lithin hitnwlf. 
Hnlwrt was inadt•tplalc with tl1c ll~>dy Lifts 
te,t,~ nnd with l\lental ~lap of Body.~ The 
Cowr Test for far and near ,o;cein~ showed 
that one eye tume~l, which hl'lpcd to ex-
plain why Hobert skipped words in the Bin-
ocular ~LK.~L test. 
Holwrt showed some inadequate fusion 
ability for far scdng and very low fusion 
ability for ncar seeing. His focusing ability 
was so low that this writer: sent a note to the 
teachers to relieve Hobert from all near ~ce-
. ing tasks until this optometric problem was 
alleviated. He showed 20/20 eye sight for 
distant and near seeing, and the ophthal-
moscope showed his eyes to appear clear 
ami normal, both intenwlly and externally. 
The n •d lens showed alternate suppression 
and the prism test showed alternate sup-
pression . He scoped plus .50 OU for far see-
ing and the book scope was plus 1.50 OU. 
Hobert's ability to focus at near seeing 
(tJptomctlie reading distance as developed 
hv Dr. I lannon, from third knuckle of mid-
die finger to elbow ±lfz") in his case was 
minus 1.00 ::u1ll the positive relative accom-
modation was plus 1.50. As ,a result, duo-fo-
CtiS knscs were recommended with the top 
part of the lens to have no optical power 
aml to he used for far seeing. The bottom 
part of the lens has power and should be 
used for all rcalling ami writing distances. 
These lenses will not give Hobert any new 
visual skills but will permit him to use his 
present skills more efficiently. 
Hobert has clear, healthy eyes with 20/ 
20 sight for far seeing, but he has optomet-
ric visual development and perception 
problems. Perception is an emergent from 
the prim<uy optometric visual abilities es-
sential to academic acl1ievement: 4 eye-
movement skills, eye-teaming skills (bin-
ocularity), eye-hand coordination, visual 
form JH'rception and refractive status. Hob-
crt is lacking almost all these visual abilities 
for aclccpw te performance. 
In visnal motor with Gesell Copy Forms, 
Hobert pcrfomwd well. . In the 4 Peg Se-
qnerH·t~ Test, he could match the colors and 
dl'signs in the hmizontal, vertical and diag-
onal mt·ridians. lie coultl match the 4 Peg 
Hrul..t·n Design, lH1l wilh difficulty. \Vltt•n 
asl.:<·d to match this broken line dcsig11, 
flipped horizontally or vertically, his per-
fonll<liiCC was inadl'(lllate. "lnahilil )' f~ 
tTt'd on a reversal task could imlicatr 
child has not dcn·lopcd the 11ecessary g 
era! mm·clllt'llt skills at the level of rccipr 
cal intcnvcaving. lie does not know lu 
own internal spatial coordinates, nor can he 
visualize rotations of his own body; there-
. . fon•, he has difficulty intelligently \isualiz-
ing transfom1atiqn of objects in space.11 
In visual motor, Robert is at the stage of 
concrete-to-concrete at fairly high level and 
abstract-to-abstract with some support~ re-
moved at fairly low level. Hobert has some 
difficulty with forn1 and shape because he 
has difficulty \vith contour and outline. He 
has difficulty with contour and outline be-
cause he has jerky and inadequate eye 
movenwnts. 6 In order to improve his ability 
of handling fonn and shape more efficient-
ly, his eye movements must be improved. 
In the Groffman lines test 7 he became 
lost. In the \Vaehs visual language test8 he 
· performed poorly. In general movement" 
thinking, he could not do the body lifts, 
showing a poor mental map of his own · 
body. I le cottlcl balance aclccp1ately on ei-
ther leg. He coulcl hop forward and back-
ward on either leg and on hoth legs. He 
could skip forward but not backward. He 
could gallop forward and bacbvard \dth 
either leg leading. lie could hop rhythmic-
ally twice on one leg and once on the other 
leg. Arms and hands could not coorclinate 
or cooperate with all the above body ac-
tidtil's. lie could walk the four inch rail for-
ward but not backward. 
Therapy 
\Vc recommended that glasses be \vom 
comtantly in the classroom but removed 
when leaving the classroom. Robert ac-
cepted this very reluctantly. \Vc explained 
to him that the top part of the gbsses, for 
far seeing, colild have no power and the 
bottom part, for all near seeing, including 
reading and writing, would have power. 
\\'e also recommended that he come to our 
offiee one hour, twice weekly, for optomet-
ric vision training tlu.: rapy, which he com-
pll'tt;ly an<l totally refused to do. Ilis refus-
al was understandable although he did not 
spdl it out: lie was failing all classes in 
sc·hool a11d tJj(l not Wallt to be expowd to 
what he though was going to be additional 
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failure. Aftl'r comiclerahle discussion with 
t•s :md his JHOhation officer, Hobnl \\'as told 
that li<· \\'Ollld not he competing with any-
one. All the vision trainjng programs would 
be at his level of success and as his skills 
improvcu we would continue to higher lev-
els. If we gave him a task to do that he 
coulu uot do, it would not be his fnu.lt but 
the therapists' fault and the task would he 
changed; thusly, he would go only from 
success to success. Finally he agreed to 
come for the vision training therapy. 
Tiobert came twice a week for one hour 
each time, reluctantly and with defiance, 
constantly telling the therapist, "It is all a 
lot of bunk and a waste of time." \Ve knew 
that it was his defense against failure. After ' 
the first month he began to see improve-
ment in his classroom performance and 
stopped grumbling about the "bunk and 
waste of time." Two weeks later, this tough 
boy pleaded and cried with tears to thera-
pist, "Please tcnch me to read. I will do any-
thing and everything you tell me to do." 
Om vision tr;lining program included the 
successful programs developed and uscd .by 
thousands of optometrists all over the coun-
try: 
1. General ~Jovement Thinking for Ac-
tion. 
2 . Discriminative Movement Thinking of 
Action. 
3. Ocular Movement Thinking to !'educe 
Action. (This includes the development of 
the Essential Optometric Visual Abilities . 
for Clnssroorn Achievemer· t.) 
4. Communication Thinking (speech and 
hearing thinking) to repTace Action. 
5. Visualization Thinking to substitute 
for Action, Speech and Time. 
6. Cognition-.-Logic and neasoning.0•10 
The purpose of optometric developmen-
tal vision training therapy is to get the child 
organizcll visually, as outlined here, so that 
he could develop and lcam to become a 
thinking individual. In this sense, vision ancl 
intelligence are the same.lt This applies to 
all-the lHight child, the mentally retarded, 
the brain injmcd, the slow le:irner, the 
hlincl, the deaf, and the normal child with 
lcaming difficulties. Our goal is to develop 
a thinking person. 
After approximately six months of vision 
training therapy, nohert said he could stop 
coming for he could now hold his ow11 in 
the classroo111. lie got a job ddivering gro-
ceries on a bicyclf• after school Jwurs to 
cam his own spcncliug money for caiHly, 
cigarettes and movi('s, and perhaps sa\'f• 
mone\· for a two-vcar technical school 
cours~ to !cam a traclc. 
Summary 
We arc losing the battle against crime 
and delinquency and we have to continue 
to lose so long as we keep developing ju-
venile ddinquents. In order to prevent 
crime, we have to prevent juvenile d elin-
quency for cdminals nrc not bom, they de-
velop from juvenile clelinq uents: 
Ticsearch shtclies in Chattanooga, Ten-
nessee, show that the youugsters brought 
before the juvenile court have many differ-
cut kinds of problems, but one problem 
that almost all have, other than . the drug 
scene kid, 1 "· 1 ~ is that they cannot read ade-
quately. ~!any high school students are 
reading at first, second and third grade lev-
el; 91 percent to 9·1 percent of our juvenile 
delinquents are having reading and lcam-
ing difficulties in the classroom. Conse-
quently, tl1ey arc all socially promoted and 
arc facing the stin~ of failure which leads to 
truancy and conflict with school authod-
tics. These children go from fmstration to 
frustration and become behavior problems 
in the classroom. 
The teachers of the first, second, and 
third grades know which children arc hav-
ing difficulty with reading and will have 
possible behavioral problems, possibly be-
coming juvenile delinquents. 
This writer helieves there are five essen-
tial preconditions which contribute to one's 
becoming a juvenile delinquent. Robert had 
them all: . 
1. Lack of proper supervisionH by the 
parents is the first precondition which con-
tributes to juvenile de linquency. The family 
is the first and basic institntion for the de-
velopment of the child's emotional intellec-
tual, moral, spirih1al, physical and social 
b ehavior. 
2. Improper disripline is tlw second fac-
tor. Expl'ril'nce teaches us that permissive-
ncs:> :;l:uuU be co nt rullecl at an early age, 
anrltoo Jlln r:h clisciplinc is jnst as had as too · 
littk discipline. The 1\ihle tells us to punish 
a child with the left hand and lo\'e him 
with the right hand. The Habbis interpret 
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tlli .~ to IIH'itll th:ll tlw right lia11d is s!ttllog<'L 
Lo\'!~ till' l'hild rnon· than yott p11ui sh llir11. 
;\, La('k of /llltlil!J projl'rls is tlw thircl 
faclor. J•'arHilr projt·c:ts nwan more than 
lm•t• for love alone is nnt enmtgh. Tlw chiltl 
JH'eds to feel that he~ is pait of the fn1nil>' 
tra Ill . I I P nc1~cls to feel wanted ancl needed 
by the family and he needs to learn respon-
sibility as a JIICillhcr of tlw team. 
4. A great deal of ctwrgu and aggressive-
ucs.~ that arc not propcrlr supervised. The 
child's super energy needs to he directed 
into constructive channels. 
5. Non-achievement in the classroom is, 
in this writer's opinion, tltc fifth and most 
important precondition contributing to ju-
venile d elinquency. A child who fails in 
S('hool is ne\'er permitted to forget that he 
failed. Tca<.:lr e rs and parents remind him 
clay and night of his failure. 1 ~ "Juvenile dc-
lin<pw•tcy is partly caused by school experi-
ences." "Schools can be nwch more effective 
in Pl'l'\'ellling and recluciug delinquency." 
Hobert was raised in a permissive home 
\\'ithout adequate supervision and without 
proper discipline by parents who were 
raised that \vay by their parents . Schools 
teach us to lJc great scientists or great busi-
m•ssm en, hut neither school nor the church 
teaches us how to be. aclcr1uate parents. 
Childr£'n in Robert's home were to be 
~ccn and not ht-arcl . When the family went 
. to c1111rch, the parents went to one part of 
thL· church and the children to another part. 
The only time Robert wci1t to a park was an 
occasional outing with his c:lass, but he nev-
er at temlctl a family picnic. Robert had no 
chores around the house. He grew up with 
the feclin~ that he was not wanted or need-
ell. 
Robert was . an active, energetic child 
\vho could not try out for any of the .athletic 
teams h ecause he was failing all acatlemic 
sul,jl'cts. li e could not read adequately to 
und ers tand his classroom assignments. lie 
had no acceptaule outlet for his energy . 
Cbssroom bilure made him restless and 
more frustrated. There was no special class 
for the normal chilcl with reading difficulty. 
There \\'as not one teache r in the entire 
· s<:honl system of 2.3,000 children who was 
ccrtilil'd in rcmr.dial reading. 
HoiJc rt's kacll(:rs and tl1c h ealth d!'l'~art ­
m c nt nurse did not know that he had many 
oplollldric vision proulems. He could 110t 
11 J l .' II ~ i i l J ll ' ; l l ~ I ( ' l ' il J t ~I l. ~ . • II. I I J I } 1 • t ' I' I • I I I I 
disl:tllt'l '. 
One ('<Ill Ill' blind for far seeing (20/200 
or kss':') and still hav1~ good ~ight for rc ;ul-
ing and \\'rili11g. Tltc lll)'opcs, the ncar-
sighted children, usnally ar1~ the ";\" stu-
dents ; they love to read nil day, hut they 
fail the far-S l'l'ing test. Many chilclr:'n with 
lwkwior problems, the restl ess chilclren, the 
ju\Tnile cleliuquents, usually have good far 
seeing-20/ 20 sight-out cannot function 
well visually at near see ing, like Robert. 
These chilclrl'n have good far sight but lack 
optometric vision skills .10 
Luckily for Robert, the local juvenile 
judge, a bwyC'r who also had a master's de-
gree in social work, referred him to a local 
optometrist for optometric vision training 
th erapy. Through opto metric interve ntion 
\\ith vision training, Houert was salvaged 
from a life of petty c1ime-and perhaps a 
future life of major' crime--to becoming a 
productive and useful citizen in society. 
AOA 
20 W. 8th Street 
Chattanooga, TE 37402 
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Vision Analysis and Refractive Status of 
Youths in a Juvenile Detention 
Home Population· 
Siu Wongt 
Vnit•ersity of Hou .~ton, Cal/r~r ,,f OptomP.try, H nu1ton, Te:r:a .< 
AR~TRAC! 
Clinical optom•·tric findlnR~ of fl:JJ Jut•tndP 
drtrnlmn youth.~ u·rre .ltatl.1tHall) f•' aluatt'd 
and cnmparcd to data frnm the ~rneral 
pnpulntwn. The )outh.~ had a h•,:hP.r rr/erral 
mte for rr{racll·t·e crrorJ, or~amc probll'rru. and 
mu.,c/e 1mbu/ancl'.< th<.1~ tltP ~o:enual pnpulutwn. 
Fe malt y outh.< e:rhibited a h1~hPr incidmcr 
and J:rPOter "'l' f'rlt:)' of m_HJpra than rnaltl'.'l at 
all DI;I.',. Hrfrrral rate for astu;motism amon,r.: 
the _HIU(h .< ua .< h•,r.:hPr than thl' fiPnnal 
populatwn althnu~:h the d inpts-•c prJu·er wa.t 1n 
agrremtnlu•th pret•iou.lstudll'.t. 
StudiP~ nf vi!> inn nnd ncular characteristics in 
th<' litemturt . h.1ve conce-ntrated on demo-
!:raphic analv~is of the- j!eneml population . 
Hamilton' fnund a referral rate- of 20 . :v·~ for 
Mhool childr~n of age~ 3 tn li fnr any tyre ,)f 
vision pmhlem . Thi!. is ~lightly loweo.r than the 
referral ratt> of:!I .S"'r in the Peter; sturly, 1 which 
includt>d rpferrals fur perfPrmance prohlem~ . 
Both ~tudies reported an increase in referral 
rate ~ith agt due tn the dHeolopment nf mvop1a 
in bl)y! and g-~rls in the-ir tet"n". Hirsch' in· 
dicattd a medtan ~hift of O.:!il to 0.:'17 D toward 
myflpiil for childrt>n hetween 5 and 1-1 yeoar.; of 
a"e . Slaptapt>r' indicate-d a mt>an c han~eo of0.\5 
D t~w-ard m)npia nfteor the age nf 7 years . 
Studie5 have reported dillertnc ·~ hetwt>en 
the ~P.Xf'!\ , girls deveol opi.ng m~npia I or:.! Hars 
tarlier tha1:1 hoy!<' Bori::.h' reported that cirls 
devtl•'r m\fl('ta hetwt>tn thP <J ~e:' of 10 and t:l 
ond btt)iS after !hi' age of 1:1, althn1111:h rnvop iil 
hn~ lweon rel~'rted :1~ Iitie' a,; ;1!!t' 17 in femnlt'-. 
and 1:1alt."' · It· "- ; t~ al :<o ~lw~~on th .tt mvopi.t wa, uf 
hii'!i'H~r ma~nitude iu feom ~lll'" than in maJ, .. , 1n 
the- majnrity of ~tudi~ . · Thts hia,; toward fc -
malt>s was Also indicate-d hy Coltman! "'ho 
• Suhmilltd Aul.'lt <t :!I, t'li.; 
t Optnmtlrt•l. :0.1 I' II ., /llo·mht·r nf Faculty, F ... J. 
low, r\mrr irJn Ar·a<itm): or OJ.l!Omrtr)' 
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found mvopia to hf' prf'~t'nt tn ( h;ldrPn a" rarlv 
~~~ ~o:rnd!' :!; hy )l:radl' fi. ht' found th:~~ PnP nut of · 
three (P malr~ was m~(lpic, wherea) nne- out nf 
four malt>" wa! m~·op1c . 
Stud""' of astigmati~m seoem to ind1ratl' low 
maJ!lliturlt>" of nstigmntism to heo pre\ <~l t.> nt at 
all a~l'~ . ,\n .; tice' !>u~;:eo-;ts a· m(•an of O.·llti D ;~t 
al(es 10 til 14 1\Ild no a~t11(mat1srn het\\l'tn the 
age-1 nf l .i and IY . ' :\forgan'. ~hows a me..tn 
osti:,:mat ic \ alu" nf 0 . 1~ t O.G l D ;~t agt' 1·1. 
whf>rP'lS l.ylr" indicatl'" a hl)!ht-r m<-an \alut> of 
RPW":otirnatel~- I D lor youths n;rrd 10 tn :!0. 
The- prt'"t>nt studv i-. conumt•d .,,,th the 
vision and nclli<H hralth nt' t> dq nf jll\l'ndr d~ltn· 
quenh wh" t<'nd to nhil11t \ l'll a l drtict!'ncl ~ ' 
~: r rater than th e- :u:nl'ral pnp1d a tt nn . Thi;, proh-
leom w;)s rrt"·Pnted and rl1sru ·,s ..-rl at the \\.hiteo 
Hou~e Cunfr ren cP of -luvrntll' lh•linquen c:;. at 
which it "as st.1t ed that '"SO""r of drhnqu1-n t ;; 
anc! ~t.>mi - rlelinquPnt < qud ied hv tht> C'ontl'r -
ence had lf• ;unmg ddficultie,, .<pt'cific::tllv •n 
reoaciin~ and pl}or ,·i , iun was fuund to he a 
cnntr~hut 1 ng L.1rtor m ;,IJ'--,. of thiJ"~ cases.' ' '' In 
add itio·n. thrrt' havf' heen SP\Pr al optnmt>tric 
studit>s which link j'I\Pndt> dt> linq11ency and 
poor vistnn . The Ch1t'f Cl•nic:al l' , , r hnloglst to 
Sing Sin~ l'ri,on, ;-..;ew York. ~t.ttPs : " . · ... · . 
prel1m inary •tati~tic.; 1ndicateo a detinite link 1 
bHw~t>n ,i,ual d~f .. ct • nnd ·~ducntiun .ll 
ht>havi<~r-and . <. till turth.-r. a ~ lrn ng ltnk hP-
t""~'<'rl educ .Jti<~O<tl f.ltltHr .1nrl anti -,tlnal beo-
ha\·inr .. .. whdt• 1nm:1t.e' ha vl' lr•' cdurall••n : 
th.tn thr k!ent>r:JI puhl<c . tlw\· are Tint in!Prl<•r tn ; ·• 
intrlhgPn <: e . OnP tr-;t ,}l<mf'd that , ,·,~" ot prt~- · 
UOl'ri I'OIJid han• fin i, htod l11 ;: h , ,· hnn[ . . ·' Pt . 
nnh (.\' . . t.,J \\'~ \ ., F111 .1/ll l '' · I'L <d <' <J'I ·il l' !, .,_.·1 
!it:h1•d-. Ltmdv pr <· ~ .• ur t•s .md rt•.ttltnl( dttf ic•.II-
tlt'S tr<1t·r :thlr to P•••r \ I ~ H<n . "' 
Tht' l'"~~'"'e of thr •l udv 1\<l~ '" 11/Pil .'Urf' th,.--
tntal m~np1c . h\pe'mpic . a~IIJ!Inatir nr.,rc. .tnd 
sphrrt t: al P!JIII\ a lent ,·alue-; nt th e suhJt't' h. It> 
evaliwrr nthrr vi-inn ar11l nq:.1nir .ln"m ali!.' ~ 
~11ch a:; rn!•dic;~l J.lf"hJ ,•m -. mu <rll' 1 .. n rdll l. ll l••n 
prnhlt>m~. a:-~d amhl~ fl !J I <1: 11ml. la '-11 \·. In drtt·r· 
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mine if there wr.re significant differences he-
tweet• this population and noninstitutionalizcd 
youths. 
1\lE'l'l-\ODS 
The study wn~ composed of G:J:l female and 
male youths (heren~·ter referred to og subjects) 
at the Harris County Juvenile Detention Horne 
located in Houston, Texns. The subjects were 7 
to 18 years old, with the majority between the 
ages of 12 and 11 years. The subjects were 
placed in the Home for vorious illegal activities, 
although a number of the younger subjects were 
provided temporary shelter after running away 
from home. In general, the Juvenile Detention 
Home is an institution in which youths 17 years 
of nge or younger ore pi need for care. 
. The Juvenile Detention Home is an Affiliated 
Clinic of the University of Houston College of 
Optometry. Fourth year students rotate 
through the Clinic and ore under the direct 
supervi~ion of a faculty member. The subjects 
WC'rc screened for ocular problems by using the 
screening procedures and criteria of the Modi-
fied Clinical Technique (M.C.T.) (Fig. 1). If the 
subject failed one or more diagnostic tests of the 
· I\1.C.T., the subject was examined and glasses 
were prescribed if needed. Subjects with om-
blyopia or muscle coordination problems were 
referred to private practitioners. Organic and 
medical problems were discussed with the staff 
nurse and referred to a physician as needed. 
The Houston Study established the efficacy 
OrgHnic Pmblems Any 
Visual Acuity 20/40 or less either eye 
Refractive Error 
Hyperopia + 1.50 D.S. or more 
Myopia -0.50 D.S. or more 
Astigmatism ± 1.00 D.C . or more 
Anisometropia' ± 1.00 D. or more 
Coordination Problems 
At Distan~e 
Esophoria 
Exophoria 
Hyperphoria 
Tropia 
At Ncar 
ExophoriA 
Exophoria 
Hyperphorin 
Tropia 
5 ll or more 
5 ll or more 
2 .:lor more 
Any 
6 .">or more 
IO.l ur more 
· 2 .lor more 
Any 
Frr:. I. Modiriecl Clinical Tc<"hnique criteria for 
rr·fcrrnl. Peters, Henry B. and llcnrik Blum .. ]rrome 
1\cttman, Frank ,Johnson, Victor Fellows, The Orinda 
Vi ~lion Stud.v, tin111ricnn ,Jourr\111 uf Optometry, 1%!1, 
lkprint. 
Vision t\nn/ysi.~ and ,]uL"eniles- Wun,li 
of the i\1.C.T. in relation to other screening 
procedures in correct rcferrnls . in addition to 
confirmin:~ the efficiency of optometry students 
in correl'tly screening and referring individuab 
for further core. 11 
RESULTS 
A total of 633 subjects were examined o-nd of 
this group, 186 subjects (29.f>%) were referred 
· (Table 1). This figure included 62 females and 
124 males who needed further optometric or 
medical care. 
The referrals for all subjects were divided into 
six areas (Table 2). The major reason for referral 
was refractive errors (68:8%). The next most 
frequent reason for referrals was·ophthalrnologi-
cal diagnosis and treatment (14.1%). The re-
maining ref~rrals were for muscle coordination 
problems, medical problems, amblyopia, and 
miscellaneous reasons which totaled 17 %. 
Table 2, A identifies the major refractive 
errors ns myopia with astigmatism (:15.0%) , 
hyperopia with astigmatism (26 .3%), ond sim-
ple myopia (2;).5%). The remaining referrals in 
this group were each less than 7%. Referral for 
· emmetropia was indicated because the other 
eye in both subjects was myopic with astigma-
tism . · 
Spherical equivalent values were used for 
Tables 3, 4, and 5. The spherical equivalent 
value was calculated by adding one-half of the 
· cylinder to the sphere algebraicolly. Although 
researchers have utilized this v.1lue, 3 • • it may be 
misleading. For example, if the refractive error 
is +3 .00 = -6.00, the resulting spherical equiv-
alent is pl. which is considerably different from 
the original refractive error. To o:fset this prob-
TAilLE l. Patient population 
Female Male 
Age Non Non 
Referred Heferred · Referred Referred 
7 
10 4 
11 II 4 
12 f> 2 If> 7 
13 12 9 ·to 15 
1·1 :n II fin 17 
15 22 2:, ~lR 31) 
f(j 21 12 l~l :JR 
17 I 7 5 
lR 
Subtotal f\ol til :Hi:l l:!<t 
Total l4(i (211 •:n l 487 (46.9%) 
X " 1-I.Ii yrs. nld :'C = 14.7 yrs. old 
sci .. 1 I.IH sd .. ,., 1..18 
---·----
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TAilLE 'l. 
Al Distrihution of rcierral• for all conditions for females and 
male~. 
RcfHrn! Reason Numbor ol %of All Subjects R.rerrals 
~ 
Refractive error 137 68 .8 
Op!Jthalmologirnl 23 14. 1 
M11sc!e ~oordination 13 6 .. 'i 
Medical 8 4.0 
Amblyopia 7 3.5 
Miscella·neous 6 3.0 
Total 199 99.9 
B) . Distribution or referred refractive errot" in one or both 
eye~ for femnlc• und males. 
%of All 
Refractive F.rrot" Number Rt,fractive 
Errors 
Myopia 70 25.5 
Myopia with astigmatism 96 35.0 
Hyperopia 16 5.6 
Hyperopia with astigmatism 72 26.3 
Astigmatism 18 6.6 
Emmetropia 2 0.7 . 
Total 274 99.9 
• Some subjects were referred for more than one 
condition . 
!em, Tableg 6 and 7 provide spherical and 
cylindrical data. 
The spherical equivalent for all subjects was 
+ 0.02, close to emmetropia. Spherical equiva-
lent values were divided into sex and age 
categories (Table 3). Disregarding the one fe . 
male in each age category of 11 and 17, all the 
females were myopic, with the 13-ye.ar-old sub-
ject slightly hyperopic. For male subjects, all 
were hyperopic with the .exception of one sub-
ject, age 18, who was myopic . In both sexes, 
there was no average increase in hyperopia or 
myopia with age. 
The sphericAl equivalent for non-referred fe-
male subjects showed a mean hyperopic refrac-
tive error value at all ages (Table 4) . There was 
a decrease in hyperopia with age until age 16, 
when a slight increase in hyperopia was indi-
cated. All referred female subjects exhibited a 
rnyupie sph::ricnl equivnlent value . Between the 
ages of 13 and 16, the referred female subjects 
increased 0.4 D in myopia, although an average 
yearly increa!le in myopia was not found. 
The spherical equivalent for males follows a 
pnttnn similar to that of females of the non· 
referred ~roup (Tnhle 5). Between the ngc~ of 12 
untl Ill, hypel'opin tlecrcascJ in males until age 
17, when an increa!:>e in hy~eropia was noted . 
TAill.E :3 . 1\lenn spherical equivalents offi'htal 
refractive errors by sex ond a~e· 
Age .Females Males 
1 x ·~ +.13 (1) 
sd ~ ±A4 
10 x = + .08 (4) 
sd = ±.14 
11 x ~ +.25 (1) x = +. 3;) (15) 
sd = 0 sd = ±.66 
12 x- - .35 (7) x= +.01(2) 
sd - ±.7·1 sd = ±.68 
13 i = ±.13.(21) x = +.04 (35) 
sd- ±1.21 sd = ±.68 
14 x $ -.16(36) i ~ +.06 (8:}) 
sd = ± 1.09 sd = ±.61 
15 x=-.41(171 . x = +.01 (134) 
sd = ± l.l:J sd $ ±1.01 
16 x = - .2;j (33) x = +.11 (159) 
sd - ,._ .88 sd = ±.:J9 
17 x ·pi (I) x = + .:15 (12) 
sd. 0 sd = ± .33 . 
18 x=-l.l2(l) 
sd = 0 
Spherical equivalent (Total): x ~ +.02 
sd- ±.91 
Range: +5.50to -4.75 
• Number of subjects in . each cote gory are indicated 
in parenthesis. 
TABLE 4. Mean spherical equivale nts of refractive 
errors of non-referred and referred female 
subjects by age• 
Age 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 -
17 
Non-Referral• 
x= +.25(1) 
sd = 0 
x = + .05 (5) 
sd- ±.11 
x = +.41 (12) 
sd - ±1.09 
x = +.22 (22) 
sd = ±.51 
x= +.01 .(22) 
sd = ±.67 
x = +.13(21) 
sd =± .57 
x =pi (I) 
sd ,. 0 
Referrals 
x ~ -1.16 (21 
sd = ±.8.J 
X ~ -.50 (9) 
gd = ± 1.16 
X a -.98 (14) 
sd = ±.15 
x = -.83 (25) 
sd = ± 1.44 
x = -.999 (12) 
sd ~ ot 1.09 
• Number of subjects in each category nre indicated 
in pare~thesis. 
All male referrals were for myopia with the 
exception of six subjects in nge group~ 11 nnd 17 
f~r hyperopia. f\lyopiu incrcn~cd 0.:19 D between 
the ages of 1<1 umllli year~. 
Hefractive errors were divided into spherical 
J: 
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errors of! 
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10 
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TARLE 5. Mean ~ph~ric11l equivalent n[ refractive 
errors on nnn-tt'lcrrecl and referred male 
suhjeds hy age• 
Age 
7 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Non-~ferruls 
-x ~ +.1:1 (1) 
sd - ±.4·1 
"Xc t .oo (4l 
sd = ±.14 
-x # +.26 (11) 
sd ~ ±.31 
-x = + .3:3 (15) 
sd = ±A1 
x ~ +.22 (40) 
sd - ±.:18 
x- +.11 (66) 
sd - ±.36 
x. +.09 (98) 
sd ~ ±.52 
x » +.07 (L20l 
sd = ±.41 
x- +.33 (7) 
sd - ±.21 
Referrals 
x. +.83(4) 
sd # ± 1.38 
x ~ -.86(7) 
sd ~ ±.45 
x- -.49 (15) 
sd- ±1.01 
x-~.22(17) 
sd =. ± 1.24 
x ~-.54 (36) 
sd ~ ±2.14 
X: a -.61 (38) 
sd • ±1.22 
x- +.38(5) 
sd = ±.50 
x- -1.12(1) 
sd = 0 
• Number of subjects in each category are indicated 
in parenthesis. 
and cylindrical components (Table 6). Of the 
refractive errors, 45.0% of all eyes were hyper-
opic, 33.3% were emmetropic, and only 2L6% 
were myopic. In all subjects, the degree of 
myopia and hyperopia was low: 87.7% of all 
hyperopes and 69.7% of myopes were 1 D or 
less. However, 3Q.3% of all myopes had over. 
1 D of myopia in comparison to only 12.2% 
of hyperopes who had over 1 D of hyperopia. 
Astigmatism in subjects was also of low 
magnitude, although over one-third Qf all sub· 
jects hat! astigmatism. A total of 87.6% of 
astigmatic subjects were less than 1 D and no 
subject had over 3.00 D. 
The total spherical and cylindrical compo-
nents were analyzed and the mean values com-
puted (Table 7). Females were 0.43 D more 
myopic than males. This was significant at the 
0.01 level. Female:; were slightly morehyperopic 
nnd . astigmatic than males but this W<IS not 
slatisticnlly significant. 
DISCUSSION 
The percrnta~-:e t1f subjects referred fur care 
was nut signifir?.ntly different from Peters' 
referral rate of 27 .R% of a larger sample popula-
tion of n Rirnilnr ngc ~:roup. 2 This slir,ht differ· 
cnce in percentage rnay be deceiving due to two 
factors . First, Peters included performance 
problems ns nn aclditionnl criterion and referrals 
Vision Analysis and Juveniles- Wong ll.'> 
for the performance deficil'ncies comprised 
one-third of all referrals in his study. Second, 
the present study is composed of approxi-
mately one-fourth females and three-fourths 
males and, because .of this imbalance, the gen-
eral'?y higher referral rate of females is masked 
by the. lower referral rate of the males. This dir:·1 
ference in rates was also indicated by the . 
higher referral rate of 42.5% for females as 
compared to 25.7% for male subjects in the 
present study. · 
The present referral rate for sex distribution L~-= t 
is significantly higher than previously reported 1 1\ --"-
by Coleman 7 and Hamilton. 13 Hamil-ton re- • ..,.- .. 
ported a referral rate of 11.3% for males and \ 
13.5% for females, whereas Coleman cited a · 
referral rate of 12 .9% for males and. 17.5% for 
females. The present study shows a twofold 
increase in referral rate for males and a two and 
one·half- to threefold increase for females. - ~ 
The most frequent reason for referrals was for 
refractive errors (68.8%)_ Of this group, 60.5% 
were referred for myopia and myopia with 
astigmatism. This reinforces the numerous 
studies by other researchers that indicat" the 
major reason for referral of vision anomalies as 
myopia. 
Referrals to general practitioners and oph-
thalmologists were 4.0% and 14.1 %, respec-
tively, of all referred subjects. This is signifi-
cantly higher than the referral rate of l.35'7t: for 
organic problems reported by Hamilton. u The 
present study also indicates a higher referral 
rate than the one indicated by the 1974 Cana-
dian Royal Commission on Health Services. 
The Commission reported a 4.4% referral of all 
patients examined by optometrists to ophthal-
mologists and general practitioners. 
The referral rate of 6.6% for muscle coordinn-
. tion problems in the presen. t study is. thre. e times }.\. t 
higher than the average population rate of 2%. ~ 
Referral rate for amblyopia was not higher th?n · 
the general population in which 1% to 6% i:nay 
exhibit this vision anomaly!' ~· - ' 
The mean spherical equivalent for all refrac-
tive errors was +0.02 D ±0.91 which is very 
close to emmetropia . The data shown in Figure 
2 demonstrate a leptokurtosis at emmetropia 
and a skewness toward hyperopia. The peak at 
emmetropia has also been reported hy other 
researchers for children ol ages D to 10, although 
their data were more symetrical around emmet-
ropia than in t,he pre~ent study. Previous data 
indicate the refractive error to change slightly 
with age, although a large number of children 
would not change dramatically after the ages of 
9 to 10.• Thcrdorr, this would nrcnunt for the 
continual leiJlokurlosili of the prelient graph . 
In the prc~ent study, lhe skewness or tail in 
hyperopia in this age group seems to ue due to 
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- --------------·- ··- - ---------·--- -----
I. 1-l\PEHOPl:\ 
I) Tot.tl \hyperopia in one or both eye ~): 570 (45.0';;,) 
"ll ~t l\ Diotributiun: Femllle- 111 ( 1!l . .'i% ) 
M nle- 459 (80.5'J",, ) 
3) 
Type Tota l 
0.25-1 .000 500 (87.7%) 
1.25-2 .00 45 (i.9) 
2.25-:l.OO 13 (2 .:)) 
3 25- 4.00 7 ( 1.2) 
-1 .25-5 .00 2(0.4) 
>5.25 3 (0.5) 
Female 
98 
6 
4 
2 
0 
II. EMMETROPIA 
l) Total (emmetropia in one or _hoth eyes): 422 (33.3%) 
2) Sex Distribu tion : Female-89 (2Ll %) 
Male-333 (78.9%) 
III. M YOPIA 
IV. 
I) T otal (myopia in one or both eyes) : 274 (21.6%) 
2) Sex Distribution: Fe ma le-;-84 (30 .7'k) 
Male-HlO (69.3 %) 
Type Tntnl 
-0. 2;)-1.00 19 1 (69.7) 
- Uii~ 2 . 00 66(24.1) 
- 2. 2 :}- :J.()() 12 (4 .4) 
-3.2fJ-4.00 3 (1.2) 
>- 4.2.'i 2 (0.7) 
ASTIG~IATIS:'-. 1 
Female 
45 
28 
8 
3 
0 
1) Total (cylinder in one o r both eyes in combination with sphere) : 422 (3-1.9%) 
2) Sex Dist ri bution : Fc ma le-99 (:l2.4%) 
Male-343 (77.6 %) 
Total Frm ale Type 
0 . 2.~-1.00 
1.25-2.00 
2. 25-3.00 
387 (f\7.6) 8-1 
40 (9.0) 9 
15 (3.4 ) 6 
>3.25 0 0 
TA~LE 7. Spherical and cylindrical nnalysis 
Fem~ le Mole 
I. Myopia X ~ -1.2 1 X ~ -.78 
sd ~ ,J:.82 sd = ± .67 
II. Hyperopia X = + .74 x = + .i:l 
sd ~ ± .i3 sd = ± .67 
Ill. ·A~ti~matism x ·=· - .77 X .. . .fili 
sd = ± .71 sd ~ + .59 
X 
sd 
X 
sd 
X 
sd 
Vul. :).'1, N() . .J 
l\l a le 
402 
39 
9 
5 
2 
2 
1\l nle 
HG 
38 
4 
0 
2 
Ma le 
30:3 
31 
9 
0 
Total 
= -.91 
= ± .75 
-· + .i4 
... ol.7-l 
- .til 
.. 
.r .60 
--------- -- --- -- ----- -·--- --- -·- ·---
the great nu rn her of hyperoric subjects, 45% 
hyreropes comparrd to :14.9% myores. This 
skrwnc:;s toward hyperopia is in contrast to 
noninst ilut iona lizcd populations in which the 
graph is shewed toward myoria . This di tlcrcnre 
nwy lend support lrJ the pre\·ious quote from the 
Chief Clinica l T'syclwlt~gist to Si ng Sing J>ri~orl 
in which he statrs that there is a relatiomhip 
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FIG. 2. Frequency distribution of refractive state of each eye (right and left) of all subjects. 
bt>tween educational failure and visual defects. 
P:.1st studies have shown a relationship between 
refractive errors, reading performance and 
schoql achievement at high school and college 
levels . Findings seem to indicate that myopes 
tend to be be t ter students, have better reading 
skills, and score higher on class room rxamina-
tions than nonmyopes. The magnitude of amet-
ropia was not considered or correlated with the 
characteristics of myopes and nonmyopes in the 
~ludic~. although hyperopic subjects with only 
0 .:14 D were used in the Pullman 5tudy . ''·" 
Tlwrefort', the in creased numbers of hyperopic 
subjects in the pre~ent study rnn_v l•e rt>lalt•d to 
poor performance in !>chool and disintert'~t in 
school which rnay result in institutionalization 
for mischievious behavior. ..... 
Hirsch' and Slaplaper' indicated that 
throughout the teen years the over -all refractive 
t•rror is hypcropin. The pr(•sent st ud .v nlso shows 
this hyperopic refractive error for males in all 
age groups with the exception of the one subject 
aged 18 (Table 3). In non-referred male subj ects 
(Table 5), there wa~ a dec rease of 0.1 D of 
hyperopia from ages 12 to 14 a nd then a s lower 
decrease of 0.02 D of hyperopia from 14 to Hi 
years until a mean value of + 0.07 was reached 
at age Hi. Although this decrease in hy peropia 
wa:> not significant, this trend may he relat ed to 
the increase in myopia in the referred slibjects 
of the same nge range. 
Unlike the general population, all femule 
subjects were myopic hetwt>e n I he ages of I :Z and 
IG with the exrcpl.ion of' a s rnall nurnher of 
subj~:cb in th e l:l-year age group, as ;,lwwn in 
Table ·:1. Myopia appeared at age l:Z, which Is 
within the age range prcviously repor ted hy 
other researchers .' · • T a bl e ·I shows hyperopia 
dccreas ing 0 .2 I> earh year from ages l:l and Jf) 
in non-referrE'd s ubject s , whirh coincid ed with 
the increa:;e of myopia for fe male:; sct·n in the 
referred group. 
• 
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The differenres in spherical equivalent values 
for femules (myopia) nnd moles (hyperopia) 
may he due to the following factors. First, 
Hirsch 3• 10 reports the higher prevalence of 
hyperopia of 0 to 1 D in males than females 
which is present at all ages for both sexes. In 
addition, a high degree of hyperopia is more 
prevalent in males than females , and males 
remain in this catagory throughout life. There· 
fore, these high hyperopic values in males will 
.offset the developing lower myopic values when 
one averages all the spherical equivalent values. 
Second, females tend . to have higher myopic 
values than moles, and when these values are 
·averaged with other values, th~ result will be 
greater myopic values for females. 
Female and male subjects were predomi· 
nantly referred for myopia , females showing a 
higher magnitude of myopia than males at all 
ages in the referred group . The higher magni-
tude of females versus males has been indicated 
in numerous studies•· 1 ' • and is reinforced by 
the present study. 
The mean astigmatic value was 0.67 D. which 
is relatively low in magnitude. Baldwin also 
reported the average cylinder to be relatively 
low, - 1.00 to - 1.12 for hyperopia and myopia, 
respectively. The large number of subjects with 
astigmatism in the present study is higher than 
the 26.6% reported by Hirsch for 12-year-olcls. 
The Peters study reports that only 6% of youths 
10 to 19 years of age have astigmatism . Bald -
win, 20 however, using different criteria, reports 
50% of youths aged 12 to be astigmatic in his 
clinical sample . 
CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of evaluating 6~3 subjects in the 
Juvenile Detention Home, the following conclu-
sions may be drawn: 
- 1) The referral rate for juvenile detention 
subjects is slightly higher tt<an for the general 
population. Although the referral rate for males 
was twice that for the general population, the 
referral rate for females was 42.5%, which was 
2 1h to 3 times the rate for the general popula-
tion. 
2) The main reason for referral was refractive 
errors, 68.8%. Myopia and myopia with nstig-
mntisrn compri~cd the largest numher of refer-
ral subject!'. Thi:; i,; roinciclt>nt with the sharp 
incrca~e in myopia at puberty . 
3) All rcferr~b for rnNiical problem~ and 
mu;;cle coordination problems were. higher than 
for the general population. 
) Spherical equivalents of total refractive 
errors for males indicated hyperopic rPfractivc . 
error:~, which i~ in ngrcemcnt with the gcnernl 
population . This is in contrast to the female! 
subjects who were myopic. [ 
5) The percentage of ~uhjerts having astigma - ! 
tism is higher than that of the general popula- \ 
tion . The amount of astigmatism was generally · 
of low magnitude, I D or less. 
6) The distribution of refractive errors shows 
a marked degree of leptokurtosis and positive 
skewness . This is in contrast to the general 
population in which the resulting graph would 
have exhibited leptokurtosis and negative skew-
ness. 
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The effect 
of a visual ta·aining prograun 
on juvenile delinquency 
ABSTRACT -In order to demonstrate a rrla-
tionship betu•un visually related learning dis-
abilities and juvmile delinquency, a stutz was con-
ducted on iristitutionali::ed youth at Loo out Moun-
min School, an rdutalw!!!!.[JJIH!Jty_J_or committed 
~{!'nqr;enLr. Co:!!l!_lete visual testing was done, and" 
. vtJr;;:! ~PJ.P.;..o;v. . .!ilr..i:!..ifl.r.emed n!f!E.E_"l·J?ata 
from ilieroaluatzons shou•ed tht most marked vtJual 
d1i.fiencies to bt in order o sroe.!i!:J, accommoda-
til'' lks/J;Jlity, s~ .!EltiilPs. t•is_ual mt~nG!j'; 
#J 7 B mp.J:_ery, p_u rsJ!}.,U, # J.§.!l....!.!.£C!!Lf!D• # 1 0 
ucot•ery. R_.;si.!Jjyism was rrduetd in the wortP._'!.~­
uivin t•i.wal lher.Ei!J..]£.QllW.82a:J.a...:/.51>. A caSt 
stu y of editcalional and visunl remediation 011 one 
studmt is discwsed. (Cau in Poirll, page 1193) 
'. .. . . 
ABOUT OUR AUTHOR -Roger T. Dowis, 
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is a former slate director of Colorado O.E.P., and 
was director of Department of Visual Therapy at 
the Colorado Optometric Center from 1970-1974. 
During this period he was a visual consultant to the 
Colorado Division of Youth Seroices. He is cur-
rmtly state director of Colorado C.O.V.D., and 
rwlional co-chairman of C.O.V.D. Commillu on 
Vision and ji.wenile Delinquency. He is also a 
Introduction 
It has been a feeling in optometry for 
many years that a major cause of juvenile 
delinquency is learning disabilities. We felt 
that if a person was handicapped 
academically, this could result in truancy, 
which in turn could lead to delinquent be-
havior. This feeling was confirmed by the 
research of David Dzik, O.D., in Chat-
tanooga, Tennessee, when he showed that 
91% of the youth who carne before the 
juvenile court of Hamilton County, Ten-
nessee were rcrardecl in grade level. An 
additional group of delinquents tested at a 
later time showed that 94% were reading 
ROGER T. DOWIS, O.D. 
visual consultanttoA.D.L.E.C., a sprcial school in 
Denver, Colorado for children u•itlr framing 
a11dlor emotional difficulties. Dr. Dow is in pri-
vate practice i11 Boulder, Colorado. 
and comprehending well below their age 
level. Of this group, 54% failed acuity at 
far; 48% failed acuity at near; 35% failed 
both far and ncar; 53% failed visual per-
ception; and 72% failed one or more of 
these tests. 1 
In May of 1973, the Colorado Division of 
Youth Services released a study done on 
444 students received in the Division of 
Youth Services Receiving Center from july 
1972 to 1\lay 1973. All of these youth were 
adjudicated delinquents, or dJildrcil in 
need of supervision (Clll NS). Of this 
group, 90.'1% were ide ill i fied as having 
·multiple learning disabilities-- a combina- . 
tion of problems in the visual. auditory, 
f/J C'/'1 
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language processing, sociological or 
psychological areas . Their functional per-
formance grade level was 2.7 years less than 
actual grade level. 
Basic study scope 
In July of 1970,the Colorado Optometric 
Center initiated a contract with the · Cc>l-
orado Division of Youth Services to provide 
complete visual care, especially visual train-
ing, to those youth deemed most in need. 
This was determined by visual screening at 
the juvenile detention centers or by referral 
from the teachers at Lookout Mountain 
School, an educational treatment facility 
for committed delinquents. 
Testing included entrance skills, pathol-
ogy, 21 point analysis, Kirshner oculo-
motor tests, Keystone skills, accommoda-
tive facility, and Visual III. Other tests were 
performed i.fdeemed necessary, e.g. form 
boards, gross motor skills or other paper 
and pencil activities. From these tests it \'Jas 
determined if lenses were necessary, and 
whether training was recommended. If 
visual training was recommended they 
were then placed in Loo~out Mountain 
School's program for visual perception 
training. 
If a youth was placed in the visual train-
ing program, he was seen on a weekly basis 
at the Optometric Center for a one hour 
session of therapy. Each youth was given an 
individualized program of activities to meet 
his special needs. 
In addition, follow-through at the school 
was provided by the physical education and 
reading teachers. They accompanied the 
students to the Center and participated in 
the therapy program. They were then in-
structed in special training procedures for 
each youth to be carried out on a daily basis. · 
· Large motor and general movement skills 
·were programmed for the physical educa-
tion teacher; fine motor and visual percep-
tual activities for the reading teacher. The · 
students spent two hours a week in each 
program, for a total of four hours of 
follow-through activities each week. 
Generally, the students were released on 
parole before the training program was 
completed, and therefore there is not ade-
quate data to show pre and post differences 
in the visual tests. However, there is suffi-
cient data from initial testing to provide 
some imight into the visual profiles of these 
delinquent, learning disabled youths. 
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Data 
Sevt·llty-eiglll initi;tl t'\·aht;ttions wet e ex-
aminl'd for 1LIL1, ;tttd cornp;u-e(lto several 
previous studies reponed in the literature. 
Robinson 2 when comparing juvenile de-
linquents against a group of gcx>d achievers 
in school, found a significant dilf(..-ence bc-
t,,·ecn the groups in the positive relative 
accommodation findings (-1.10 D ex-
perimental \'ersus -3.60 D control). This 
was not confirmed by the Colorado data. 
PRA fl ndings were taken on 71 of the 78 
subjects, and no response elicited on the 
other snt:n. An average of the 71 findings 
show the PRA to be -3.12 D. Nineteen 
subjects had L50 D or less; 20 su~jects had 
between 1.62 D to 3.00 D; and 32 subjects_ 
had a greater amount than 3 .00 D. 
l\larcus3 e\·aluated 60 children ftom a 
learning disabled population and proposed 
a syndrome of visual inefficiency based on 
these naluations. The ages of the children 
ranged from6to 16. Hisanalysisincludeda 
scoring sysrem for pursuits, fixations, 
C.N .P., accommodative facility, and near 
and far ductions. This system is shown in 
Table l. 
His crireria for failure was defined as 
scoring less than five points on any test. The 
primary symptoms displayed in his popula-
tion were reduced ability in the follo\\ing 
tests: #16B recovery; #168 break; #17B 
recovery; #I 0 recovery; # 11 recovery and 
accommodative facility. Analr.;is of the 
Colorado group using the same criteria is 
shown in Table U. 
The primary symptoms found were, in 
order: accommodative facility; saccadic 
fixati01is; # 17B recovery; pursuits; # l6B 
recovery; and # 10 recovery. ·n,e differ-
ences in the t\\'0 groups may be due to the 
older ;~ges of the Colorado group, which 
ranged from 12 to 18 years and the mean 
age was 14 .9. · 
Ilg and Ames~ in their book School Readi-
Tiess, described how the :-.lonroe Visual III 
test is administered and scored. The ex-
pected score for <~ge l 0, the oldest age 
group evaluated, was 11.2 witl1 the ex-
pected percentage of tried figures made 
wiTectly of 7·1%. This was used as the ex-
pected for the Colorado group, as the>' 
were all O\'er age 10. This appears to be a 
highly significant fi11ding for all the dt:lin-
quent group . It was administered to 73 of 
the 78 subjects, with a mean score of 9.0, 
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TABLE I 
Marcus Scoring System 
I -findings 5 4 3 2 0 
H&V smooth and smooth with smooth in H je rky in both h ead turning no rapport 
Pursuits effortless effort in jerky in V meridians for support with target 
in both both 
rneridians meridians 
X,Y,X, accurate fair landings accu rate inequality of head or no rapport 
Sac c. fix . in but slight fix. on X & Y fixational hand with ta rget 
Fixations all mer. corrective Breaks Down performance re inforcement 
movements on Z b e tween n e ce ssary 
eyes for landings 
C .N.P. 3"/4" 4"/5" 5"/6" 6"f7" 7"18" 8"19" 
Brea k!Rec. 
Ace. Fac. instant-2 ·· 2-4 sec/ 4-6 sect 6-8 sed 8-10 sed 11 sect 
2.001-2.00 sec 2-4 sec 4-6 sec 6-8 sec 8-10 sec 11 sec 
instant-2 
j sec. 
#10 19 prism D 16-18 13-15 1G-12 7-9 4-6 
Break or greater prism D prism D prism D prism D prism D 
J 
#10 10 prism D 8-9 6-7 4-5 2-3 G-1 
Recovery or greater ' prism D prism D - prism D prism D prism D 
#11 9 prism D 8 prism D 7 prism D 6 prism D 5 prism D 4 prism D 
~ . 
' 
Break or greater 
#11 5 prism D 4 prism D 3 prism D 2 prism D 1 p rism D 0 prism D 
Recovery or greater 
# 168 Break 21 prism D 18-20 15-17 12·14 9-11 6·8 
or greater prism D prism D prism D prism D prism D 
#1 68 . 15 prism D 13-14 11-12 9·10 7-8 5-6 
Recovery or greater prism D prism D prism D prism D prism D 
#178 22 prism D 19-21 16-18 I 13-15 1G-12 7-9 
Break or greater prism D prism D prism 0 prism D prism D 
#17 B 18 prism D 16-17 14-15 12-13 1G-11 8-9 
Recovery or greater prism D prism D prism D prism D prism D 
and mean percentile of 58%, the expected 
scores for ages 8 and 7, respectively. Only TABLE II 
12 of 73 achi eved a score greater than 11 .0, Number of students obtaining point value scores 
and 16 of 73 a p ercentage of tried figures in each of the 12 .areas designated by Marcus. 
made correctly of greater th an 70%. 5 4 3 2 1 0 Total 
The Kirshn er tests of oculo-motor skill 5·6 
,,·ere given to 76 yo uths, with the following 108 44 9 5 6 2 1 , 67 
results. The dynamic acuity test, with an 10R 19 11 14 11 6 6 67 
expected score of 47.1 had a mean of 32.9 118 50 7 1 4 2 3 67 
RP:\1. Onl y 7 of 73 achieved a score higher R 28 6 8 8 8 9 67 
than 45 RP:\L The eye-hand coordination 16B 47 8 3 7 1 1 67 R 18 3 s 10 9 22 67 
test, with an expected score of 37.8 had a 17B 41 9 8 6 2 1 67 
mean of 36.9, very close to normal. The R 9 7 4 12 8 27 67 
head control test was also given, with a NPC 33 5 11 7 5 16 77 
mean score of 18.9 RP~f achieved, and only PURSUITS 16 25 13 8 2 10 74 SACC 9 21 25 4 3 10 n 9 scores of 35 RPl\1 or better. ARK +2 1 14 14 3 2 42 76 
Summary -2 0 16 8 8 5 39 76 
There ha\·e been many theories pre-
sented as lO the cause of juvenile delin-
Vo lume •Ill, Numbe r 'J, Sl'ptt•mlw r 1977 1175 
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quency, and what to do about it. Table Ill 
giving the mean scores formally optornct~ 
ric tests on the Colorado group, demon-
strate a distinct difference from the ex-
pected performance of good achievers. 
David Dzik in a presentation to the 1975 
meeting of COVD7 , suggested five condi-
tions necessary to produce a juvenile delin-
quent: improper supervision, improper 
discipline; absence of family projects; ag-
gressiveness, and most important, non-
achievement in the classroom. If any one of 
these conditions is absent, he feels that the 
chances for delinquent behavior are 
sharply reduced. 
Although the post-Yisual therapy data on 
most of the youths was unavailable for 
comparison, a study of the recidivism rate 
of students undergoing visual therapy \\·as 
highly significant. Over the period of 
· 1970-1973, there were 48 students who 
remained in the training program for a 
minimum of 4~ months. From this group 
only two students were returned after re-
lease. This compares to 18% of the total 
population during that time period. The 
recidivism rate is based on the premise that 
the studentdid not return to the Division of 
Youth Sen·ices for a violation or suspension 
before the two year paro.le commitment was 
completed. This difference, analyzed by 
the binomial distribution method is found 
to be significant at the .005 level. 
A further study is currently being pro-
posed to Division of Youth Services in Col-
orado that would provide not only for a 
visual therapy program for 400 yoLllhs each 
year, but would also provide for a built in 
information retrieval system and follow-
through on all participants for 2 to 3. years 
after dismissal. AOA 
Submitted for publication in the JAOA in 
· :-.-o\'ember, 1976 · 
Boulder Vision Clinic 
1495 Canyon Boulevard Suite 220 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
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TABlE Ill 
Mean scores ol optometric tests run on 
78 juvenile delinquents, ;~vNagc = H.9 ye;~rs. 
NPC = 3.316.3 inches 
Ace. Facility plto +2.00 D = 7 'helm 
plto -2,00 D = 7.1 dm 
#8 = 0 
#9 = 13.5 
#10 Break = 24.3 
Recovery = 7.8 
#11 Break = 11.9 
Recovery = 4.2 
#13 B = 3.6 XO 
#16 A "" 16.6 
#16 B Break 
· Recovery 
#17 A 
#17 B Break 
Recovery 
#20 Blur Out 
Recovery 
#21 Blur CJtJt 
Recovery 
Kirshner Rotations: eye 
hand 
head 
Kirshner Telebinocular Tests: 
= 26.6 
= 10.6 
= 17.9 
= 23.3 
D 11.1 
-= -3.12 D 
= -2.42 D 
= +2 .62 D 
= +2.08 D 
= 32.9 RPM 
= 36.9 RPM 
= 18.9 RMP 
VR-1 (O.U.l = 26 .3 sees .95 errors 
VR·2 (0.5 .) = 29.9 sets 1.4 errors 
VR-3 CO.D.) = 27.4 sees 1.2 errors 
VR-4 (suppr.ession) = 17.3 sees 1.7 errors 
VR-5 (directionality) = 37.8 sees 2.7 errors 
Monroe Visual Ill · 
Score = 9.0 
% =58% 
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leart·-n~n~ Dmsa1!biliti~~ 
and Jyyeraile flelinque~1cy 
Gary H. Bachara, PhD, and Joel N. Zaba, MA, 00 
The t!!:!,g.!!:,d cause-and-effect reiAti,Qru.b.~.l~nJ.G.MJ:Ij.Qg__problems and 
i!:J~i~-e~J.r!g~..'.!9.1. has inhibited empirical study of their relationsiiT~aa(.."" 
tiona1ly, our greater willingness to accept the reality of LD while wishing to 
remain distant from the problems of JD has made empirical study difficult. The 
critical question is not whether the two disorders are correlated -rather it is 
how to distinguish the various subgroups so that appropriate assistance can 
be rendered.- G.M.S. 
This study looks beyond the established link 
between juvenile delinquency and learning 
disabilities to investigate the effects of remedia-
tion on learning disabled iuvenile offenders. Th e 
data indicate that the juvenile offenders J£':2.. 
were offered remediation in the form of special 
education, tutorins. or perceplual-mol!Jr..i.J;q_iJ; 
ing exhibited a ~i@if.icantlrt lower recidivism 
rate than those who were not. 
fiE:or the past 25 )'ears , numcrotlS studies have 
r demonstrated a relationship between learn-
ing disabilities and juvenile delinquency (Dzik 
10{)(),1\lauscr 107·1). At this tiuw, very few people 
would question the correlation between learning . 
problems and juvenile delinquency. However, 
statistici;ms tell us one cannot infer causes from 
58 
correlational studies, no matter how strongly one 
feels about the relationship . 
In a survey of a specific diagnostic team . 
approach to juvenile delinquency, Love and 
Bachara (1975) suggest including as part of the 
team developmental optometrists, educators, 
and others dealing with academic problems. 
This suggestion is offered as an alternative to the 
commitment to the state department and tradi-
tional probationary measures, since miJre proba-
tion and punitive measmcs have not been found 
to be effective in the past (Hippchen 197/:l). They 
also state that the learning disabled juvenile de-
liJHjiH~nt (LD-J D) is a diffcrl'nt type of delin-
quent you th , rl'quiri ug specifie prograins requir-
ing the courts , psychiatric facilities, and schools 
to work hand in hand in o fferin g academic 
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therapies, sometimes .in lieu of or in addition to 
traditional counseling and family therapies. 
The idea of specific ~ducational measures for 
the delinquent is not new. Kirkpatrick and Lodge 
(Hl35) stated in a study dealing with truancy that 
it was futile for juvenile courts to attempt to deal 
constructively with the truancy (learning 
disabilities) problem until the school curriculum 
has been modified to fit the child. Courts that 
have extended treatment plans to incorporate 
academic therapies seem to be enjoying much 
success in the areas of remediation and 
recidivism rates (Dzik personal communication, 
1975, Bierce 1973). 
In a recent extensive General Accounting 
Office study (Fogel, Hunt, Bauer, & Brockway 
1976), it \Vas found that the special educational 
needs of juvenile offenders were not met. 
Although the courts i~1 the Tidewater, Virginia, 
area have not formally incorporated academic 
therapies in the treatment plan, they have been 
amenable to referring to private special education 
schools and working 'vith special education 
departments inpu blic schools in drawing up com-
prehensive treatment plans. In many cases, learn-
ing disabilities are considered the primary aspect 
of the child's difficulty and invo.lvement with the 
court. It is because of the court's keen awareness 
of t)1e problem and its open-mindedness that 
many of the juvenile delinquents are helped by 
channels never ventured in the past. 
The present study investigated the effective-
ness of using appropriate academic therapies in 
working with the juvenile offender. It was hy-
pothesized that there is a particular type of 
juvenile delinquent whose primary difficulty is a 
learning disability, aJld if this learning disability 
is dealt with as the primary form of rehabilita-
tion and remcdiated, then this group of juvenile 
delinquents will exhibit a significantly improved 
recidivism rate. 
SUBJECTS 
The subjects were 79 juvenile delinquents (58 
male ant.! 21 female) ranging from 14.yrs.l0 mos . 
Vulurnc 11, Nurnl.il:r .J, Awil 1978 
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to 16 yrs . 11 mos. The 47 blacks and . 3Z whites 
carne to the Tidewater area juvenile courts for 
various status offenses, including incorrigibilitr, 
truancy, and disruption in the school. All the 
subjects were found within the purview of tlJC 
court, and were evaluated by psychiatric, 
psychological, educational, visual-perceptual, 
and audiological evaluations. 
The subjects were at least two grade years 
behind in reading as measured by the \Vide 
Range Achievement Test, and 90% of the subjects 
were at least one year behind acadetnically 
according to age equivalent grade placement. All 
subjects fell within the normal range of intelli-
gence (90-110) as measured by the \hchslcr 
Intelligence Scale for Children and the Wechsler 
Adult Intelligence Scale. Subjects were from all 
socioeconomic classes, but the highest percent-
age were from a lower socioeconomic group. A 
breakdown of the percentage of the subjects re-
ceiving specific examinations beyond the initial 
psychological and psychoeducational · evalua-
tions show that: 
(1) 33% had developmental visual-perceptual 
examination; 
(2) 6% had furth er educational psychoeduca-
tional evaluation; and 
(3) 16% had autliological speech and hearing 
examination. 
In each case the problem was diagno~ed as 
learning disabilities based upon psychological 
testing and supplemental data available . This 
diagnosis conformed to the definition of specific 
learning disability offered by the :\ational 
Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children 
(1968). Subjects did not exhibit any specific 
serious emotional disturbance, as determined by 
psychiatric examination. The learning disturb-
ance \\'as considered the primary difficulty· . 
PHOCEDUHE 
This study was carried out in the post hoc 
fashion, with the data collected O\'er three and a 
half years. The 79 subjects fell into two groups, 
not by random placement, but by partic·ular 
59 
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treatment offered and ordered by the juvenile 
~ourts. The specific reasons for any of the 
treatments are numerous, ranging from finances 
of the court system, motivation of parents, pro-
bationees, recommendations from the probation 
officers, and the situation of the family. Although 
this variety created some extraneous variables, 
they could not be controlled. 
Group A 
For 48 juvenile delinquents with learning 
disabilities (mean age 15 yrs. 3 mos.) no 
years. Subjects were considered recidivistic if 
· they came into contact with the court (petitions 
filed) during this two.-ycar period. 
The subjects in Group B demonstrated the 
following patterns: 
(1) Subjects referred to special education in a 
public or private school remained there during 
the entire two-year period. 
(2) Subjects exposed to visual-perceptual-
motor training remained in training, on the 
average, for six to nine months. The techniques 
used depended on the particular defect in 
remediation was prescribed for their learning receptive and cognitive area of th e visual process 
problem. They were committed to the state (Wold 1969). 
department or placed on probation with the (3) Subjects continued with the tutoring for 
usual methods of rehabilitation employed, i.e., an average of one year and three months, with a 
weekly reporting, possibly group counseling, range of nine months to two years. 
curfews, or family counseling. In Croup A, 93% 
received counseling of some type, whether RESULTS 
group, family, drug, or individual cpunseling. 
The recidivism rates for both groups were Croup 
Group B A, 41.6% (20 of 48); Croup B, 6.5% (2 of 31) . A chi-
For 31 juvenile delinquents with learning square was run to determine if there were dif-
disabilities (mean age 13 yrs. 1 mo.) primary ferences between the remediation group and the 
attention was given to the particular learning 
problem. In this group seven were placed in a 
special education or private school, 10 were 
placed in a special education class in the public 
nonremediated group with recidivism as the 
variable. Chi-square was found to cqual27.70, df 
= 1, p )o .01, indicating that those juveniles 
receiving. educational treatment had a signifi-
school system, eight were given · visual- cantly lower recidivism rate. Supplemental data 
perceptual-moto-r training, and six were tutored. 
In Croup B, 84~ received supportive counseling 
in addition to the academic therapy or other type 
of educational program or treatment. 
· To test the experimental hypothesis, 
r~cidivism rates as a measure of the efficacy of 
eith er program were used to compare the two 
groups. Many discrepancies in terminology are 
found in the literature, necessitating an 
operational definition of the term. For the 
purposes of this stud~ recidivism is considered 
to be the rate at which offenders come back 
within the purview of the courts and have, for 
whatever reason, a petition filed against them. 
The initial encounter and diagnosis of LD 
took place in the fir st year and a half of the study, 
with thefollciw-up data collected in the next two 
60 
collected to compare the general recidivism rate 
of all juvenile delinquents in the same geographic 
area found a 55~ recidivism rate. 
DISCUSSION 
The 6.5~ recidivism rate found is a resp ectable 
number as far as juvenile delinquency is 
concerned. To make this recidivism rate more 
meaningful, consider these figures. Of 319 
juvenile delinquents found within the purview of 
the courts in Tidewater, Virginia, 60~, or 191, 
were found to be learning disabled ( Bachara & 
Lamb 197 4). If one applies the re cidivism rates of 
this study, one finds that 80 of these LD-JDs will 
return to the court if academic therapies arc not 
available. If we accept the figure of 80~ as the 
journal of Learning Disabilities 
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number of juvenile delinquents who, upon initial their specific recommendations based on bits of 
involvement with the courts for status offenses, 
return for something more serious then we have 
64 juveniles with learning disabilities whose 
learning problem possibly initiated the process. 
These LD-J Ds will return to the court as 
repeaters and arc on their way to incarceration. 
This compares with only 11 juveniles returning to 
the courts (nine of them for more serious 
offenses) if appropriate academic remediation 
and programs are employed. With juvenile 
delinquency . on the rise, and the trend toward 
higher rates of status offenses, these results 
would seem to be significant and important for 
the treatment of status offenders who exhibit 
learning disabilities. 
Possible Hawthorne Effect 
Although these r~sults are striking, one must 
not be naive concerning the possibility of a 
Hawthorne effect, which would dictate that 
giving these juveniles special daily or biweekly 
attention in an>' form would, alone, help many of 
the juvenile offenders and keep them from 
returning to the court. However, in many cases 
where appropriate educational attention was not 
offered, the juveniles were given special 
attention in the form of group counseling, 
involvement with the probation officers in 
weekly visits, and other forms of attention which 
did not prove efficient in preventing recidivism. 
There was some supportive and concomitant 
counseling for many of the cases of the juvenile 
information. gleaned from various sources. 
Assigning JD-LDs to academic remediation is 
not a haphazard process and most assuredly 
accounts for some of the lower recidivism of 
these individuals. There is a considerable 
difference between the chronological ages of 
both groups. This differen ce could mean that 
other variables were working toward lower 
recidivism other than the academic treatment. As 
is the case with most diseases, problems, or 
difficulties, the earlier they arc checked and 
treated, the more favonible the prognosis. Since 
the data indicate that it was generally the 
younger juvenile offender who was offered 
treatment in any form, this enthusiasm to 
remediate this younger offender may account 
for improved recidivism. Also, it may have been 
that this younger offender may ha\·e exhibited a 
lower recidivism rate whether offered academic 
treatment or not. In any case, age is a factor that 
must be kept in mind in dealing with both 
juvenile delinquency and learning disabilities. 
Although it was found that many juvenile 
delinquents can be helped significantly through 
educational channels, in no \\'a)' is this treatment 
appropriate for all juvenile delinquents. It should 
be emphasized that a percentage of juvenile 
delinquents who have primary learning dis-
abilities possibly have poor self-concepts and 
suffer from depression . They seem to turn to 
acting-out behavior that is exhibited in school as 
a means of dealing with this internal frustration. 
delinquents who received educational remedia· This juvenile delinquent makes up a large 
tion. lvluch of this was on a short-term basis, 
primarily apprising the parents of the child's 
specific difficulty, working out some of the 
family communication problems, and dealing 
with the JD-LD's poor self-confidence and 
feelings of inadequacy and helplessness. 
Further Caveats 
As was stated earlier, there was no control 
over the assignment of subjects to treatment, and 
this may have been a crucial factor affecting 
recidivism. Judges and probation officers make 
Volume 11; Nr1m/Jer 4, Apri/1978 
percentage of the overall delinquent population, 
and will, if not dealt with appropriately and 
immediately, .return to the court for a possibly 
more serious offense. 
CONCLUSION 
The authors feel that it is time to take the question 
of juvenile delinquenc)' beyond the correlation 
phase that has been dealt with long enough. 
There appears to be significant evidence that 
remediation incorporating various educational 
61 
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and academic programs, along with traditional 
means of dealing with delinquent youths, has 
greatly reduced recidivism and helped many 
learning disabled children. Although the delin-
quent child with a learning disability presents a 
formidable challenge, this challenge can be met 
with a multidisciplinary approach in diagnosis 
and remediation. 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWFFN LEARNING DIS,\BILITIES 
AND JUVENILE DEUNQUFNCYL 
SUSAN MCKAY" 
Vc!cr.ti/S !ldmiui.<tr,,lion 
Aledic,d Cculcr 
Fr~rgo, North Dakota 
AND ll.OGP.R A. nRU!I!BACK 
Vc!crllns Atlmiuistrll/}on 
!Hediwl Ct•ntaalld 
lJIIil'crsity of Nurlb o.dota 
Scboo/ of Medicine 
S11mmary.-Juvenile delinquency in the United Stares is increasing in in-
cidence, and children are becoming involved in (lelinqucnr activity at a much 
younger age. learning disabilities have been associated with juvenile delin-
quency. learning disabled chi!clrcn arc labeled by reachers and peers as Jjf. 
ferent, which may alienate them from "norm,ll society." If children reject social 
imtitmions (such as school), they m;ty seek alternative, frequently delinquent, 
activities. J.earning dis~b!cd children must be identified so that programs which 
minimize. the disability while emphasizing the children's strengths can be. in-
stirurcd. Since adjudicated delinquents of normal intelligence show a signif-
icant dcgrt·c of acadc·•11ic underachievement, correctional prr>grams must .r<'mg· 
nizc rhc possibility of .learning disabilicy. Vocational training emphasizing an 
individual's strengths can be an effective alternative to traditional educational 
programs for delinquent juveniles . 
As frequency of juvenile delinquency iri the United States is increasing 
and niore younger children are becoming involved in deviant (antisocial) be-
havior ( 6), attention of those in the juvenile justice system h~.s focused on po-
tential causes for this pervasive social problem. A combination of sociological, 
neurological, psychological and psychiatric factors contribute to juvenile delin-
quency (14) , Learning disabilities have been identified in many adjudicated de-
linquents ( 4). Poremba (8), describing the relationship of juvenile delinquency 
and learning disabilities, stated: "Juvenile delinquency is the consequence of 
human failure; compounded by a system, or a series of systems, that ei rher does 
not understand that failure or does nothing about it. Delinquents, in large p:trt, 
suffer this failure early in school, frequently because of a number of learning 
. disabil iries." 
Learning disabled children have difficulty learning in the trad itional man-
ner; Their academic underachievement and social backwardness frequently re-. 
suit in rejection by peers ( 3, 4, 6, 14). Hostility toward teachers and authority 
figures may develop (1 0). Rejecting the values of the educational and social 
sy ~tems, learning di:;ablcd students may engage in delinquent activities as al-
tern:uive methods of sMisfying emorional needs (2, 3, 10) . It is probable that 
delinquency can be prevented through early identification of Je:~rning disability 
and use of alternative educational methods. 
'This work was supported by the Veterans Atlministrarion. 
'Send reprint requests co Susan McKay, Neurology Sen·ice, VA Medic.al Center, Fargo, 
NO 58102. 
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,-_~ J::.lro!a'I of Le.rn:i:13 Disability 
k:~c;-,':-og disa!:> i!iries are phys i c~! impairme nts in senso ry an.! mowr fu ;,. ri., c. 
4!.: .. _,ci :::~-d with P'JOr dasHoom perfor;nance ( 3) _ Th ree major sympo ms arc uf:r ~ 
: . :~nrifi :>. :-. k : d,·slexiJ., de,·elopment3l dysphasia, Jnd hyperactivity ( 3). Dyslt:xi:J. b :·c: ; 
<::-adin;:; c!iff[ru!ry despite pre-se-nce of normal inte-lligence and normal vis;"n. In w ri rin~. 
:. J,·sit·xic child may :1lso rever:;:: lerrcrs and numbers . }, dysph:~s ic child has diffic u:r:: 
-..·i t ' • 'erh;tl com;:,unicarion (both comprehension and expression) and n1:J.y spc-:1:.- in 
~::err r:c:e_::r~?hic or d i sorganiz~d senre nces, use words incorrcctiy, and h:1ve d iffiet: !t-: 
rc n1u ::.l:eing names for famil iar objects. HyJX:ractiviry describes a symprom co:np l.:x 
i~ -o. J-:i(h e:o<c~-ssiv::-, non-directed moror acrivirr is the predomirnnr feJ.rurc. Impulsiv ir·,. 
:>. :-,J i::1::::n: i;:m ar<: a!sr, _pcscnr. This syndrom-: h:1 s been rdcrreJ ro by a vari u y ... : 
:-_ z:7"1~s i::c:c:..:~n_g, ··hypc:r.:crivc- ch!JJ syndrome," .. minimal b:ain Jrs!Unction." an·J ··hy. 
F'- ~kin::ri-: c~,ild synclrome." Bccaus:: attcnriona! J:fficultic-s may underlie the mclt.J : 
L :: Jx·~:o.:::,-;;:y, rhc AIT':~r :can Psychiatric Associatio n ( 1) has rc-na-m <ed rhe syndto:nc "At· 
re~ : io:-.zl Dt ficir D isor,lc:r wirh Hyperactivity." The exccs~i"e motor acciviry diminishes 
c::=rin~ ;;Jo k-:s. ce~cc, though the atremional probit-::Js remain. 
B;- vica.:~ of rht: disabiliry, learning disabled children are treated differc:ntly by 
;: ::::rs "-'"!2 reuhcrs ( 2, 3, 4, 6, 14). The inability ro perform _expccred ras!-:s associat~J 
... -it.h di:ficul~· in understanding insrrucrions is ofte n misinrer~'rt:ted as a lack of d,·sirc 
rc perforn. T.::achc-rs make unre:tSonable demands anJ criticize or punish the childrc~ 
ir-. an dfort t-J promc tc conformiry. The children may be labeled as ""dumb," "'diffj. 
c;.; :r:· r>r "u:x-:-u;x-rzrin··· at vcrr e:ulr ~gcs (3, .4) . Such bbeling scr\'CS further r.> 
O..: ;en2:e t::e ::i!i!d from '"normal society.'" The children may react by wirhJrawir..~ 
s.:-cialiy or b:r ··::cring our"" ro divert arrcnrion from the academic undcrach:evemenr 
( 3, 5). Trwmcy or vandalism m:~r occur ( 4), and more serious delinquent acts mav 
f ,,;h'<":. -'·hus::-r ( 6) sr..:red thar: "'Tbe parrern of rhe dtlinquent is qu i t~ evidenr: early 
. K:-:c•-:1 i2.:- ! ..:re~ fr.usrr::.rion, acting ou r, rru::tncr, appr('hension, n1orc: frcstr=rtion, develop· 
,.,-:-~ :1' ·c f p.>er sd~-i:r;~gc, alicnJr ion, anJ fimlly bi: ing pushed our, or dropping our as 
:. :c s;> ,;= (lj r:>c: 0\·e rwhelming sense of defeat." 
I_.r_,!l -:!ii::; Dis.::b!ed Delinquen!s _ 
Sc.:.~isrics for 1974 sho"- th:lt .rhe ··average" juvenile delinquent had a nor-
r: .... d :Q. \\·::is 13~ 2 yr. old , and bg.:;ed in academic achieH'menr 3 ro 5 yr. bc-
h.i:-;d g:-aJe p b cemenr (8). Depending upon the StLJdy, 22 10 90~ of iosti tu-
t1c :-;:!Jize:.! (or adjudica:ed but not imtirutionalized) juvenile delinquents sbO\Yed 
e-;.-iJence cf ::l.. karnin.; disabiliry. This ran.:;e of incidence figures results from 
rh:: v:ice;;· v;:uying crireria used ro define learnin~ disJ.bility ( 7). .Most studi es 
sl-.:;;v si.." rimes as maDy learnin~ disabled delinquent boys as .girls ( 6). Th is 
<.Ii.;. :~cp::.::1cy may reflecr the different expecr:Hicns of _sirls in school. Academic 
u ::2e:-:'.ch!e,·emcr:~ by females is ofren not vie\\·ed :1s a si.;r.ificant p:oblem (ll) . 
\'.;"eiss ud H~chrman ( U) found rlnr 25 to 50 ';"S of hypcr:J.Cti\·e children fol-
lo~.-d in:o ::.co!c:scence lud been arr::sred for offt:risc:s such as theft and truancy. 
Zi:::;~us <L!d GoaEeb (14) reported that SS':"c of 4'i male delinquents ( m::an 
:t_::;;- 15.9 yr. } committed to a res idemi~J ~n.-a~m c nr program had averat;e in· 
re ::i,:;ence: how(Ter, few had :-tchic\·ed a,:;e-appropriate .~rade placement in 
sc~ooL 
I . -.. ~:· · ... .... . t . ~ ..... E.L4~. a: .... 1 • •-1:.: •- _: a- II.. ~~ 
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f;Jrly lntcrrciltio;/ For Lctl!llillg DisaUcJ Cf,ifdrcm 
1-:Iigh-risk children mL:St be identified c:~rl y tO pre\"<:nt dt:linqucncy. At 
rhe preschool level children with learning disabilities should be identified 
through school read iness screening H, S, 12). ln such a screening process, 
imman:riry of moror and spe<:ch development may ind;cate a lack of re:1diness 
for school t:J.sks ( 9). Children who are nor inrelleccually or d<:ve]opmemall;-
reJdy for school can be pbced in preschool pro,~rams which help tO deye!op 
necess:uy school skills. 
For those childr::n with persisting leJrnirl£ Jisabili: i~·s, alternative school 
programming must be de\·eloped . Such educational pro,srams must be flexibl e. 
learning can be b:iliratcd by the u:;e of ma•eri:tls \Yhich appeal ro the: c:1ild"s 
own inreresrs and cultu ral b::ckzround ( 4, ()). Te;;.chers who have experienced 
simibr learning difficulties in their own childhood may be 1nore suitable for 
teaching learnin:; dis:1Sled youth. Such teachers \\"ould undnstand the difficul-
. ties and frustrations faced by the le:1rning disabled child. Two diffcrem meth-
ods of special educarional programming may be used. The child n-:ay be 
taught the perceptual skiils bd:in:; in re;ding, 'Hiring, spelling, and arith· 
metic; such remediation is usually only suit:lble for younger childrc;-~ . Older 
children respond better to pror,rams tb:lt emphasize their 5rrengtbs in readin,g., 
spelling, \\·riring, or calculating while minimizing their weaknesses ( 9). Stu·. 
denrs h:1ving difficulty with arithmetic can be tau.t;ht the principles of mathe· 
matics using a cakularor 10 perfcrm the compur:uion. Children who have 
difficulty wri:i!lg and spelling can t:se a tape recorder. Realistic goals musr 
be set. Individual progress reports should refl ect the F"als achieved '':bile 
minimizing the problem areas. Through these techniques the spir;::ling bilure 
can be averred. 
/ut•eniles and The Co11rt 
Despite efforts ro identify and treat learning disabieJ ju,·cnile:; at an early 
age, some will still reach the juvenile courts. Poremba ( 8) stressed the im-
portance of identification of Iearnin.:; dis:1bilities in adjudic;1ted jL!\·eniles : 
"There is a great need for the judici:tl as well as corrections system co under· 
stand the problem of learning disab ilities, for they seem, by tOday's kno'l'.-!edge; 
to he a major comribming cause to delinquency. ·. Prob;:re, p:uole, and cor-
recrional pro.;rams m:1sr de:1l with l e3.rnin,;; dis<l~)i!iries if they arc truly co redu ce 
delinquency." Professionals who " ·ork 'l'.'ith juvenile ofiende;:s muse be awa:-c 
of the imp:cct th~t learning dis:1bili ries h:we on del inquency. The educational 
hisrory must be evaln:Hed ior signs of ac;;.::lemic diii icuhies caused by learning 
disabilirics ( -1). lZealistic programs for rch:cbil ir:Hion of the problems \\-hich 
created the dc:linquenc beba\·ior must be est:chli shed ( -'i). The goal is to de-
crease or climinacc the prohlems \\·hich led co delirL1uenr acti\·iry and to de-
_.,, J::..:: ..... lJL, t:U..:.:.K .Ka."d __ R. I ":::. . L\lil'.· :....:._ [ . 
vclop rhe delinquent juvenile's porenrial ro become a usdul, productive mem-
b<:r of society. Occup:uioml training is a \'iabk option tO tr:tdicioml school 
work. Traini ng a delinquent juvenile for an occupation in whic.:h success can 
be experienced may be effenive in achieving this goaL Such tr:tining pro-
grams for adjudicated delinque:m rnusr be as fkxible as the educational system 
for the younger Iew1ing disJ.blecl children. IndividuJ.iizecl recommendations 
should be nude to the juvenile courts. By using rreatmenr r:-,echods which de-
velop the individuars own unique potential, a delinquent juve;1iie's ability to 
hecome a pruducri\·e member of society would be increased and the rate of 
recid ivism decreased. 
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CHilDREN'S FARM HOME 
4455 NE Highway 20 
Corvallis, OR 97330 
757-1852 (office and emergency) 
Don A. Miller, Director 
I ' ! ~ tt ,,, • 
HOURS: 8 :00-5:00, M-F 
PROGRAM SERVICES: 
A residential treatment center serving boys and girls unable to live 
in their own homes or foster homes because of family conflicts, 
emotionaLproblems or inability to function in the public schools 
1. A structured group-living experience in an environment that 
reinforces appropriate socially acceptable behavior 
2. Individual and group psycho-therapy when needed 
3, Emphasis on the development of adequate interpersonal 
relationships with peers and adult authority figures 
4. Casework studies extended to families of the children 
EUGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: 
FEES: 
Boys and girls ages 12-18 
Serves Oregon 
Negotiable 
REFERRAL/ APPLICATION PROCEDURE: 
Through County Children's Services Division, or call the 
agency directly 
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ElKS CI-ITLDREN' S EYE CLINIC 
Oregon State Elks Association 
P, 0, Box 189 
Salem, OR 97308 
581-7485 (OSEA Office) 
. ~··· 
926-3563 (Linn-Benton FJl<S Representative) 
Ed Johnson, local representative 
,, 
~ I " ;,. " • 
HOURS: n/a 
PROGRAM SERVICES: 
1. Treatments for visually handicapped children at the U of 0 
Health Sc'iences Center in Portland in the Elks Children's 
Eye Clinic (3181 SVof Sam Jackson Park Road, Portland, OR 
97201) 
2. Services including eye exams, surgery and other treatment 
and the fitting of prosthetic devices, such as artificial eyes 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: 
Any visually handicapped child with serious ey~isorders who 
is a resident of Oregon and without sufficient funds to pay for 
needed medicaJ care 
FEES: n/a 
REFERRAL/ APPLICATION PROCEDURE: 
Private doctors, AF S, Public Health Personnel 
Contact Lewis McLaren, 929-5926 (home); 754-3791 (office) 
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LINN COUNTY INFORMATION, REFERRAL AND 
VOLUNTEER SERVICE (LINN CIRVS) 
Linn County Armory 
4th and Lyons Streets 
P.O. Box 100 
Albany, OR 97321 
967-3800 
Kay Abbott, Director 
OOURS: 8:30-5:00, M-F 
. PROGRAM SERVICES: 
1, Central information center for Sociai Services 
2, Referrals to services designed to meet the client's needs 
3, PUblication of Tri-Neighbor TRILLIUM, a free monthly 
4. 
newspaper for those over 55 in Linn, Benton, and Lincoln Counties 
Monthly Linn Forum meetings to promote coordination of local 
community social service, public and volwiteer resources 
(open to the public, 3rd Thursday of each month) 
5. Directories of services are available 
6. Misdemeanant Volunteers Placement: misdemeanant offenders 
processed through the District Court placed in community 
voltmteer positions in lieu of incarceration and/ or fine. If 'a 
non-profit agency or organization, and in need of volunteers, 
contact Linn CIRVS, 
EUGI13ILITY REQUIREMENTS: 
Serves anyone in need 
FEES: None 
REFERRAL/ APPLICATION PROCEDURE: 
Call or come in 
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UNIVER.Sl·J·y 
CO U.I~t :1 : '' ' ' 
l..)l'l.OMI.: 1·1~Y 
Dale Atwood 
Corvallis Elks Lodge 1413 
P.O. Box 1047 
Corvallis, OR 97339 
Dear Mr. Atwood.: 
April 21, 1983 
The Pacific Children's Vision Institute of ~acific Universit y would 
like to continue providing vision services to the children of th e 
Far~ Home. In 1983-84, as in the past seven years, we are seeking 
funding from the Corvallis Elks Club through the Van Nuys Fund (s e e 
attached letters for a summary of the 1982-83 program). 
The projected cost of our 1983-84 program (based .on 60 children) i s: 
Item 
l. Extensive Preliminary Examination 
(60 children) 
2. Profe ssional Services including 
Compl e te Visual Ex amination and 
Visual Therapy as required 
3. Glasses and materials 
Fee 
$120.00 
$2,700.00 
$1,950.00 
$4,770.00 
Please no tify me of your decision to continu e this pr ogram. we 
would like to begin providing care in September. 
2043 C O LLEGE WAY 
Sincerely yours, 
Norman Stern, O.D., Ph.D. 
Director, Pacific Children' s 
Vision Institute 
FOREST G ROV E, O REGON 97 11 6 T E LEPHON E (503) 357-6 151 
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Norman Stern, O.D., Ph.D. 
Director, Pacific ' Children's 
Vision Institute 
2043 College Way 
Forest Grove, OR 97116 
Dear Dr. Stern: 
• ., I 
' 
" I J I 
444 N.W. ELKS DRIVE • 
P.O. Box 1047 
CORY ALLIS, OR 97330 
If I 1' : 758-0222 f . 
I .' ! ' ; •• - ~ 
August 15, 1983 
In response to your letter of August 4, 1983, please be 
advised that the Corvallis Lodge No. 1413 will continue 
to provide vision services to the Children of the Farm 
Home far the 1983-84 year. 
There is, however, one change we would like to make. 
Instead of having around 60 children seen, we would like 
to cut it down to 25-30 children. We have talked to nurse 
Margret S~hantz and she feels this will be quite adequate. 
We are very glad to be o.f service to the children through 
the Van Nuys Estate Fund. 
;scere~ LJ~ 
'7(7-.i- t!7 cfi-~/ 
Dale Long 
Leading Knight 
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PACIFIC 
UNIVERSITY 
CO L LEC t' cw 
(_) J'I \ _) M J:T R Y 
Dale Long 
Leading Knight 
Corvallis Elks Lodge 141 3 
P.O. Box 1047 
Corvallis, OR 97339 
Dear Mr. Long: 
January 9, 1984 
The following is a report of the vision services provided by the Pacific 
Children's Vision Institute of Pacific University with funds provided by the 
Corvallis Elks Club through the Van Nuys Fund. 
On September 30, 198J 25 children from the Farm Home were given an exten-
sive preliminary screening. Nineteen children required a complete visual 
examination, which was provided in October thru December, 1983. Ten children 
required new glasses and four children required visual therapy, which will be 
completed in the spring of 1984. Two children required special testing. 
The following is a break down of the cost of the 1983-84 project: 
Item Fee 
1. Extensive Preliminary Screening $ 50.00 
(25 children) 
2. Travel (20¢/mile, 7 round trips) 210.00 
760.00 
70.00 
1,020.00 
3. Complete Visual Examination (19 children) 
4. Special Testing (2 children) 
5. Orthoptic Visual Therapy 
(28 in-office sessions) 
6. Glasses (10 children) 729.00 
$2,839.00 
Your suggestion of reducing the number of children screened was imple-
mented, and this combined with less children requiring new glasses, helped 
keep our .costs well under our proposed budget. 
I would like to see this program repeated next October, due to the 
average child's stay lasting approximately six-nine months. Thank you 
for helping us to be able to provide this service to the children. 
2 0<13 COLLLCE Wr\Y 
Sincerely, 
~~~~ 
Normans. Stern, O.D., Ph.D. 
Dire ctor, Pacific Children's 
Visi.on Insti tu t e 
f ' OR..EST GROVE, O R EGON 9i' II G TFLEPI I O N E (~ ; rn) . l ':"i'-!i l ~ )l 
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'J• 
An Observation Checklist 
f.or Possible 
Visual Problems 
Name of Student------------ Age: years ____ monlh'------
N.tmc of Obscncr ------------ Date of Observation -----~----
Dlrt't:tlons: For accuracy. use ofthis checklist should follow observation w.hich has been ~nduc:ted 
for at least l\l'n Weeks. 0~; IUIIIIJark a symplofll if a student rarely or ilcvt!r displays this S)'mpfom or if 
the item is inappropriate for the age or tile student. tr the student frequently displays a symptom. 
pla&:c an .. x .. under the column marked '"Generally ... If the student cx;c.Wona!f)- ~lays 1 S)'mptom, 
place an "x" under the column marked .. Sometimes. .. 
Symptoms of Possible Prob&oms 
I. 
, 
... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
•"\· 
Generally Sometimes 
Doc' the student complain of headaches'! 
Does the student complain of nausea? 
Do the eyes become inflamed'? 
Do the eyes appear to wilter? -
' Oocs the student complain that eyes burn or itch? 
·-
-
Docs the student complain of diuiness? 
Does the student cover an eyc(s) with hand? 
Does the student mention ••spots•' before the eyes? 
Does the student mention seeing double? ' 
-
Does the student complain that eyes ilre tired? 
Does &he student have sties? 
Do bright liahts hurt the studcnfs eyes? 
Does the student have diffl<.-ulty seeing the blackboard? 
Doc~ the s&udent complain that print blurs? 
~ 
From: A Guide to Ecological 
~ .. 
... 
' 
Screening and Assessment 
v. Hardin and N. Pettit 
Wm. C. 3rown Co., ~97A 
., 
: 
. 
Gen~rally Sometime' ___ ............ ______ ......... ____ 
IS. Doe! the student mention seeing two lines of prinl v.rhen 
reading1 
. -
t6. • j>pcs tho student squint while looking at books or whll~ 
': . . nadine? . ' . ' . 
17. Doe' the s.tudcnt us.e facial contortions while doln" close 
work? 
18. Does the student seem to ~lose eyes during work sessions? , 
19. Docs the student hold his/her work very close or far away? 
20. Does the student shade the eyes during rcadin1? 
.. 
Scoring Critar~ An a · follows. 
lf two or mort of the above symptoms appear under the column marked. "Generally,•• referral 
should. be considered; If ftmr or mor~ of the above symptoms appear under tho coluann marked, 
.. Sometimes.·~ ~ferral shoul~ be .~onsid~red. . , 
I . r •• 
•. 
a ~osical Screening 
Nntlln 
, '"'rv1 niiMt :;cnt.ENINO 
r 1111 1 "fl :l 
~~~-. . . ... ... ... -... .... .... ~ .. ... ... .... .... 
I, f 1. CASE HISTOBY 
r·----- .. ,---, whon uso: 0 nonr [) for 0 full tlmo 
1. Hx now f} LJ yes ·· ··· -~.,. do thoy hnlp I 'I yos; [ J no; nnnd chnn11o: 0 yos; 0 no; 
.; lJ no ·-· ·· i• AK in p111t 17[] Y'" - ~;- whon wr.nr: 0 . ncar Cl for [] full timn 
40 no 
2. Blur [D yos: 
-)0 no 0 near; O for; what conditions ----~---~------
3. Diplopia ~0 yos O ncar; O far, how often ___ ---'--LJiwri'91!.!91.llk.__ _ _ 
L7 0 no 
4. Headache 
-> 0 yos 
,-)-D far(l.V.) 
with 4-0 near(Heading) 
how often ______ ..J-!/w:!,;c~e~k'------
location: front temporal back neck 
P F 2. VISUAL ACUITY 0 with Rx, 0 No Rx) 
1. For 00 20/ 3 . 16" 0020/ OS 20/ 
2. OS 20/ 4. l·lahltual Reading Distanca -----
P F 3. RETINOSCOPY ( 0 with Rx; 0 no Rx} 
) 
1. Far oo __________ ~ 
OS _________________ __ 
F 4. EYE MOVEMENT ( 0 with Rx,O no Rx) 
1. Cover: Far_Exo_ Eso 16" __ Exo Eso 
2. NPC "Bead; " Letter 3. Cov-Uncov·Aec: Good 
----..=..::.:..:.::.:.... Ave. Poor 
Bad 
4. Eye Movements 
Ave Good 
oo ... os 
1 2 3 4 5 
F 5. BINOCULARITY 
1. Keystone Phorias Far L 
---- v _ __ _ Ncar L ___ v __ _ 
2. Randot Stereo 
3. 8 11 Rock 1 Minute 3os. ~::!..--..:.t.:.::..c;::.~•Lette r Sheet 
F 6. HEALTH 
1. Ophthalmoscope 00 
OS 
2. Extcrtlal 00 os ________________________________ __ 
3. Pupils 
F 7. EVALUATION ( 0 with Rx;O no Rxl 
1 . ..:!:. 2 Rock 16" .:50.s, 6o ~ .Ouality: Good Bad 
2. Fixation Disparity 16" 3 . Suppression 2~0LI __ Lcttors 
4. Prbm Fusion 16" Bl_t:..._ __ ; 
6. Other 
BO_~ ___ _ _ ; Quality: Good Ave. Poor 
Pass Screening 
Foiled Screening: Referred for exam for 
lESULT COMPLETE EXAM 
1. Now Rx ordered 
2. V.T. Required 
0 No 
0 No 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3. Other-----------
VA 0 Health 
Retinosc;opy 0 Need now (Roplacament) Rx 
Binocldarity 
Yns Onto delivered: 
Yes 
*A. 
*B. 
*C. 
D. 
E. 
VISION SCREENING PROGRAM--CRITERIA FOR REFERRAl, 
Visual Acuity (Near or Far) 
1. Pre-schoolers •••••••• • • 
2. Others ••••••••••• • • 
Refractive Error 
1. Hyperopia 
a. Pre-School. • • • • • • • • 
b. I<,irst grade and up. • • • • 
2. Myopia ••••• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 3. 
4. 
Astigmatism. • 
Anisometropia. • • • • • • • • • 
Two-Eyed Coordination 
1. At Distance (20 feet) 
a. Tropia. • • • • • • • .. • • 
b. Esophoria • • • • • • • • • 
c. Exophoria • • • • • • • • • 
d. Hyperphoria . • • • • • • • 
2. At Near (16 inches) 
a. Tropia. . • • • • • • • • • 
b. Esophoria • • • . • • • • • 
c. Exophoria • . • • • • • • • 
d. Hyperphoria • . . • • • • • 
Ocular Health • • • • • • . • •· • . • 
Ocular Pressure (if tested) 
1. Measured IOP . • • • • • • . • • (Borderline lOP: 22-25mm Hg) 
2. IOPR - IOPL • • • • . • • • • • (Borderline; 4-Smm Hg) 
20/50 or poorer, either eye 
20/40 or poorer, either eye 
+2.00 D or more 
+1.50 D ·or more 
-.75 D or more with 
acuity loss 
+1.00 D or more 
+'l.oo D or more 
Any Tropia 
sA or more 
sA or more 
24 or mor~ 
Any Tropia 
sA or more 1o• or more 
241 or more 
Any verified pathology 
or medical anomaly of 
eye and/or adnexa 
· 26nun Hg or greater 
6mm Hg or greater 
*Categories A, B, C tested with habitual corrective lenses .!.!!_ elace. 
6/82 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
A. 
B. 
c. 
0. 
E. 
VISION SCIIEENING PIIOGRAM FOR ADULTS 
CR/T£11/A FOR REFERRAL 
Brief history of visual performance 
Visual Acuity: 
1. 20/30 or poorer, either eye · Far and Near 
Refractive Error: 
1. Hyperop1~1: 1.00 D. or more 
a) Plus lens test: Pass or Fail 
2. Myopia: 0.75 0. or more with acuity loss 
3. Astigmatism: 0.15 0. or more 
4. Anisometropia: 0.15 D. or more 
Accommodative Facility: 
I 
1. Rapid clearing of 20/30 line on .:t 1.50 0. rock; Two cycles 
Fusional Facility: 
1. At 20 feet: 
a) Any tropia 
b) Rapid fusion of at.. 80, 4 6 81, 1%6 BU and 80 
2. At 16 inches: 
a) Any tropia 
b) Rapid fusion (in reading position) of 106 80 and 81, 1%11 BU and 80 
3. NPC 
F. Ocular Health: 
G. 
H. 
1. Any verified pathology or medical anomaly 
Color Vision: 
1. Pseudo-Isochromatic Plates: Pass or Fail 
Stereo: 
1. Stereofly 
Categories, 8, C, 0, £, G, H tested through habitual corrective lenses. 
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